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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to compare and delennine the more effective approach 

by use of Infonnation and Communication Technology (lCT) on achievement and 

retention of secondary school students of mathematics in Pakistan. The three 

approaches used fOf this study were, the Computer Based Instruction (CBl). 

Computer Bascd Learning (CBL). and Teacher Centered (TC) approach. The research 

design was the posttesl-only control group design. Seventeen research questions were 

put in the study. Sample of the study were 63 students alld was heterogeneous to 

provide representation aeross ability level and gender. The achievement and retention 

instruments were in the IQnn of researcher's made posHest and the delayed-postlest. 

The CRI and COL boys and girls studems (taught separately) were grouped as 

treatment groups whereas the TC boys and girls students were grouped as reference 

group. The same topic mathematics, "Concept of Matrices" was taught to all three 

groups. The CBI groups were taught through software - Educational Program of 

Gifted Youth (EPGY), developed by Stanford University, USA. These groups were 

also supported by lectures, drill, and practice and self-assessment opportunities. The 

CBL groups used the EPGY software and in addition they made use of all possible 

resources of information and communication technology; internet, c-mail, chaHing 

and on-line help. The TC groups were taught through traditional teaching techniques. 

Two-way analysis of Covariance (ANCQVA) procedure from SPSS program wa~ 

adapted for the analysis of data of the study. Significant levels of all research 

hypothesis tested in this study were at the 0.05 levels, There was no significant 

difference among score oflhe students taught mathematics through CBI, CBL and 

xiv 



approaches on achievement. The main effects of the groups and ability did no! meet 

the 0.05 level of significance. However, the main effects comparison of gender was 

slgnmcruliat 0.047. There was a significant difference among the group's retention of 

the students taught mathematics through eBJ, eBL and approaches. The main 

effect of the ability did meet the 0.05 level of significance on delayed-postlest. The 

main effect comparison of groups was also significant at 0.023. However, the main 

effect for group reach statistical significance on delayed-post test. Post-hoc 

comparison using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the means score of delayed

posUcst for the CBL group was significantly different from the TC group, The CBI 

group did not differ significantly from either of the eBL or TC groups, It was found 

that the CBL group had significantly scored higher in achieving as well as in retaining 

the content of mathematics taught to them during the experiment. The below average 

students retained significantly more than the average and above average students. The 

girls students overall scored considerably higher than the boys in delayed-posttest. It 

was concluded that the use of CSL approach in leaching of mathematics at secondary 

level in Pakistan can be encouraged for beller achievement and retention of the 

subject which is one of the objective of teaching or mathematics at this stage, 
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Chapter -I 

INTRODUCTION 

With the pace of lime and development in the sociely, frequent changes have 

been made in the pattern of education from time 10 lime to meet the needs of society, 

The remarkable progress of science and technology, and the resulting rapid progress 

of industry and the economy have not been only causing great changes in every 

aspect of society but also bringing crucial changes in education, Education is 

considered to be the most powerful 1001 lor all-round development of (he human 

beings, As such, the enlightencd nations to assign top priority to education 

system, which should reflect the aspirations, intentions and notions envisaged in the 

country and its national policy, 

For better "education system", the process of curriculum development has 

been crucial in socio-economic planning and setting the direction of education system 

at the national leveL Many attempts were mad..: from time 10 time to improve the 

national curriculum ever since the creation of Pakistan. Reports of the various 

education commissions, the education policies, and five-year plans have duly 

emphasized the need for quality education, as well as, the suitability of the structure 

of curriculum comparable with the advanced countries of the world and that could 

also meet the needs of the country (Tahir, 2004), 



The newly developed National Curriculum of mathematics for secondary level 

has been implemented at the national level from academic year 2003. Pursuing a 

long-term strategy, the national curriculum is going through a series of eycle of 

extensive reviews, the need assessment studies, various curriculum models and 

curriculum development approaches (Tahir, 2004). Based on the approved 

curriculum, the textbooks are developed at the national level through a highly 

elaborate process. 

The utility of mathematics made it an inevitable course of school life all over 

the world, But what a great misfortune with such a signil1cant subject that the 

majority of our school going population is afraid of it (Susan, 1992), Why is this 

dread of mathematics? Whether it is due to dullness of students or it is due to callous 

and approaches of (eaching of mathematics, Students who are bright and 

shining in almost all other subjects of their study should not be blamed for this 

diserepancy, The question Is mathematics taught at secondary level compatible 

with the needs of students and in line with the prevailing boom of technology in 

Pakistan? Certainly not, as revealed by Sulman (J 999) in his findings on 

teaching methods of mathematics, "mathematics education is lacking in qualitative 

development and achievement level due to use of traditional methods". Although, the 

textbooks elaborates (he concepts logically, comprised of numbers of solved 

examples, illustrations and exercises, the situation of teaching of mathematics in 

typical schools of Pakistan is that there is no room for participation, intellectual 

development, exposition of incorporating derivation, and theorem-proving exercises 

in which students verify mathematical facts in a symbolic computation environment. 
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The observations made during a survey of Secondary School Reform Project of 

Pakistan (Government of Pakistan. (994) have witnessed that textbooks of 

mathematics arc taught in isolation with the world of work The result is that students 

do not acquire and understand the concepts of mathematics and inquiry process but 

rather memorize the facts, ligures, and formulae of mathematics, The purpose of 

mathematics education in changing society is to help children and young people, 

acquire those understanding, attitudes, and mathematical skills thai make them happy 

and useful citizens of the society (Susan, (992), 

Over the past twenty-five years, computers and its related technologies have 

influenced nearly every aspeet of the developed counlries of the world, The 

exposition in information and communication technology (ICT) has increased efforts 

to equip the classrooms of these countries with computers, Between 1984 and 2002, 

the number of computers in America's K-12 schools only increased thirty onc limes 

to more than ten million units (US Bureau of Census, 2002), Computer hardware and 

software has developed rapidly over the past five years in Pakistan (Government of 

Pakistan, 2004), The computers have become much more powerful, easier to use, 

smaller, and more convenient, and much more accessible, In recent years, advances 

sllch as hard disks, compact disks-read only memory (CD-ROMS), laser disk, and 

affordable printers have made computers much more useful for the educational 

process, Networking has allowed computers to be easily accessible to the teachers as 

well as easier for use with software packages, The Internet has increased student 

interest in computers and has led to an increase in student computer literacy and 

skills. 
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Research on the effects of computers on achievement began in the 19605. 

Early research that has been done remained inconclusive in determining the 

effectiveness of computers. [n a book by Skinner (1965), he felt that the use of 

computers could build "confidcnce in education" (p.l9). Lumsdainc (1965) suggested 

that an evaluation of computer related instructions should be undertaken in many 

areas. These include how many students started and completed the program, average 

completion time, average level of performance on pre post-tests of achievement, 

and the variability of these measures (p.305). More recent studies are not any more 

conclusive than the early studies. Baker (1999) in a study of research donc on 

computer related approaches claims there is a lack of controlled studies. Baker found 

most studies were conduckd by surveying students' attitudes and opinions toward 

computers. The survey was not conducted in an experimental fashion with a control 

group and experimental group. In 1997, Harold Wenglinsky of the Educational 

Testing Service published a major study on computers and academic achievement. 

Wenglinsky used data obtained from the 1996 National Assessment of Educational 

Progress (NAEP) mathematics examination. He found that while a positive effect of 

computer technology did cxiSl, students who only used computers for all drill and 

practice, as opposed to using them in ways thaI would develop higher order thinking 

did worse on the NAEP test than the: students who had not used the computers at aiL 

The need for a study utilizing a control group is evident. Most of the research is 

qualitative or studies dealing with the differences in effect by gender and ability 

levels. Few studies have been conducted to demonstrate a relationship between 

computer related technologies and academic achievement. 
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Information and Commllnicalion Technology 

The stunning improvements in the capabilities of computers lind advances in 

telecommunications have produced powerful information and communication 

technology tools that have important implications lor education in mathematics and 

technology. The ever-increasing sophistication in computing and telecommunications 

technologies has led to questions that challenge the spatial and temporal boundaries 

(Jonassen, 1996). Information and Communication Technology now offers the 

possibility for learning and teaching to take place in new settings and to inspire and 

facilitate lifelong education. 

leT is developing swiftly and is taking over an increasing share in 

domain of life. It is among those technologies, which have got immediate acceptance 

and influenced a common man's pattern of life in developed and developing countries 

equally. The traditional classrooms lectures have been supplemented ways and 

options thai leT revolution has created. The way one can access knowledge is 

changing, newer and newer roles of schools and those 

(Knowledge Net, 2000). 

teachers are evol ving 

The leT has become the basis of any other technology, mode of delivery, 

communication interaction. According to UNESCO (2002), Information and 

communication technology is defined as the combination of inlbrmatics technology 

(technological applications of infomwlics in society) with other relalled technologies, 

specifically communication technology. Therefore making use of computer, Internet, 

websites. e-maiIs chatting, online programs and educational software comes under 

leT. 
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Because of its capacity to focus on individual assessment, ICT is making the 

leaching and learning enterprise much more outcome-oriented, a change lhal has 

important implications tor learning productivity, In fact, the areas that have made the 

most inroads wilh leT arc mathematics, and science, whose outcomes can be most 

easily delineated, Continuous assessmenl provides the data needed 10 map the relation 

between cosl and benefit, thus opening the way for experimentation and innovation in 

the subjects like mathematics (ACTM, 1997), 

In teaching, this technology empowers students to have greater control over 

the learning process, with all the benefits associated with active learning and personal 

responsibility. Not only will students decide by using leT that when to learn and how 

to learn, increasingly they will also decide what to learn and how that learning is to be 

certified, It is in this sense that ICT "unbundles the learning enterprise from the 

teaching enterprise" (Massy & Zamsky, 2000). In leaching, ICT has strong potential 

to increase learning productivity in the areas of codified knowledge and algorithmic 

skills, In these specific areas, the implication is that ICT should supplement human 

instructors whenever possible - human intervention should be oriented mainly 

towards making the advantages of ICT accessible to all learners. In the case of 

mathematics remediation, that might mean monitoring student motivation and 

providing support at critical junctures to ensure that a student completes the program 

(Twigg, 1996). 

ICT enables students to work at their own pace with continuous assessment, in 

contrast to the traditional teaching methods, which can be described as batch

processing with episodic assessment. Continuous assessment allows teachers to 
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pinpoint the areas where students falter--and in the case of some multimedia 

programs, those areas trigger further practice automatically so that students receive 

more instruction "just in time," when they need i( most (Massy & Zamsky, 2000). 

In Computer Based Instructions (CBI), the teaching is imparted by using the 

computers for delivering infonnalion to the student. This may include use of 

educational software. tutorials, data, graphing and self-assessment. The CBI docs not 

include the tool usage of machines (Simonson & Thompson. 1997) 

The Computer Based Learning (CBL) approach is gaining popularity \0 

describe all students learning reialled to computer. This tenn is considered more 

general because the term learning more naturally encompasses situation where the 

computer is used as educational tool hut is not delivering information or instructing 

the student (Simonson & Thompson, 1997). The 1001 usage of CBL differentiate its 

from the CBL That is why; the CBt is not limited to students, computers and 

soflwarc but can also include and encompass various combinations of the computer 

with other technologies to creale learning experiences for students. The terms 

computer-related technologies and the Information and Communication Technology 

which is very popular around the World, are basically (hc way of describing Ihe 

hardware used in conjunction with computers. 

Although, leT has the potential \0 enhance teaching and learning, there is no 

agreement on how that technology should be used to boost academic produclivity--or 

whether such an increase is in itself a valid goal if its enhancement means substituting 

technology for the more traditional, labor intensive rhythms of mathematics 

education. Moreover, ICT enables constructivist pedagogy: that student, learn betler 
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by having hands-on experiences using websitcs, working with significant problems 

Ihal challenge them and working coilaboratively. II also allows students with different 

learning styles (such as multisensory learners versus linear learners) to learn in ways 

thaI are best for them (Twigg, 1996). 

It was therefore quite imperative 10 look lor those computers related teaching 

approaches, which could the teaching mathematics more useful, interesting 

and meaningful. The researcher therefore intended to sec effects of use of information 

and communication technology on varied teaching approachcs on achievement and 

retention of students 

Pakistan. 

mathematics on a group of secondary schools students of 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to investigate and compane the effects of use of 

Information and Communication Technology in Computer-Based instruction (CBI), 

Computer-Based Learning (CBL) and traditional Teacher Centered (TC) approaches 

on achievement and retention of students of mathematics in Pakistan. 

Rationale 

The t:ffecls of Computer-based instructions and Computer-based learning is 

important not only because of the erfort and money being invested in Pakistani 

schools and coHeges on ICT but most importantly. the great potential for increased 

student learning if it is proved effective. A positive relationship between the llse of 
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the software in CBI or making use oCtaols in CBL approach the achievement will 

indicate the need greater implementation. The Government might sec a need for 

increased emphasis to be placed on teacher training as well as a support of classroom 

usage. The results will shared with school administration in public and private 

sectors to indicate if a need for more wide spread use exists. It is hoped that an 

increase in achievement will be a motivator to encourage more teachers to tJtilize CBI 

or CBL in teaching ofmathematks as an approach of computer relatcd technology. 

Significance of the Study 

The aspect of mathematics education is very crucial and demands immediate 

attention for the better development of mathematics teaching and the best delivery of 

the National Curriculum 2000 into practice in the perspectives of classroom situation. 

This curriculum recommends "mathematics teachers make use of various websitcs 

related with teaching learning material, methodologies, etc, of the subject, which are 

floated on the Internet" (Government of Pakistan, 20(0), As a matter of facts, 

knowledge is being transferred by technology with the explosive grov;;1h of 

telecommunication technology and Internet (Knowledge NET, 2000), 

The usc of infonnalion and communication technology has sharply decreased 

the value of traditional algorithmic skills taught traditionally and has potentially 

increased the value of many areas of mathematical knowledge (e.g, probability, logic. 

calculus etc.), which were rarely found, or even less emphasized in the school in the 

pervious mathematics curriculum, Thus the question arises; would the present 
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delivery of mathematics in Pakistan be capable of meeting demands of our society? If 

not, one possible alternate can to chanalize om teaching of mathematics around 

ICT, which is now on the doorstep of our rural ,md urban studel1ls. According to the 

statistics of Ministry of Science and Technology, 1325 towns and villages have 

received access to the Internet services, which are expected to be doubled by the end 

of financial ycar2004-2005 (COMSATS, 2004). 

Continuous curriculum the light of the contemporary variables 

indicates that if mathematics education is designed to help industry, commerce, 

uu:'m~~' and higher education in pure and applied disciplines then it should also 

address its own position and layout that helps to explore more area of research and 

investigation (Cockeroft, 1982). Then the question of how we can help students to 

construct beller experience for themselves should be one of the impol1anl aspects of 

our mathematics teaching. What mathematics is learnt should have a sense in 

practicability. 

One may have 11 balanced curriculum for learning according 10 the cognitive 

levels of the children, emphasizing on the investigational and problem solving skills 

thai ultimately develop critical thinking among the pupils. CBI and CBL approaches 

supported with suitable soltware can be used to make reliance on the notion of 

"Mathematical Power" - the ultimate goal of the sllbject HOW? WHAT IF? 

PREDICT, TEST and hence GENERi\LIZE (Susan, 1992). Therefore an innovative 

support to teaching of mathematics is a question in the light of present boom of 

infonnation and communication technology in the country. 
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No mathematics program can more successful than its implementation in 

the classroom. A mathematics program can be more effective, productive, and 

interesting if it is supported by interactive activities, exposition, real world situation, 

and diagnostic examples (NRC, ] 985). Accordingly, the success of any mathematics 

programs mostly depends upon the following elements: 

1. Delivery of mathematics showing promise for developing better quality of 

learning and retention; 

II. Opportunity for exposition and understanding in every day life; 

iiI. Students of mathematics recognize and apply knowledge and skills of 

mathematics in the world of work; 

iv. Room for development of personalized learning and guidance; 

v. Search for any sUpp0l1 to tcaching, which actually supplant ralher than 

primarily augment the traditional means of delivering the content of 

mathematics (Massy & Zamsky. 2000); 

vi. Substituting technology-based programs for traditional teaching 

methods comprise something essential. 

These elements are needed to be considered at the stage of implementation of 

any curriculum of mathematics. Support is clear from the "Curriculum 2000" for 

teaching and learning mathematics by making use of information and communication 

technology at the secondary level (Go\i. of Pakistan, 2000), However, there was a 

need to verify these results in a totally different situation and Pakistani society where 

Ihe syslem of education is entirely different from the environment of the developed 
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countries in which these experiments are carried out Therefore, this study provided 

an ample opportunity to search for use of leT in teaching of mathematics in Pakistan. 

Objectives of the Study 

The following were the objectives of the study: 

I. To compare the effects of use of Infonnation and Communication Technology 

using CBI, CEL and approaches on achievement of students of 

secondary school mathematics. 

2. To compare the effects of use of Information and ConIDlUnication Technology 

using CBI, and T C approaches on retention students of secondary 

school mathematics. 

3. To find out more effective approach of teaching mathematics from CBI, CBL 

and TC approaches for the secondary schools s!u(ienlls. 

Assumptions 

In carrying out the study, it was assumed that 

1. Different approaches of teaching mathematics al secondary level effect on 

the achievement of the studenls. 

2. Different approachcs of tcaching mathematics at secondary level effect on the 

retention of the students. 
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3, Different approaches of teaching mathematics at secondary level have 

differential effects on the achievement of Ihe students belonging to difTerent 

ability level and gender. 

4, Different approaches of teaching mathematics at secondary level have 

differential effects on the retention of the students belonging to different 

ability level and gender. 

DELIMITATIONS 

Following were the delimitations of the study: 

I. The study was delimited to two Federal Government schools of Islamabad. 

The resuhs can be generalized to other settings, 

2. The effects of three selected teaching approaches of mathematics were 

delimited 10 Iwo attribule variables i.l:. the ability level and sex of students 

only. 

3. It was not possible to select the sample from all sections of 91h classes of each 

selected school. The selected schools are the biggest schools of Islamabad and 

it was nOI possible for school administration to change and disturb the 

ongoing schedule of their schools for this study, It was therefore decided to 

take one full section using basket technique from each of the school for the 

experiment. 

4. The computer skills of the students were not equal due 10 different socio

economic background and access to Internel clubs. 
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5. The experiment was conducted in computer laboratory of sampled schools 

for the CBI and CBL groups. However, some short ne,:eSSaI'y computer 

related equipment was made available to meet the required specifications of 

software and programs used while teaching through CBI and CBL 

approaches, 

6, Due to revised scheme of studies for secondary schools and tight schooling 

schedule, it was not possible for school's administration to spare the students 

for the period equivalent to three weeks and for more than one chapter ofthcir 

course of mathematics. 

Research Questions 

The design of the study pemlincd to investigate thc {allowing questions: 

Question on Achievement and Retenlion 

AR Is there a difference on mean score among the achievement and retention of 

the students of secondary level taught mathematics through CHI, CBL and TC 

approaches? 

Questions on Achievement - PosHest 

A 1 Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary 

!evellaught mathematics through CBI, COL and TC approaches? 

A2 Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CHI, CSL and TC), students' ability (below 

average, average and above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 
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fs there a diflerence among the achievement of the students of secondary 

laught mathematics through CBf and CBL approaches? 

A4 Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among tile types of 

teaching approaches (CBI and CBL), students' ability (below average, 

average and above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

AS Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through cm and IC approaches? 

A6 Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types 

teaching approaches (CBI and TC), students' ability (below average, average 

and above average) and (boys and girls)? 

A 7 Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBL and TC approaches? 

AS Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBL and IC), students' ability (below average, average 

and above average) and gender (boys and girls)" 

Questions on Relenlion - I)clayed PosUest 

Rl Is there II difference among the retention of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBI, CEL and approaches? 

R2 Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among the lypes of 

teaching approaches (CBI, eBL and IC), students' ability (below average, 

average and above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 
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R3 Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary 

level taught mathematics through CB! and approaches? 

R4 Is any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of 

approaches (CBI and CBL), students' ability (below average, 

average and average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

R5 Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary 

taught mathematics through CBI TC approaches? 

R6 Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of teaching 

approaches (CBI and Te), students' ability (below average, and 

above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

R 7 Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBL and TC approaches? 

R8 Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBL and students' ability (below average 

and above ~Vf'rn""l and gender (boys and girls)? 

Methodology 

The methodology was designed to collect data required to achieve study's 

objectives. The research design envisaged collection data Llsing varioLls resources, 

techniques and role of teachers for the treatment of different groups. A summary of 

research methodology used for this purpose is given as below: 
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Summary of Research Afethodology 

Group Resources Techniques Role of Teacher Instruments 

---------" --~-----

CBJ Textbook Interactive, Guided Postlest, delayed-postlest 
Computer Cooperative 

software Self-pacing 
Multi-media 

Textbook Self-pacing Facilitator! Postlest. delayed-postlest 
Searching Navigator 
Use ofintemet 

Multi-media Use of e-mail 
Telephone Chatting 

On-line help 

Textbook Chalk and Talk Centered Posllest, delayed-postlest 

Population alld Sample 

The population of the study included the students £i'om two different schools 

from Islamabad. The sample of this study was to provide 

representation across ability level and gender. 

63 selected for this study were divided inlo three groups 

separately the boys girl's sections into treatment group and treatment 2 and 

reference treatment group I was identified as which received 

instructions of mathematics through Computer Based Instructions (CBJ) approach. 

treatment group 2 was idcntified as those. whieh received instructi<)ns through 

Computer Lcarning (CBL) approach. The trained mathematics teacht:r taught 
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these groups. The reference group was dell ned as those using the traditional teaching 

- Teacher Centered Approach in mathematics classrooms. A mathematics teacher 

who was ignorant in use of ICT taught this group. 

Instruments 

The marks obtained in the subject of mathematics in the final examination 

class VIlI were used to randomly assign students of matched pairs to cm, and 

groups. The instrument, which was used as post-test of this study, was developed 

from the selected chapter of textbook mathematics elIISS,:, This instrument 

went through jury validation. 

The achievement and retention instruments were in the fonns of the postlest. 

A of random numbers wa~ used 10 randomize Ihe sequence of the questions of 

the postlest (achievement) and delayed postlest (retention). Changing the sequence of 

questions and the time interval between the administrations of the tcsts reduced 

student sensitization to instruments. 

Procedure 

The chapter on "Concept of Matrices" of mathematics textbook for C1a~ses 

IX-X was selected for instructions to treatment groups and the reference group 

with the exception of use of ICT. Only Ihe treatment group I and 2 made usc of ICT 

rcspecti vel y. 
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overall in final examination of VIII was the criteria for 

the students into the of below average and above averagc, 

The boy and girls' school students were separately grouped and given treatment in 

their respective schools. Thc postlest was given one after the completion of the 

treatment. Four weeks subsequent to the the delayed posttest was 

administered 10 measure studellt r(!teI1ticm of the conccpts and understanding allaincd 

on the topic, 

Treafment Group-l 

CBI groups was taught the IOpic by making usc software - Educational 

Program for Gifted Youth (EPGY), lectun:s, and hands on opportunities for 

assessment questions, drill and practice on computers, 

Treatment Group-2 

The CBL group's students also used the software, In addition, they 

utilized computer based technology resources; including internet. e-mail, chatting and 

on-line help on the topic of matrices. 

Referem'e Group 

The reference group was taught the same topie form the textbook for the same 

period but through Teacher Centered (TC) approach, students of this group were 
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given chance and time fOf interaction, questioning and what 

OUf schools but without using any component of ICT. 

Dahl Analysis 

bei ng practiced in 

The data was collected from the instruments used in the study. The data was 

amIlV;"CIl and compared the effect of the treatments and reference groups, ability, and 

gender on achievement and retention scores. 

Two-way analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) procedure from SPSS program 

was used to analyze data. The ANCOVA Procedure was used for two reasons. 

selection and through randomization of students for the purpose of dividing 

them in to three groups on the basis defined was not possible. Second, the use of 

covariant procedure mathematically controlled for the covariate (the postiest), so that 

group main effect could be interpreted more easily. The At\COVA procedure also 

determined two- way interactions. Post-hoc test (Tl.lkey test) was applied on delayed

pOStiest for the purpose of comparison of mean score of groups. 

Significanlleve!s of all research hypotheses tested in this study were scI at the 

.05 levels. 
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Definition of Terms 

Computer Based instruction Group and girls of all ability levels who were 

taught the selected topic of mathematics through 

Computer Based Instruction approach. 

Computer Based Learning Group Boys and girls of all ability levels were 

taught the selected topic of mathematics thr'Ju~~h 

Computer Based Learning approach. 

Teacher Centered Approach Group Boys and girls of all ability levels who were 

in/ormation and Communication 
Technology 

Mathematics 

taught the topic of mathematics through 

Teacher Centered Approach. 

Combination of informatics technology with 

Other (communication etc.) related 
technologies. 

The subject of mathematics taught as 

compulsory sUl:licct at secondary level. 
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Chapter II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The Malhematics Education 

The Mathematics Curriculum in Pakistan 

Mathematics is compulsory subject up to secondary level in Pakistan. 

According to the Curriculum Document (2000), and the scheme of studies, the su~ject 

of mathematics is taught at IX and X. The total numbers of periods per week in 

a school are 92 and the periods allocated to mathematics per week are 12 which is 

26% of total school work load. The numbers of school days are about 180 in an 

academic year an average school day is six hours. This time is Ilot quite viable as 

compared to the developed countries such as U.S.A Germany, Japan whose school 

days in a year rdllges from 175 to 220. The average length of school varies from 

5 to 8 hours per day (ISESCO, 1989). 

The mathematics curriculum for secondary level has gone through number of 

revisions since creation of Pakistan. The lirst change in mathematics curriculum 

was initiated during 1968. This change was termed as modernization of curriculum 

and included drastic changes in mathematics subject malter, textbooks and teacher 

training. For the first time in Pakistan, the '·"r.'c" were introduced at secondary level. 
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greater emphasis was placed on the practical and scientific application of 

mathematics (Government of Pakistan, 1968). 

A massive fC\rislOn of secondary school mathematics was carried out during 

1972-73 {Government of Pakistan, I this revision, the content was made 

concept oriented. In addition 10 this, deductive and inductive approaches were 

adapted for teaching mathematics to the students of secondary classes. The textbooks 

were implemented from 1977. Secondary school mathematics curriculum was 

also revised in 1986 only a few and minor chiall,leS were made in the pervious 

curriculum (Government of Pakistan, 1986). This curriculum was implemented from 

the year 1988. 

A major breakthrough in the history of development of mathematics 

curriculum for secondary level came in the year 1994 when a unified curriculum was 

de'vcl')p'~d for all the students opting general as well as elective group (Government 

of Pakistan, \994). curriculum was divided into major categ(lrie:s Sets 

and Numbers, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry and Information handling. This 

curriculum was implemented from the year 1995. The curriculum was implemented 

without any planning strategy especially towards the delivery of mathematics and 

in the face of shortage of mathematics has always existed. The 

findings of an evaluation study (Tahir, 1997) conducted al NISTE, Islamabad on this 

curriculum revealed that most of the portion of curriculum was taken from the 

"'~'m" group. The c1ienlele of ",,,,,,,,,,1 earHt'r curriculum for the students of 

group has no option but to study this curriculum. Moreover, the teachers who were 

been teaching general mathematics, without any preparation, had 10 teach course. 
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Most the teachers especially the female did no! prove capable of leaching. Thc 

comparison of curriculum of 1994 with that of 1986 re\'eaIIS that it was quite dose 10 

Ihat of 1986. However, the only significant changes introduced in the curriculum of 

1994 are the inclusion of in/ormation handling. 

This decision effected the achievement of students in the examination. 

According to the Gazette notification of Board of Intermediate and Secondary 

Education (BISE), Islamabad for the year 2002, 75% of the failing total students 

failed dlle to the failure in the subject of secondary school mathematics (B1SE, 2002) 

Similarly, in BISE, Rawalpindi, 80% of the unsuccessful students failed in the 

Secondary School Examination due to failure in mathematics in the year 2002 (BISE, 

2002). 

In an attempt to overcome the weaknesses of the existing national cl.lrriculwn 

for mathematics, the Punjab Education Department (PED) has developed science 

and mathematics curriculwn for Classes I-xn (Government of Pakistan, 2000). 

The Government of Punjab, Education Depanment formed a Task Force 

consisting of four groups of physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics for revision 

of the curriculum and development of textbooks and teaching aids for Cla~ses I-XII. 

These four groups took up the task assigned to them in December 1999. Thc major 

objective of this task was to modernize the curriculum for mathematics and science 

subjccts, so that they were in accord with the developed world In contcnt and 

approach. The initial draft of these curricula was developed by the of the 

PED and then sent for comments to the other three provinces and the Federal 

Government. 
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The Provincial Curriculum Bureaus, Textbook Boards, the National Institute 

of Science and Technical Education (NlSTE) and the Curriculum Wing, Ministry of 

Education designed tinal cuniculum of mathematics and science subjects. The 

Federal Ministry of Education has approved this curriculum. This curriculum has 

been implemented from academic year 2003. 

The analysis of present mathematics curriculum for Classes IX-X when 

compared with curriculum of 1994 revealed Ihat no crucial change has been 

introduced in this cunicullUn rather this is close 10 the curriculum of 1986 (NISTE, 

2000). Nevertheless, the sequence of some of the 10pics in a few chapters of this 

curriculum is different, whereas, chapter such as "infonnation handling" has been 

heavily extended. However, the most important among the salient features of this 

curriculum is the grass root change towards the delivery approach of mathematics. 

The main thrust on the euniculum of mathematics for Classes IX-X is the acquisition 

of information and necessary to become sensible and responsible individuals in 

highly technological society of the 21" century. 

Delivery oj Mathematics 

Teacher having poor mathematics knowledge both in contents and 

methodology areas are not able to contribute positively 10 the successful delivery of 

the subjecl. Even if a teacher is capable content area but not in delivery system 

then his teaching strategy would remain a mismatch. Unfortunately, any curriculum 

change which put mathematics teachers in trouble is usually left by them mostly they 
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leave the newly introduced untouched. Mosl commonly left out topics at 

secondary level which exists long. are the (i) of Function and Mapping 

(ii) exercises of Theorems; (iii) the Practical Geometry and (iv) Concept of M"ilw:es. 

Many teachers during teacher training were inquired about it. They regretted their 

inability to understand and hence its delivery to the students. Similarly, teachers 

handicap while problems related to the theorems and of practical 

geometry. Indeed there are many more factors which were observed while examining 

delivery of mathematics education during an appraisal study (NISTE. 1999). 

Secondary SellOol Mathematics Teaellers 

Mathematics at in Pakistan are, by requiremcnt. 

mathematics graduates with Bachelor degree in Education (B.Ed). Shortage 

qualified mathematics is Il worldwide phenomenon and Pakistan is no 

exception (Anderson, 1998). Secondary schools in disadvantaged areas are 

particularly deficient in mathematics teachers. The result is that less qualified teacher 

sometimes-unqualified are entrusted the of mathematics teaching 

(Bhatti, 1987), which is detouring the whole system of education. 

Even the graduate mathematics teachers are not fully qualified due to many 

academic and non academic reasons, the prominent being selective study of 

mathematics subjects at Higher Secondary and Graduate level. Another reason is that 

the science teachers at GradlJati:ol1level (B.Sc) thelms~~lv~~s are educated in two of the 

science subjects; mathematics and physics, physics and or chemistry and 
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biology, while they arc mostly rtlquired to teach all the science subjects at secondary 

level. Even during REd, training, the prospective teachers are prepared to teach only 

two science subjects. Hence many who teach mathematics have received no training 

in leaching of mathematics (Government of Pakistan, 1998), 

Professional Competency of ti,e Mat/lemalics Teachers 

The aspect of Mathematics Education is crucial and demands immediate 

attention for the better development of Mathematics teachers and beller delivery 

the National Curriculum Policy into practice in the pcrspective of classroom situation, 

This can be done through strengthening usc of some innovative techniques. Teaching 

strategies particularly in Mathematics education. such as exposition and discussion 

practical work, problem solving, investigation work, drill works and motivation need 

to be supported by some technology, which is on the doorstep of Pakistan nowadays. 

This would indeed help both teachers and students 10 develop mathematical power 

and hahit how 10 mathcmatizc a given situation (Harries, 1986), 

Issues of Mathematics Educaliotl Around the World 

Mathematics education is leading agent to promote basis for business, 

industrial, agriculture, and scientific research in a country, Each of these has a strong 

influence on social development For development, we are in great need of persons 

who are imbued with the scientific spirit of curiosity and inquiry, combined with a 



their environment, carried along by a constantly inquiring mind and reinforced by the 

ability to identify and solve problems arising from the needs within this environment 

One of the problems in developing countries is the non-availability of skilled persons 

in different fields of lifc. In a study of lJNESCO (1990), it is indicated that "Many 

sachems exist for the transfer of technical knowledge, but most of them suffer from a 

lack of suitably skilled recipient at all level the developing countdes ... We endorse 

Ihis view, and sclJ the creation of right environment with in which new technologies 

can take root and grow as a vital step in the developing process. The two essential 

elements in this environment are trained manpower and informed public - depend 

upon a strong educational system". 

These essential elements are discussed in another study undertaken by 

UNESCO (lJNCST, 1997). "Education must also prepare the practitioners of "",em", 

and technology in dilTerent discipline at the various levels - scientists, engineers and 

technologists". In Pakistan according to National statistics, 73% students are those 
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who tenninate their formal schooling at secondary level (Government of Pakistan, 

1999) Therefore, the main problem of curriculum in mathematics education is those 

of relevance, objectives and delivery. It looks quite imperative to make use of those 

technologies for the delivery of contents and mathematical phenomena, which fulfill 

the needs of this leveL 

One of the increasing trends in developing countries is moving toward making 

their education systems, available and relevant to the whole society. The Science, 

Technology and Society (STS) Approach is more conspicuous in their mathematics 

education. The mathematics education in these developing countries are now 

emphasizing on the use information and communication technology (lCT) in their 

curriculum (Haefner, 2000). 

A number of research studies have investigated the elTectivcness of 

mathematics curriculum in accomplishment of these objectives in developed 

countries (Massy & Zamsky. 1995). The new mathematics curriculum devcloped in 

the USA during the period of 1990 to 200 I were quite different from earlier in the 

sense thai; 

• The leaching methodologies and strategies advocated in these are based upon 

the mosl updated theories of, how children learn mathematics? 

• The new mathematics program emphasized exposition of mathematical 

problems theorems while focusing on the currenl concepts in 

mathematics. Thus higher cognitive skills are emphasized in these curricula. 

• The traditional mathematics courses had emphasized knowledge of 

mathematical facts, laws and theories. 
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There is realization that the basics goals of mathematics education are not only 

reading and acquiring the algorithmic skills but rather it musl include communication 

and higher problem skills as well as infomlation technology as thinking tools that will 

allow our students to understand the technologies on their footslep and around the 

world, 

Theories Supporting Usc of Information and Communication 

Tcchnology in Education 

Scverallheories have been the basis for investigating the effect of information 

communication technology in the teaching and learning process, Most of the 

techniques applied to the design and usc of cm and CBL can be traced to one of 

these theories, Behaviorism, systems theory, cognitive theory will be discussed in 

this section with an emphasis on how each provides direction 10 the design, use, or 

of information and communication technology in education, 

Behaviorism 

Of the thcories supporting computer use In education, behaviorism has 

historically had the greatest influence. Behaviorism was used as the basis for 

designing early CBI and was also the impetus behind many related teaching 

strategies, such as the use of teaching machines and programmed texts, Thorndike's 

connectionism, Pavlov's classical conditioning, and Skinner'S operant conditioning 
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were theories that dirccted early researchers who examined the eITect of cm on 

behavior (Skinner, 1954; Thorndike, 1969). 

Applications of behaviorism in education are based on the principles that 

instruction should be designed to produce observable and quantifiablc behavior in the 

learner. Behaviorists expect any instructional activity such as computer-based 

tutorials to change the students in some obvious and measurable way. After 

completing a lesson student should be able to do some thing that they could not do or 

could not do as well, before the lesson. Using behavioral objectives is one technique 

advocated by behaviorisL~ that many educators have found to be very effective. 

Behavioral objectives arc easy to develop and have been related to improvement in 

student achievement. 

The Throndike's connection theory stated that learning was based on a series 

of associations, or connections, between problems of a particular situation and 

what had been accomplished previously. Complex ideas such as "functions" a 

concept of mathematics should be broken into related sub-concepts that need to 

applied and understood by the students in Bloom's Taxonomy. Therefore, the 

establishment of specific goals for teaching, the expectation that goal related changes 

could be measured, and the idea that large tasks should be subdivided simpler 

ones became basic concepts of behaviorist thought. These ideas arc also used 

extensively in the design ofCBI. 

Ivan Pavlov's (1927) research was the second area of interest for learning 

theorists in the first half of the 20th century. Pavlov's high order conditioning is the 

result of building complex chains stimuli that control behaviors. most 
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important educational and Computer Based Learning (CBL) consequence his work 

wa.~ that it served as the basis for attempts to promote the idea thai learning 

process should be organized from very simple to very complex events. 

The theorist most closely associated with behavioral theory is B.F.Skinner. He 

did more to popularize this theory than anyone else, primarily because his 

interesting but also because of his flair for publicity. 

model 

Skilnn,er viewed the study of learning as a 

Inv'esltlg,llmlgevenls thaI Pavlov used. 

IVV.",;;U to the same 

was said to have stated thaI other 

learning psychologists gave no glimpse of experimental method but that Pavlov did. 

envirOinnenl so he could see order in behavior. Because of this 

orientation, Skinner v.e,wc,(\ learning as the change in behavior that was observed 

under properly controlled situations. 

Skinner believed there were two types of learning. The fist was Pavlov's 

classical conditioning, where a stimulus was applied to an organism to produce a 

response. Learning would occur when there was a transfer stimulus control a 

response from one stimulus to another stimulus. 

The kind of learning, and the category most often with 

""HWI"', is called operant conditioning. This approach for producing behavior change 

uses no identifiable stimulus before a response, but rather uses reinforces that follow 

a or thaI are produced by a response. These reinforces are responsible for a 

behavior Operant conditioning involves the use of reinforcement to promote 

desirable ~U'~',5~O in behavior, and this reinforcement occur following de1;ire,d actions. 
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For example, a mathematics teacher might have slUldents par1icilpalle in a series 

of organized problem solving exercises, The first 

lessons that permit little student variation but thai 

R,,!;vilri,,< might be computer 

student for correct 

answers. computer lessons would give cues to students to ensure success, 

Later, as students become more knowledgeable and confident, the cues would be 

gradually r"nom/ed so 

their own. 

in problem solving exercises students could work on 

In this case, the mathematics students would be conditioned to cOlTec;llv 

complete sequential techniques by the reinforcement contained in computer 

lessons so that eventually they would use these techniques without the need for 

prompting, 

Skinrler"s contributions to educational practice, and to CBI, are numerous, 

They include the following techniques: 

.. Slating objectives in terms of desired outcome behaviors, 

.. Assessing a student's previously acquired behaviors before any instruction, 

• Placing learners in a sequence of instruction where they can achieve at the 90% 

level, but before new instructional activities where 

successful. 

.. Using teaching machi:ncs to reinforce and to strengthen 

not this 

" Recording a learner's progress through a lesson to gain feedback lor revising the 

lesson, 
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System Theory 

In its broadest conceptualization, systems theory concerns the organization 

and structure of entire organisms. A biologist, Otto von Bertalanffy (1968), is 

credited with stating the theoretical foundation of systems theory. This foundation is 

based on the scientific exploration "wholes" and "wholeness" and on the study of 

their structure and stability. Systems theorists state that events should be studied in 

relationship to other events, These relationships should be identified and their effect 

measured. 

The systems approach is a kind of "Cookbook" or procedures for designing 

instruction. The systems approach is based on the following ideas: 

• The systems approach applies to learning a method oflogical problem solving 

similar to the seientific method. 

.. Instruclion designed using the systems approach is self-correcting lIses 

logical methods of decision making. 

.. instruction developed using the systems approach applics rational procedures 

for reassignment of specific behavioral objectives. 

• The systems approach incorporates ways oflooking at complex organizational 

problems that take into account contingencies. 

The systems approach for instructional design is behaviorally oriented. It 

slrongly advocates the application of behaviorist principles such as pre-assessment of 

the target audience, use of ohjectives slaled in terms of expected outcomes, and use of 

feedback. The system approach to instructional development is actually a of 
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steps Ihat guide the developer of instruction including CBI. The three parted 

instructional development model some functions, which provide the instructional 

developer with additional procedures to follow when CBI is designed. 

Systems theory, the systems approach, and the instructional development 

model give cOJnsldcl'able guidance to educators interested in designing or evaluating 

CBI (Dick & Carey, 1990). Preplanning, audience assessment, feedback, interaction 

between elements of the system (student and lesson) and use of perfonnance-based 

objectives arc techniques that been derived from systems theory that are 

routinely to develop CBI. Systems educators a prescription for 

designing effective computer lessons, and although not universally applicable, it does 

provide considerable direction to educators interested in differentiating between 

ineffective materials and techniques and those likely to be more successful. 

Cognitive Tlleory 

Educational psychologists learning theorists arc moving away from the 

behaviorist approach and have advocated a closer look at the internal processes that 

occur in learners during instruction. Behavioral psychologists generally ignore 

cognitive changes thai mentally occur during teaching and maintain that it is 

impossible to design instruction on changes in a learner's brain because these changes 

are not observable, not measurable, and arc impossible to predict. On the other hand, 

cognitive psychologists, a common name for advocates of cognitive theory, allribute 

a greater degree of autonomy 

Hilgard & Bower, 1975). 

initialive to 
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Cognitive theory concentrates on the conceptualiz.ation of students learning 

processes. It focuses on the exploration of the way inf,()mJation is received, organized, 

retained, and used by the brain. Proponents of cognitive theory believe instmctional 

design should take into account the cognitive stmcture of the learner, and of groups of 

learners. Several people have been influential in advocating the cognitive approach, 

including Jerome Bruner, Puget, and Seymour Paper!. 

Many consider Hnl,nl'r (1960) the primary ad1/0cale of cognitive theory. 

He has proposed that much behavior depends on how we structure knowledge 

about ourselves and the around us. Cognitive theorists believe instruction must 

based on a student's existing slale of mental organiZation, or schema. How 

knowledge is internally structured or organized by a studellt has considerable effect 

on whether new learning will occur. Some have that students with a 

dominant left hemisphere the brain process more sequentially and 

logically than do students who have a dominant right brain hemisphere (Carey, 1986). 

In words, CBT needs to be organized and delivered in a way that complements 

the cognitive structure and level of sophistication of the learner. Where behaviorists 

were concerned with the outcomes of instruction. cognitive scientists are more 

interested in the content of iostructioo. 

Hypermedia, a ~"J'UlJll"" based instruction approach Ihat is nonlinear and 

consequential, is a powerful tool being used by cognitive ",ien'ti<l to examine how 

students interact with instruction during the process of learning. The way students use 

hypermedia, gives insights into the structure of thinking and how learning occurs, 
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Burner and other cognitive theorists focus on several 

knowledge is organized and structured, (ii) readiness for learning (iii) 

(i) how 

by 

bm intuitions, Bruner means the intellectual techniques used for at 

tentative conclusions without going through a series of analytical steps. In other 

words, the value of the educated guess is recognized. Las\. the importance of 

motivation, or desire to learn. is identified. Specitlcally, cognitive scientists ~"c:cm 

the noI1IU"'" of students having positive attitudes towards learning. 

theory educators interested in designing or evaluating 

several guidelines. 

I. it Predisposition to learning is important. Instruction needs something to 

started, something to keep it going and something to keep it from 

random. Bruner (1960) would call this activation, maintenance, and direction. 

2. The structure and form of knowledge must bc considered. Specifically, the 

body of material to be learned should be organized in some optimal way. 

Cognitive theory is partially based on the concept that children are t1rst able \0 

understand concrete operations, then graphic representations. of '''''lH) 

finally abstract verbal and numerical symbols. Dale (1946) this 

concept wilh his Cone of Experience, which Of!laTIliz,xI experiences in 12 

levels of increasing abstraction. Dale slated that before learners can 

understand abstract experiences they required a sufficient depth and breadth of 

more realistic they required a sufficient depth and breadth of 

more experiences. Children cannot understand a computer generated 
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drawing of a "square" unless they have first eXIJeri'em:ed "scluare" shaped 

thing, 

3. Sequencing of instructional material is important. Cognitive theory is based in 

part on the that there is an optimal sequence for presenting educational 

experiences. Sequencing must take into account the limited capabililies of 

learners to process information, 

4, The form and pacing of reinforcement must be considered. Learning depends 

a great deal on knowledge of results al a lime place whenlhat information 

ean be used, For example, "quadratic equations" should nol be taught before 

"linear equations" structure is learned. Feedback should be directed toward 

what is appropriate, nol what is inappropriate, 

5. Discovery learning is one important technique that incorporates much of 

cognitive theory. Discovery learning consists of inserting learners into 

educational situations without telling the student what is already known about 

that situation. The assumption is that with minimal help from the teacher the 

student will learn more by discovering the lesson found in the situation, 

Paper\' s (1980) LOGO language is an excellent example of a computer based 

tool often used to teach problem solving by discovery learning, Hypermedia is 

an example of computer- based instruction that students the opportunity 

to explore a lesson in a way that is most appropriate for them. 
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Constructivism aud Situated Cognition 

Recent Iy, cOllsh"UCltivism situated cognition have captured the attention of 

tealchers and computer education specialists, Most consider these two models directly 

related to cognitive theory, but they have interesting implications for the and 

use of computer-based instruction, Constructivism is founded on the belief that there 

is a world that is experienced but that the person imposes meaning and 

understanding of the world, 

There are many ways to structure the world, and many perspectives of an 

event or concept. Learners construct their own meaning from instructional activities, 

Meaning is rooted in indexed by experience, Each "~In"r'i"r"'" with an and 

the environment of the idea becomes part of the meaning of that idea, The experience 

in which an idea is embedded is to the individuals understanding of an ability 

to use the idea, Most constructivists believe the experience with concepts and m 

school arc quite different fi'om the experience with those concepts in the real world, 

Construetivists emphasize situating eognitive experiences in t authentic activities. 

Situated cognition, or situated learning, occurs when students work on 

authentic tasks in a world setting, It does not occur students are taught de-

contcxtualized knowledge and skills (Brown, Colllins Duguid, 1989). 

that effective instruction should be based on authentic tasks that permit the student to 

construct a learning environment meaningful to them. Students do not discover 

knowcte(ll!.e they construct it in authentic settings, 

Constructivist and situated cognition are eausmg educators to 

rethink computer-based learning, First, learner control and use of 
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information are critical to effectiveness. The lesson must be flexible and rich in 

content, so students can draw on many stimuli to construct knowledge. :-'e,cOIl<L use of 

multimedia that includes sill visuals, graphics, motion segments, visual mnemonics, 

and sound is important. Computer based instruction should allow students to ,c"""',, 

stimuli from a vaJriety of sources and in many different ways. 

Currently, there is more theorizing about constructivism and situated 

"'VI,"'''''" by computer educators than actual application. This almost certainly will 

U"~lb'l models become more sophisticated and as powerful multimedia 

comf'ut~~rs become more widely available. 

Implications of Theories 

A theory base has two important purposes. First, theories provide a direction 

Theories arc based on research results, but they afe nOI Sialic. They 

continue to evolve as new research findings are reported. In other words, theories arc 

used as guides for researchers who continue to examine what the theories imply in an 

attempt to clarify them. Ultimately, scientists strive for the development laws that 

can be accurately widely applied to solve problems. 

Second, theories provide direction to the practice a profession. Specifically, 

bella'v'lol'ISfl1, s'ystem:Slheory, cognitive theory, constructivism, and situated cognition 

guide developers, of CHI. They also give teachers a sOllnd basis for evaluating 

materials developed others. Traditionally, behaviorism and systems theory have 

the theories used 10 support the appl ication of computer to learning. 
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Increasingly, however, cognitive science with its many subcategories and adaptations 

such as Schema theory, constructivism and situated cognitional has demonstrated 

relevance to those who study CBL 

A similarity of des.crilJed theories is the of individualized 

instruction. Individualization seems to be the most logical method of instruction, 

based on what Group instruction can be designed based on any or 

all of these theories, but individual instruction seems to be a powerful method of 

teaching. Certainly which usually is individualized, is the most logical method 

for differentially applying to students the techniques advocated by these three 

theories. Only individual tutoring by a teacher would be more "ff,erti Recently, 

however, collaborative learning advocates have proposed a redesign of some kinds of 

computer-based instruction so students work in learning groups and collaborate with 

others even when using computers. 

Uses of Computer Software in Education 

As Paper! (1980) SU€:gc.Sl.S, discovering the atll)fODnate uses for the computer 

in education has been a problem. deny the enormous educational potential of this 

machine, ",hi"h can hanldle with amazing speed accuracy and is beginning to 

simulate human and thought and behavior, but most seem to agree that we have yet 10 

tap all the possibilities of the technology. In this section, categories for 

computer software used in the schools will be presented. 
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Trends in Computer Software 

Authors of the OT A - Ornce of Technology Assessment (Porro, 1988) report 

reviewed research about computer in education and suggested that the total research 

in the area created an incomplete and somewhat impressionistic picture. The report 

suggested, howev;:r, the following areas as the mosl promising current uses of 

computers in education: 

.. Drill practice to master oa,,,,,, skills 

.. Development of writing skills 

.. Problem solving 

.. Understanding abstract mathematics and science concepts 

It Simulation in science, mathematics and social studies 

.. Manipulation of data 

.. Acquisition of computer skills for 

vocational training 

purposes and for husiness and 

.. Access and commUlllcation for traditionally un-served populations of students 

.. Access and communication for teachers and students in remote locations 

It Individualized learning 

• Cooperative learning 

It Management of classroom activities and record keeping 

There now seems to be consensus that the computer can best be used in 

classrooms to student~ develop infonnation handling and problem solving skills 

in the subject like mathematics. Tool software, prohlem solving software, 
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simulations. hypermedia environments are all types of computer use that 

errlphiasiize these uses of computer in classrooms will not eliminate other 

uses of the tool. however. 

Drill and Practice 

One of the first uses of other computer in education was for drill 

in arithmetic and reading, As early as 1968, Patrick Suppes and Richard Atkinson 

Stanford University were producing computer programs thai elicited a student 

resporlse, provided immediate feedback, and then proceeded to In 

the Suppes Atkinson model, the computer presents students with randomly "f',ner'Htc,d 

problems of a specific type, and students stay with that of problem until they 

actuelle a of proficiency, Students then move to problems of a more 

difficult or different nature (Atkinson & Suppes, 1968} 

Drill and practice computer software has remained popular and has been 

widely produced for most subject areas, Although the Stanford work of the 19605 was 

done on time-sharing mainframe computers, the drill and practice model was w,tll,,/v 

dU'JI'I."Y when the microcomputer became available in the late 1970s. In fact, before, 

1984, about 75% of all educational software produced was of the drill and practice 

variety. 

In the mid 19805, numerous compute educators began to criticize overuse 

of drill and practice programs in education, They suggested that drill and practice was 

not a good use of the power of the computer and that much of what was sold as 

drill and practice software could be done just as easily in workbook or on a "ditto," 
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These c.nl:"" said that by emphasizing the use of drill and practice activities, 

educators were using the computer to encourage teaching of problem solving 

skills. One presenter at a Minnesota Educational Computing Corporation Annual 

Conference reacted to the vehement criticism by titling her talk "Drill and Practice is 

Not a Dirty Word." 

Today's drill and practice programs are much more sophisticated. Milliken 

Publishing Company has produced a mathematics series that has been widely 

accepted in schools. In the program, children are tested before beginning the 

program and placed at the appropriate level. They proceed through program, 

mastering each level before they are allowed to go on. 

Advantages o/Compulerized Drill and Praclice 

While drill and practice is not the only usc for the computer in education, it 

has several advantages over traditional methods. 

Q. lmmedia/e Feedback 

Probably the most Oh'/iOlI~ a,dV!mt,lge of computer drill and practice is that 

students receive immertiale feedback on their n,,:oOI1""< There is no waiting for the 

teacher to 

alerted the 

worksheet 

the paper. Students do not "practice their mistakes" because they are 

time they make an error. This contrasts with a student doing 

drill and pracli,:e Ihat might the same mistake times until 

feedback from the teacher is rc.C"'"1erl 
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When using a quality drill and practice program, students can progress at their 

own The program determines when a student has mastered a concept and then 

student in the next higher level. Students doing paper and pencil drill 

practice frequently do more fewer) items than nec:ess:ary master of a concept. 

In computer assisted drill and practice, the program determines the optimlffi1 number 

of for each studen!. 

A quality drill and practice program need not respond just that a response is 

right or wrong, it ean also individual feedback about the types of made 

by the student. Thus, if a student responds that 62-19 is 47. the program can point out 

that the student has subtracted the boltom number from the top number and explains 

cannot be done. 

More sophisticated err'Or··anat}!sls techniques become available that have 

been adapted from work in the area of artificial intelligence and involve the of 

the computer to "understand" student errors, lCAI (intelligent computer aided 

instruction) is a term used to describe software programs that incorporate artificial 

intelligence. The type of immediate individualized error analysis available III 

sophisticated drill and practice programs is almost for the typical leach"r 

10 provide. 

b, Efficient Record Keeping 

Most new drill and practice programs contain fairly sophisticated record 

keeping functions. With functions, information is kept on the progress of each 

student in a class. At any time, the teacher can access Ihese records and determine at 
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which level the student is cmero,lin the amount the student spent on the 

program, or specific concepts that have been diflicult or easy for the student 

c< MOlivalion 

Many computer drill and practice programs appear morc motivating for 

students than typical workbooks or teacher made worksheets. The use graphies and 

sound, the motivation of immediate feedback and the novelty of working on the 

computer are all factors that may increase time on task for students perfomling drill 

and practice activities< Research resulls on this topic are mixed, h'VlVi'<V0r and some 

studies have indicated that the novelty clli:clts wears ofT, much of the motivating 

power of the computer is lost Others suggest, however, that quality drill and practice 

software can hold students attention much longer than traditional methods. 

:se'/erial computer drill and practice prograrns include factors intended to be 

highly motivational to Malh Blaslers, for exarnplc, uses a video game 

fonnat to teach mathematics Work Munches is another drill and practice 

program that uses a game format for added motivation< 

Givcn the advantages of using the computer lor drill and practice and the fact 

that thc use of such software may free up timc the teacher would otherwise spend 

preparing and grading these activities, it does appear thaI there is a of quality 

drill and practice seftwarc in education. 

Problem Solving So/lware 

Problem solving software, like simulation software, uses computer capabilities 

to enhance the teaching and learning of higher order problem solving slr:~le<flies, Most 
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problems solving software is similar to simulation software in that are placed 

in situations where they can manipulate variables and then feedback on the 

results of manipulations, Simulation, however, are attempts 10 model real 

situations and objects, whereas problem solving software is a more general category 

thaI includes all software designed for teaching problem solving strategies. 

A example of prohlem solving software is "The Incredible 

~h.,,",,lm·u" by Sunburst. In this program, users are asked to discover the ingredients 

necessary for creating colorful and unusual monsters. This program helps students 

to use and error in problem solving and to learn effective nolc laking 

strategies. Like Ihe King's Rule, The Incredible Laboratory has several levels of 

difficulty. 

Educators are demonstrating an increased interest in using the capabilities of 

the computer to allow students to test hypotheses in problem solving sitllalions. Many 

tea.chlers use these packages with students working in pairs or small groups. Almost 

all problem-solving software allows the student more freedom to explore than drill 

and practice and tutorial programs. Increased popularity of this can 

documented by scanning software publishing house catalogs that now generally 

contain an section on problem solving in addition to problem solving packages 

se(:l!(ms for specific subject areas. 

Comput!!!1' /1S Too/and Tille!!! 

of best-known systems of computer used in education was proposed 

(1980). Taylor pointed out that the computer can be used as a tutor, as a 

tool as a lutce Ts'). 
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o. Compuler as T ulor 

Computer tutorials, as the name implies, are designed to act as tutors or 

teachers for students. Concepts are presented and studenls are given an opportunity to 

interact with these concepts, much as would with a teacher. 

Like drill and practice programs, computer tutorials vary tremendously in 

quality. :vfany carly tutorials available on the computer were simple and 

unimaginative in design. Some simply presented information on the computer screen 

and occasionally questioned the student abom the information. This type of tutorial 

was termed an "electronic page turner" because the computer was used 10 present 

infonnation in a sequential, linear fashion, much as the material would be presented 

in a book. Most students who used this type computer tutorial will testify that 

such an approach can quickly become boring and tedious. Using the computer to 

"turn page" as students read through volumes of material is clearly not a good usc of 

technology. There arc, however, techniques that make good use of the power of 

the technology in producing effective computer tutorials. 

Alphabetic Keyboarding, a program published by South Western Publishing 

Company, USA is an example of a good tutorial program. This program presents 

information to the student and then gives the student an opportunity to practice using 

Ihal infonnation. The practice is guided, and the feedback is immediate. Some 

elementary and middle schools are using this program or similar keyboarding 

programs as a major portion of the keyboarding curriculum. 
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Advantages a/Computerized Tutorial Programs 

Properly designed tutorial programs can offer some real advantages to both 

students, Currently, computer tutorial systems cannot reproduce the 

l1exibility and personal knowledge of an individual teacher interacting with a student. 

On other they do offer advantages over a single teacher attempting to 

m~J"ri,.1 to 30 students at once or over a traditional textbook or programmed 

text approach, In evaluating tutorials, users should always "What does the 

tutorial Ihal r couldn't obtain through a more traditional method of presenting 

informationT' 

i, Interacfion 

A well designed computer tutorial should offer opportunities for the student to 

interact with the material being presented. Throughout thc tutorial, the studel1t should 

have the opportunity to actively participate in the learning 

participation must involve more than having the learner answer a of multiple 

ChCHCC or fill in questions at the end of sections in the tutoriaL Students must have a 

chance to practice new ideas, ask questions, the hypotheses, and check their learning. 

of thc distinct advantages of using the computer as tutor is that the student can 

he,,,,n,,, a more active participant in the learning process, 

ii. lndividualizalion 

good tutorial program can adjust the pace of presentation to the 

each student, a difficult if not impossible task for a single teacher, branching 
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and interactive techniques, the tutorial can provide additional instruction for students 

who need it and also let faster student move through ma.ler'IEII rapidly, Olle important 

issue for 

individualized 

interested in the use of tutorials and the information of 

these tutorials is the issue of student control versus 

computer control. In some tutorials, student control the 

lesson, while in others, the computer uses complex 

and difficulty of the 

10 determine what the 

student will do next Research in this area has indicated that computer control 

techniques tend to work better for student learning that student control techniques, 

However, students apparently can be taught to monitor and control their own learning 

before the use student controlled tutorials, and these techniques increase the 

effectiveness of student controlled programs, 

Recent attempts to individualize computer tutorials included intelligent 

tutoring systems, that tutoring systems based on the principles of artificial 

intelligence, These ICAI programs contain knowledge of the (,,,,,,,!,! knowledge about 

llererlCC between the expert the student, and that dther explain or reduce the 

and students models. Thus, an intelligent system contains some type of "production 

mles" so it can on its own, In such a the student model 

usually contains kn,ow'le(lilc of student errors, Once the studem model has been 

created and all errors irl"nl iifi,.rI the teaching module can diagnose students 

errors, coach student, or provide a type of "guided discovery" for the 

student In a review of research on ICAI programs, Dede (1986) slates the following; 

Educationa! devices incorporating artificial intelligence (AI) would 

"understand" whom and how they were teaching and could therefore tailor 
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content method to the needs of an individual learner without being limited to a 

repertoire of specified responses (as arc conventional computer assisted instruction 

systems) (p.329). 

Although production of ICAltype tutoring systems is currently dillicul!, lime 

consuming and eXIperlsi1/c these systems are leading educ,lIors into some f undamcntal 

areas of educational investigation. Identifying student errors and misconceptions and 

discovering rules stnlte!;ies to respond to these misconceptions should add to 

knowledge about the teaching and learning process and should help with education 

both on and off the computer. 

iii. Efficiency 

Almost every has been laced with students who need or 

want individual One common reason for this need is student absence. The 

question, "Did I anything?" is universally joked about among teachers. but at the 

same time, mosl teachers lee I a real need to "re-teach" students who missed a 

lesson. Teachers also find the need to "re-teach" slower most teachers, 

however, time constraints re-teaching a almost impossible. Computer 

tutorials are an excellent resource in thee situations. For some students, the tutorial 

might provide a sc(;ond approach for material they have been taught once, while for 

others, it can LIp for missed classroom presentation. In both cases, the 

tutorial can save the teachers' valuable time. 
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Although both drill and practice and tutorial computer programs provide some 

unique capabilities for educators, both types are often classified as applications that 

use the computer to do what ha.<; already been done without it Maddux (1984) dellnes 

I (using the computer to teach in traditional ways) and type II (using the 

computer to eXIPaI:ld both method and content) uses of the computer, Maddux suggests 

that much of the early work with computers in schools can be characterized as type I 

uses of the technology, Ihat is, using the technology to do in a slightly different 

what we are already doing in classrooms. Whereas the majority of drill-and -practice 

and tutorial programs are examples of type 0 I uses of the computer, the following 

categories of computer can oftcn be classified as type II uses oflhe machine. 

b. Computer as Tool 

Tool software is the category of educational computer software currently 

receiving the most attention from educators and is an area of emphasis in this text 

Tool software is computer software used as a tool to enhance the teaching and 

learning of almost all subjccts taught in schools. Word processors, data base 

managers, spreadsheets, hypermedia, graphics programs, and statistical analysis 

packages are all examples of tool software programs currently used in schools. These 

Iypes of packages are referred to as tools, because like pencils, paper, rulers, 

typewriters, and calculators, they help students and teachers accomplish tasks but do 

not specifY the content of these tasks. For example, an elementary school teacher 

might turn to a data base management system as a tool for the teaching and learning 
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of a mathematics unit on "equations". The teacher could have students deterrnicie 

what of information they would like to collect about equations and then assign 

student a type of equation to examine. Students could enter the information they 

collected 

A 

a record, and the class would then have a data base with information on 

of equations. Students would determine the template, or format, for the 

might include some of the following categories: of 

Equations; numbers of degrees; numbers of variables; examples: 

The students could then test hypotheses about equations by asking question 

and then searching and sorting the "homemade" database in different ways. 

Questions, like "What are some characteristics of different types of equations?" could 

easily studied by searching for all the records on different equations. In 

this type of exercise, students do not merely memorize information an "equation", 

instead, they organize, manipulale, and use this information. 

The role of the computer in this type of exercise is clearly Ihal of a content 

independent tool to expand intellectual capabilities. The concept of 11 tool is cCI'lainly 

not new to teachers and learners. Throughout the industrial revolution, im:rei3si:nglly 

sophisticated lools were used 10 exlend human powers. As Bork (1985) mdlcates, 

"Just as we can speak of mechanical tools as extenders of human physical powers, we 

can also speak of inleliecIual lools as ex lenders of the human intellect. tools 

expand the power of our minds" (p.43). 

Tool software can take a variety of forms, and it appears to be appropriate for 

all Kid Pix is a popular computer tool designed for young children. Kid Pix 

ena:ble s children 10 combine prepared graphics and their 0\>,11 original graphics and 
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text in creating their own projects. The package contains motivating tools and 

prepared graphics thaI open numerous possibilities for creative young minds. Adults 

also have reported being intrigued by the possibilities contained in the Kid Pix 

package, which is available on both Macintosh and IBM computers. 

Advantages ojToolSoJfiw,1re 

As edu,~alOn to discover the most appropriate uses of the computer in 

many advantages to emphasizing tools software. the schools, they are Glsco',erm 

These advantages include the following: 

.. Tool software tcaches students 10 manage infornlation 

.. Students learn how to use too! software 

.. Tools software is cost effective 

.. Tool software erntphasizes student invol vement 

freedom to the individual teacher " Tool software 

c. CompUler as Tlllee 

With the computer as lutee, the traditional role of the computer in education is 

reversed. Instead of the computer presenting information to the sWldent, studellt is 

now teaching the computer, teach the computer, the student must learn a language 

the computer understands and thus must work with a programming language. Taylor 

argues that "the computer makes a good Tut.:e because of its dumbness, its patience, 
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its rigidity and its capacity of being initialized and started over from scratch" (1980, 

pA), He suggest that students can teach the computer to be a tutor or a 1001, and: 

Learners new insights into their own thinking through learning to 

program, and teachers have their understanding of education enriched and 

broadened as they see how their students can benefit from treating the 

computer as Tutee, a result. extended use of the computer as Tutee can 

of education in the classroom from end product to process, from 

acquiring facts to manipulating and understanding them, (Taylor, 1980, pA) 

Com puler Simulalions 

A simulation is a representation or model of an an object, or a 

phenomenon, A simulation existed as educational tools long before computers were 

available in classrooms, the computer has greatly increased the practicality of using 

simulations in education, 

Simulations can be powerful tools for educators, The main advantage of using 

simulations is that they give the student the power to manipulate various aspects of 

the model. Students be<:onle an active part of the educational environment and can 

usually see the immediate results of the decisions they in this environment. In a 

sense, are given the power to "play" with a model of the subject being 

studied and to the effects of changing different variables in the model. 

Because simulations students an opportunity to lellmlnO to a 

"real life" situation, these programs tend to address higher order educational 
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objectives. Usually, a simulation will required the students to perform application, 

analysis and synthesis level activities. 

Lemonade Stand, a simple simulation produced by Apple Computer in 1979, 

provides a historical example of some of the characteristics and value this 

approach. Lelmonacle Stand simulates a small business situation in which students 

make decision about several variables in the business and then receive feedback on 

the of Ihese decisions. When using the program, students are told how much 

mrmev they and are also given a weather report. Students then decide how many 

gl;:l~s,:s of lemonade to make, how much to charge, and how many advertising 

(which cost money) to make. Students may work through the simulation by 

themselves or in competition with another student. Students make decisions for 

particular days and receive feedback on how much profit or loss they achieved that 

day. 

Research on the effectiveness of computer simulations on student lea:mllng 

produced mll,ed results. Some researchers indicate that it is difficult to show that 

simulation students learning. Others will argue that traditional learning 

outcome measures (student achievement tests) focus on low level, knowledge type 

outcomes and do not adequately measure the higher-level skills students may acquire 

through simulation experienccs. In any casc, if simulations are to be used effectively 

in classroom 'HL'U":lIll', objectives for the use of these programs must be clearly 

defined and instruments must be created to measure student success in attaining these 
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Taxonomy of Educational Uses of tbe Computer 

A very useful classification system of educational uses of computers has been 

developed by Thomas and Boysen (1984). They concerned that the traditional method 

of classifying by the of software is of no use to the teacher attempting to 

mt'~l!rate the computer into the classroom. Knowin!! that a program is simulation or a 

tutorial does not help teach,:r who wants to know where and how to use the 

progranl in instruction. To address this problem, Thomas and Boysen suggest 

taxonomy of computers use where the classifying variable is the stale of the learner 

with res.pe'~t to the material. The major of this is that it the teacher 

1111''''''011 about where and how to use the computer in instruction. One interesting 

sidelight of this system is that the same program might be c1assilled in different areas, 

depending on how the uses the program in instruction. 

Experiellcing 

At this "lowest" level for the Thomas Boysen taxonomy, the learner has not 

yet received formal instruction and computer programs and use to set stage of 

later learning. Used before instruction programs may provide eXI)Criien1ces or models 

for instruction. the Lemonade Stand program might sued as an 

experiencing program before a formal unit on mathematics. Some of the basic 

concepts presented intuitively in the simulation wOllld be lise as common eXlleri:enl~es 

and usc a s points of ref:erene" in formal instruction. 
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Informing 

At this level, the students are ready for fom1al instruction, and the computer is 

used to deliver the infonnation, Programs use at this level will frequently be chosen 

from the tutorial software, 

Reinforcing 

Reinforcing programs are used after formal instruction to strengthen specific 

learning outcomes, Drill and practice programs will frequently be used at this point in 

instruction, but sometimes a tutorial will present information in an interesting 

alternative fashion providing a useful made of reinforcing, 

Integrating 

Integrating programs let the student apply previous learning to new situations 

as well as associate previously unconnected ideas, Ilere students are frequently asked 

to manipulate and apply information beyond the classroom presentation, Simulations 

might be especially appropriate for learners at this level, 

Utilizing 

Here the computer is used as a tool in the manipulation of the subject matter, 

At his stage, the student might use a data based to research questions about a 

particular concept of mathematics or a statistical program to analyze research data, 
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In terms unique contributions that the computer can make to education 

and utilizing programs appear to show the most promise< 

Before the availability of the computer, providing students quality eXI)erilen,:es in 

area was a problem for teachers< Simulations, problem solving software 

and tool software all provide exciting possibilities for enriching students experiences 

before fonnal instruction and or integrating and using infonnation after instruction. 

Problems witb Using Computer Effectively in tbe Classroom 

capabilities of the computer offer exciting possibilities to 

expand and the With the arrival of new technology, some 

problems Ihat may keep educators from using the full potential of the 

computer are described in this section< 

II/adequate Teacher Trail/il/g 

the computer for drill and practice of tutorial applications little 

additional training of the classroom teacheL Making use however, of N"m",,",'Y 

software that required more student involvement (simulations, lools, programming) 

requires more teacher involvements< These higher level applications of the 

technology definc and expand the types of compuler for 

teachers to ev;aluate and use the most no,,,,,y full classroom compute applications< 
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Teachers cannot use computer tools in the teaching until they have had an 

opportunity to use these tools themselves. Unfortunately, most teachers have not had 

such an opportunity. Certainly. teachers who have never used a data base system 

cannot be expected to devise classroom applications of such a system, and teachers 

who never used a word processor cannot be expected to create writing activities 

appropriate for word processing, 

Unfortunately. learning to use 1001 applications of the computer is a time and 

energy-consuming project. It is clear that teachers are not going to learn these skills in 

a few two hour workshops and school administration must by more willing to furnish 

funds for organizing workshops to help their teachers learn and 

the technology, 

"""ie"e." the power 

Some tcacher works extensively with computer tools (usually self learning), 

and many of them are creating interesting applications of the classroom. Most 

teachers, however, still have not had the opportunity to allend in-depth workshops on 

computer applications and thus have problems understanding and devising type 1I 

computer applications (using the computer to both method and content) for 

their students. 

In Pakistani context, the deficiency of training and use of computer tools is 

mostly compensated in workshops and during refresher courses. In addition, most 

the computer teachers afC employed on the basis of their pre-academics and 

professional qualification, Therefore, they arc in better situation 10 handle the 

computer seience course, 
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Lack o/integralion into tile Curriculum 

Many teachers and schools are currently "getting students on the computers," 

yet the students are having isolated, disconnected encounters with the technology, 

Some schools have even mandated that students will on the machines for "30 

minutes a week" with little direction as to what students wlll do during that time. In 

one school, students spend their 30 minutes a week choosing a disk. running the 

program, and then choosing another disk and repealing the process, There is no plan, 

no student accountability, and on connection with other learning activities going 

on in the regular classroom, Although computer related technologies are not directly 

integrated in Pakistani curriculum but still there is a room for usc of these 

technologies class rooms depending on caliber of teachers and the time available to 

them, 

Lack of teacher training can be ciled as one explanation of the lack of 

integration of the computer into the curriculum, A second reason may be the tendency 

to place an the computers in a school in a laboratory and hire a computer teacher to 

run the laboratory, Some times, the computer laboratory model encourages teachers 

to view the computer as something to be taught rather than as a tool to enhance 

teaching, With this model, the classroom teacher may send the students off to the 

specialist to "learn computers" just as helshe might send the students to the PTI to 

learn 10 play the cricket. In Pakistan, most of the schools are being equipped with 

computer laboratories and there is a lot of encouragement for using these facilities. 
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One computer teacher has devised an interesting solution to this dilemma. 

Although he teaches his computer classes in a middle school as a separate subject, he 

uses the class to help other faculty in the school become more involved with 

computers. For the final project for the class, each student is asked to find a teacher in 

the school and interview the teacher about what type of computer application the 

teacher would like for hislher teaching. The student then works with the teacher in 

designing or locating and implementing the application. 

DYllamic Nature a/Computing 

Given the conservative nature of the schools and the perpetual problems 

with obtaining adequate funds, the fast paced, dynamic nature of the computer 

industry presents some real problems. Just as schools are OUlllt1ed with computers, 

the machines become obsolete, and newer, faster, morc powerful models are available 

that will run 'the newest software." Needlessly to most school systems are not 

financially equipped to replace computer equipment every two or three years, as the 

rate of development of the industry would dictate. 

In addition to the problems of paying of the new equipment, the new 

equipment and new software compound is required for teacher training. Obviously 

the new equipment required new training for a staff who may fecI that they have just 

began to master the older equipment The situation becomes even alarming when 

limited resources are available to the Pakistani schools. The dynamic nature of 

computer is thus needs to balanced with country resources. 
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Although perhaps appropriate for using some types of 1001 software, the 

argument that schools do not need the new sets versions of software does not cover 

all potential eomputer usc in schools, New developments in computer education 

emphasize the creation powerful simulated environments were students can make 

decisions and apply information, Most of these environments require software beyond 

what is available most students in most schools, Becker (199Ia) cited lack of up to 

hardware as one of the three major difliculties in school computer use, Clearly, 

the problem cannot be ignored. 

Differentiation among the terms CAl, CHI, OR CBL 

The terms compu/er assis/ed ins/ruefion (CAl), Compute based ins/rucfion 

(CBJ), and compuler based learning arc all frequently 10 describe 

computer applications in education. Although the tem CAl sometimes broadly 

to all education software, it usually means a programmed learning approach in which 

specific educational objectives are achieved through step-by-step instruction. The tem 

instruction in CAl is usually interpreted as a view of the computer as delivering 

information to the student. Thus, for many, the term CAl refers to drill and practice 

and tutorial types of computer programs. 

A term, is also usc frequently, but again, the term instruction might 

imply only educational uses of the computer where the computer is delivering 

infomlation 10 the studenland does not include the tool usages of the machine. When 

this term is used, il refers to use of the computer to deliver information to the student. 
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The tenn CBL is gaining popularity to describe all students learning related to 

the computer. Some considers this term more generally because the term learning 

more naturally encompasses situations where the computer is used as in educational 

1001 but is not delivering infonnation or instructing the student The term CBL is 

therefore used as the umbrella tenn for all educational uses of the computer. 

Computer Rased Instruction (CRI) 

Design ofCBl 

The programmed instruction research, and more recent research on 

microcomputer usc, have produced several generalizable conclusions about how CBT 

should be designed. The Design of CBI is described in 

Knowledge of Cor reel ResullS 

Knowledge of correct results (KCR) is onc teclmique idemilied by both 

research and theory as important. Students should have correct respons<~s reinforced 

some positive manner. It is also effective to give students clues when incorrect 

answers are given. In a lesson on vocabulary, students who spell a name incorrectly 

but close to the correct spelling should be told they have made a spelling error rather 

Ihan that their answer is incorrect Clues and prompts should positively reinforce 
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what was right about the response and should give students directions about how to 

correct what was wrong with the answer. In a drill or tutorial lesson a rule of thumb is 

to allow two Of three incorrect answers before students arc given the correct response. 

Feedback 

Students should be given information about their progress through a lesson, 

both during the lesson and at the end of the lesson, Games are popular with students 

partly because they usually students immediate feedback. This not only 

reinforces the corrcct response, it also makes the activity more interesting and 

motivating. 

When a lesson is concluded, students should be gIVen feedback on 

progress, While a simple score, such as 8 problems solved out of 10, is feedback a 

more complete diagnosis of student progress is much more effective, 

Recommendations for additional instructional activities are also appropriate. For 

example, a computer lesson on balancing chemical equations could give studcl1I 

information on how many problems were solved correctly, 011 what kinds of problems 

students seemed to do well. and to what kinds or topics the student did not do 

well. Additionally, the lesson might recommend that the student brush up on the 

periodic chart by taking a drill lesson on the symbols for the element before 

attempting more equation balancing. In other words, the closer the feedback from a 

computer lesson matches what a live tutor would say to a student, Ihe more effective 

the feedback will be. 
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Feedback in an interactive multimedia environment would be different 

Certainly, a test could be given to quantitatively assess students, learning, Also, 3n 

assessment of how the students used the lesson might provide further feedback, 

Infomlation about how many branches were used, or which nodes in the lesson were 

visited, might help the students analyze their learning, Probably new types of 

assessment and feedback will be new types of eomputer-based 

instruction, 

Branching 

Branching the roule a student takes through a is directly related to 

KCR and feedback;. Usually, branches that students take through a lesson depend on 

their responses 10 questions, For example a student who misses a self test question on 

the solution of quadratic equations might be branched to review section of the lesson 

that deals with the system of linear equations and their solution, 

Another characteristic of efleclive CBI is assessment. Students should be 

as!;es:,ed during and at the conclusion of lessons, Obviously, assessment is closely 

related to both and feedback. Testing the students information about how 

well the lesson is being completed, 

Less obtrusive, or obvious, assessment also can be given, Student response 

times can be monitored to determine if information is clearly understood or if 

students must figure things out before answering, For example, in a drill, the amount 
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of time an elementary student takes to complete short division problems is probably 

related to ability. Students who take longer probably need more practice, 

Computer based lessons also can diagnose a studem during a leSSOI', much a~ 

a competent teacher "gets a feeling" for how well a student is doing. Obviously, this 

kind of assessment is much more difficult, but as CBf continues to improve, it will 

become easier. Most important, the research indicates that 

assessment is important. 

Advance Organizers 

kind of "intuitive" 

Lessons that indicate to students where they are going and what is expected of 

them generally produce higher achievement levels Ihal lessons without this kind of 

simple organizer, Behaviorally stated objectives that are shown to the student 

are the beginning a lesson act as organizers and have \bund to Cr1hmlCe 

student achievement. 

More subtle advance organizers that preview sul)sequ,ellt information and 

prepare the learner for what is expected to them can, and should be used throughout 

lessons. Just as a good teacher nreviews the next days lesson, an effective computer 

lesson can indicate the relationship between what is learned first (e.g., the restriction 

of access to raw materials because of naval blockades during wartime). 
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Prompts 

Effective teachers prompt or clues to students to help them correct 

conclusions, Good CBI should do the same, Prompt can be as simple as "You're 

close, try spelling the name of the stale differently, "to something as sophisticated as 

"think about the problem differently, What could you say to be more descriptive 

instead of 80 feet high? Is there any structure in your home town that is about that 

tall?" Prompts guide studetl! responses, They help students understand are an 

important characteristic of effective teaching. Prompts can also be to provide 

structure to an interactive multimedia lesson and help students stay on task, 

Pacing 

There was a time when variable pacing was considered the major contribution 

to teaching thai individualized instruction had to offer, Advocates of mastery leaming 

principles have demonstrated something called the "90i90 rule" This rule slales that 

90% of students can learn 90% of what is important about any topic, adequate 

Interestingly enough, research has supported this idea, and one of the major 

forces behind the push to individualize instruction is the belief that one important 

reason some children achieve morc that others is Ihat they learn laster, not more. The 

idea of "fastness of learning" was considered an inadequate reason for labeling some 

as intelligent 

One important characteristic of CBI is Ihat it tends to be individualized, 

Students proceed through learning activities by themselves, at their own pace. In 
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classrooms with one teacher and 30 students, a unifonn pace must be seL This pace is 

too fast for some and too slow for others and advocates of mastery learning principles 

would claim this is largely why some children achieve beller then others. Computer 

based individualized instruction eliminates this problem. Certainly, learners do not 

have infinite lime. Well designed lessons the student to use their well and 

wisely. 

Screen Design 

As microcomputers have proliferated, so has concern over how information is 

presented on the multitude of screens in lise. R(;;cently. considerable research on 

screen design has been reported, and more is under way. This is an area of continuing 

interest to computer educators. As early as 1973, James Martin wTote, yet, no 

acknowledged sense style has developed Computer Assisted Instruction 

(CAl) ... In the meantime, some singularly unstylish CAl programs arc 

being written" (in Heines, 1984, p. 130). 

Screen style is still an Resolution of the screen should be the first style 

consideration when cm is designed, The screens used with some microcomputers 

have very low resolution, meaning that they do not produce high quality images. In 

general, anything \>'Titten or drawn on computer screen will be of lower quality, or 

resolution, than it would be if it were written on paper. When screens are designed, 

and when teachers evaluate a lesson's screen, three areas should be considered: the 

kind of information presented, Ihe screen components, and Ibe readability of the 

information sho\>,TI. 
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Also, the use of visual metaphors has been found to be useful. Visual 

metaphors are as simple as the used to depict files, folders, and trash. They can 

be as sophisticated as visual mnemonics that help learners remember sophisticated 

ideas. The "It is no\ how hard you work, it is how much you get donc" visual the 

fanner taking pigs to market. 

Screen Information 

Words, graphics, and space are the three kinds of "infonnation" on a computer 

screen. Generally, all arc used in effective screen design. Graphics should be 

designed according to the level of required by the sophistication of the 

students who will use the lesson. Dale's Cone of Experience (Dale, 1946) is II guide 

here. Students who have nOI had sufficient realistic experiences with the content of 

the symbol will not understand abstract symbols. In other words, line drawings, 

outlines, and diagrams may no! be effective, The kinds of visual information 

presented by a computer lesson must evaluated in terms of nol only !'he lesson's 

content but the learners experience level. Other infonnation presented on the 

screen must be evaluated in the same manner. 

Usually, it is best if one idea or topic is presented on one screen at a time. 

Simple is usually better then a complex. :'v1ultiplc ideas shown on one screen tend to 

confuse the student. On !'he other hand, if topics are closely related, it may be 

necessary 10 retain portions of one screen when a new topic is presented. A 

compromise would to give the student option of reviewing screens shown 
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previously. When graphics or drawings arc shown 10 stlldents they tend to load at 

them in a clockwise sequence. Usually, the eye first looks at the upper left quadrant 

of the screen moves clockwise around the screen. Prompts such as arrows or 

directions can be used to reinforce or alter this natural viewing patlern. 

Screen Components 

The way the computer screen is organized should give the student a feeling of 

control. No learners enjoy being placed in a situation where they have no say in what 

is happening. First, the screen should provide orientation infomlation to the student 

This might include statements abollt where the student is in the scqllence of the 

lesson, analogous to page numbering in a Some call this information to the 

lesson's "cognitive map." Because it is hypothetically easy to get lost in a lesson (lost 

in hyperspace), especially !I hypermedia lesson, it is important that students know 

where they are. A lesson's cognitive map gives such a orientation information. 

Students also need to know how to move through the lesson. A "navigation 

system" can help. Simple page turning or screen changing is a kind of navigation 

system, but more sophisticated lesson have to usc ways of "jumping around" in a 

lesson, such as to the beginning of a section, or back to the lessons start. Ff1f.('livf' 

em lesson have cognitive maps and navigation 'VS.If'nl.' L'''.''~'ll section titles can be 

used, as can visual symbols that indicate where the student is within the lesson. 

Directions should be clearly given to students about what they are expected to 

directions can be as simple as "Read this and press Return" or as 

sophisticate as "Solve this problem, and type in your answer using this form, 
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directions for how a student can return to a major subsection of a lesson, 

havens" for learners can be the home page, a table of contents page, or a section start 

up page, Effective lessons even use bookmarks wi thin computer based instruction so 

the learner can easily return to the spot they left off 

Readability 

Because the resolution of a computer screen is generally lower then a for a 

page of a book, extreme care, must he taken to ensure that what is written can be read, 

First, writing should he simple, Long, complex prose is not meant to be read from a 

computer screen, Next, upper and lower case lettering should be used it is 

easier to read, Third, justilicd right margins should be avoided, right margins 

show up beller on more computer screens, Fourth, shorter rather those longer lines are 
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best. Eighty column lexi displays should be avoided, if possible. Forty columns of 

text is the standard. Last, one letter should be for alltexl. 

Characteristics of C BI 

The method of teaching with computers is directly related to student 

achievement. Computers, like any tool, can be used weather correctly or incorrectly. 

Teachers should attempt to maximize the positive effect computers can have and 

minimize potential negative influences. For this, the following characteristics of CBI 

may be considered: 

lndividua/izalion 

CBI is an individualized approach 10 teaching. Students should allowed to 

work at their own rate. Several r~''''JH'"h,er< have reported that two students can work 

together on a lesson with no apparent loss of effectiveness. However, when more than 

two students work on one computer at a time, some students learning likely will be 

adversely affected (Klinkefus, 1988), unless the lesson is designed to be a 

collaborative one. Increasingly, individualized instruction means that the computer 

does not always s deliver instruction while the learner receives it. Rather. students 

interact with a computer controlled learning environment and construct meaning 

while participating in learning activities. 
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Leamer Control 

When teachers direct instructional activities. they control pace and direction. 

When computers are used to deliver instruction, the focus of control changes. 

Originally, most CBI allowed the student considerable flexibility in controlling the 

pace and route of the lesson. Recent research demonstrates that this may not always 

be a good review then review is needed, might not follow remediation directions 

when they are suggested, or might not read all infonnation presented when they have 

complete control over the program. Increasingly, CBI is being designed so the 

computer has some ability to reg\1late a student's progress. 

Allilude Change 

Lesscms that present new information requires both physical and intellectual 

involvement and present relevant infonnation are most likely to be favorably received 

and to produce positivc attitudes. These positive attitudes would be directed towards 

both the contents of the lesson and the use of the computer. In other words, it is 

possible to design CBI so that student's attitudes can be changed both toward the 

topic being taught and loward the importance of cm. 

Computer Anxiety 

Computer anxiety, the fear felt by people whcn using computers, or when 

computer use is anticipated, is a documented problem for certain individuals. A 



significant proportion of any group of computer users will be considerably more 

anxious than others in the same group and this anxiety been shown 10 be related 

to problems people have when they use computers. is also growing 

evidence that there is a gender difference related to computer anxiety. Girls and 

women tend to be more anxious than boys and men. Researchers have indicated that 

students should be diagnosed for anxiety, and those students with high levels of 

computer anxiety should be given individual attention to reduce their apprehension, 

Currently, most evidence indicates that individual attention from a trained and 

sensitive tutor is best way to reduce a student's anxiety level. Merely requiring 

anxious students to work on the computer to overcome their fears will not reduce 

anxiety, As a matter offact, tbis kind "throwing them in the deep remediation 

produces more anxiety and is likely to produce computer hatred (Maurer 

Simonson, I 994), 

Compuler Laboralories 

Accessibility is strongly related to usc, Teachers and students who 

access to computers are most likely to use them. The more roadblocks that are placed 

between the user and the computer, the less likely is that computers will used, If 

use is to be promotl:d, then computers should bl: distributed throughout the school in 

classrooms and small labs. Centralizing computers in laboratories, or media centers, 

may have many management advantages, but it may reduce use. 
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Because of the relative newness of CBI much of the information about use is 

not adequately documented, Anecdotal information abounds, but scicntifie evidence 

is somewhat scarce. Educators should proceed cautiously when making decisions 

about how CBI is implemented. Local field-testing of procedures is a must 

Educators should not forget, however, that techniques proposed by theory, and 

supported by research, from the foundation for CBI will be presented. 

Teaching is a profession, Decisions should be "founded upon a body of inteHectual 

theory and research .... The practice of a profession cannot be disjointed from its 

theoretical understandings" (Finn, 1953, p,8) 

Computer Based Learning (COL) 

As the position of the computer in education continues to mature, the 

computer is increasingly being coupled with other technologies to create quality 

leaming experiences for students. Used with a telephone through a modem, the 

computer can be used as a tool to enable communication between c1a~srooms around 

the country. Coupled with video disk player, the computer can be used to create 

tutorial or simulation programs with video input Coupled with a speech synthesizer, 

the compute can read students wriling back to them, Thus, CBL is not limited to 

students, computers and software but can also include and encompass various 

combinations of the computer with other advanced technologies to create learning 

experiences for students. The term computer related technologies is gaining 

popularity as a way of describing the hardware used in conjunction with computers. 
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The Role of Teachers in CBL 

Using Computer-Based Learning approach in classroom, teachers should 

be familiar with different roles. lIannafin and Savenye (1993) and Cheung (1995) 

pointed out that when Information technology is used in classrooms, teachers act as 

mana:gers, organizers, coaches. guides, initiators, and facilitators. The role of teacher 

in this context is described brietly. 

Teacher as Organizer 

When teachers take as a manager or an organizer, they manage the 

learning environment for students (Cheung, 1995). Cheung summarized teachers' 

role as a manager or organizer in the following: 

HT eachers should act as the manager to the learning 

environment for learners. Their duty includes selecting and 

organizing the hardware and software ..... , When teachers take the new 

role, they may need to learn and usc new classroom management 

techniques for using the hypermedia software pai~Kages and the on-line 

program in c1assrooms .. "Teachers need to set discipline rules and 

computer facilities to avoid the classroom management problems 

(Cheung, 1995, p.l90)" 
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Teacher as Initiator and Facilitator 

When teachers take the role of initiator, they introduce the use of Internet to 

the students. They explain the potential and the benefits of using internet in their 

learning environment to the students. When teachers take the role of facilitator, they 

provide encouragement stimulate students 10 use the on-line programs. 

Teacher as Coach and Guide 

When teachers act a.~ a coach or a guide, they should show the students how 

and when to use on-line programs. Guidance might include the procedure, 

and skills of using Internet during their learning process. Teachers should provide 

cx'~rc!se and feedbacks to the students during the use of commercial packages and 

while students arc developing their 0\\'11 Internet. 

Teachers as Soflware Eva/ualor 

Teachers should evaluate commercial hypermedia software for 

students to usc (Cheung, 1995), and evaluate the type of authoring tool used by their 

students. Teachers may also ev:aluate students' on-line projects (Dipinto & Tuner, 

19(5). 

Researches on Use of Information and Communication Technology in Teaching 

This res,ean:h studies re\'H!1N included usc of computers in teaching by first 

defining some terms used in information and communication technology and 

examining the influence of computer technologies on mathematics teaching. Because 
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the teaching approachcs used in the study included various multi-media elements. the 

history of media comparisons studies are therefore reviewed. including meta-analyses 

of the effects of computer-based learning and the limitations of these studies. 

Learning theories then considered for re-framing the theoretical foundation in future 

research on computer-based instruction. Learning styles also explored as they 

influence success in learning. In particular, the research on learner control is 

examined because of its presence in CRL Approach. Finally. this review explored 

design strategies applicable to student learning in computer-based learning systems 

and Web-based hypemledia environments. 

The terms describing instructional technologies reflect a variety applications 

that have evolved in the last two deeadcs. Computer-assisted instruction (CAl), 

computer-assisted-Iearning (CAL) and computer-based-instruction (CBI) have been 

with earlier forms of technology often associated with self-paced 

instruction. A more popular ternl. currently used to indude a variety of technology 

enhanced learning environments is computer-based-Iearning (CDL) (Thompson, et. 

aL, 1996). The On-line leaching ean also be referred to as a form of computer-based

learning as the locus of activity shifts to the students' role in learning. 

Many of the recent terms describing computer-based-learning renect the 

multiple venues of learning made possible by the Internet, such as asynchronous

leamirlg Networks (ALN), Web-based learning (WDL), human-computer interaction 

(He!), multiple user domain (MUD). More importantly, the Computer-based learning 

is used this of the research to cover a wide variety of computer based 
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learning SV1,!c'ms thaI offer a high degree of interactivity, self-pacing, autonomy. and 

learner control for the students, 

Media Comparison Studiey 

Research on computers education began in earnest in the I In a book 

by Skinner 1965, he that using computers to teach could build "confidence 

in education" (p.19). A substantial body of studies has attempted to measure the 

effects of various media on learning but have produced inconclusive results since 

1960s. Richard Clark points out "media do not influence any 

conditions" (1983). The empirical method of f"'<I'life pivots on the importance of the 

testing hypotheses under the rigor of the scientific method, A scientific statement 

must be able to be falsified, explanatory. predictive, productive, and persuasive to 

qualify as a true operational hypothesis (Unsworth, 1997). When put to the test, most 

educational research comparing media has failed to identify significant outcomes in 

learning that can be attributed to mcdia or modes delivery. 

When media comparison studies employ rig()WllS methodology, the results 

have often been "no significant difference" in learning outcomes regardless of the 

media (Russell, 1999). Citing studies beginning in radio from 1928, television in the 

19405 to 19605, video in the 19705 to 19805, computer-mediated learning in the 

1980s, and Computer-based in the 19905, most of these studies remain 

inconclusive (Russell, 1999). Russell uses these studies to support a theory of 

equivalence in distance education studies. Alternative deliveries such as computer-
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based learning are often used for distance education programs, where the students are 

physically separated from the instructor. If the delivery of such programs results in 

similar learning outcomes, comparative studlE:S could be used for summative data to 

establish the equivalency of a particular of delivery. It should noted. 

however, that the real variable being compared is the content and instructional design, 

rather than technology or mode of delivery. 

A recent report, commissioned by the American Federdtion of Teachers and 

the National Education Association, reached far different conclusions than Russell on 

the research in computer-based learning in distance learning (Phipps & Merisotis, 

1999). Similar to Clarke's view, this report took a critical view of the literature cited 

in 40 original studies on distance education. They point out the lack of rigor in much 

research, which "renders many of the findings inconclusive," (Phipps & Merisotis, 

1999). Two of the shortcomings noted were an inability to control extraneous 

variables needed to show cause and and a lack of randomly selected samples. 

Another problem cited was the validity and reliability of instruments llsed to measure 

sludell! a'~I1.H~veme]nl (Phipps & Merisotis, 1999). 

Although a lack of rigor in distance education research is a serious 

shortcoming in most of these smdies, the conditions needed for experimental studies 

may be unrealistic for much research and evaluation conducled educators in 

classroom environmems. A hidden fear surfaced in their concern that "technology 

cannot replace human factor in higher education" (Phipps & Merisotis, 1999). 

Because multimedia does not take the of the instructor, a more rational position 

gleaned from the research could be that "learning is more correctly attributable to 
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well-orchestrated design strategies than to the inherent superiority of various media" 

(Hannafin & I-Iooper, 1993). The purpose of educational research has shifted from 

comparing media to exploring strategies for the best use of educational technologies 

in student learning, induding the human element of interaction among students and 

instructors and with each other, as well as the use of effective instructional strategies 

through computer-based learning. 

One significant empirical study on student achievement usmg computer

assisted technology was conducted by the state of West Virginia in a collaborative 

and well-documented parlnership with the Milken Family Foundation. This study 

was conducted over eight years and represented a statcwide technology initiative. 

Data were collected from 950 fifth graders who were randomly selected from 18 

elementary schools Solomon, et ai., 1998). Students were normed on the Stanford 9 

achievemelll tests over four years. It should be noted that there were other mitigating 

factors that could account for gains in achievemelll such as: renovation of school 

buildings, new instructional methods, and increased teacher pay, Nevertheless, the 

I I % gains in achievement may imply that technology can have a positive effect on 

learning, when implemented on large scale and with a concerted effort. These gains 

may also reflect instructional design strategies and methodology implemented by 

individual instructors, as well as the technology or media use to dcliver the 

instruction. 
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Meta-Analyses in CBl and Clarke's Reply 

Another approach to rcsearch in computer-ba,ed learning has been the use of 

meta-analyses to review a large number of studies that have compared computer

based learning with traditional methods of delivery, Meta-analyses conducted by 

Kulik and Kulik (1980,1984,1987, I I) summarized the findings of248 controlled 

evaluation studies of technology-mediated learning, In 81 % of these studies, students 

In technology-mediated studies achieved a higher mean examination score that 

traditionally-taught classes, Technologically-mediated instructional 

set1ings raised the examination score of the typical student by 0.30 standard deviation 

(Kulik & Kulik, 1991). They also found that students required only 70 % a~ 

much instructional time as students who were taught traditionally. In only 3 of 32 

studies did they tlnd traditional instruction to a more efficient use of time (Kulik 

Kulik, 1987). Although Kulik and Kulik reported positive effects of computer

a';sisted instruction in their meta-analyses of a large body of research, the statistical 

power of using multiple studies is compromised in the confounding of variables, 

Computer-based instruction itself represents many different forms as new 

technologies emerge. new technologies and media are rarely distinguished 

from the instructional design cOnlentthey deliver as pointed out by Clark, 

The wide variety computer-based technologies cannot be easily generalized 

into the single variable such as media or computer-based instruction. Considering the 

changing nature of technology, as well as its multiple applications and uses in 

instructional programs, meta-analyses face fundamental problem of isolating the 
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variable of computer-based technology, which changes significantly over time and is 

used in an increasing wide variety of applications, In some cases, CBI has been used 

only for evaluation, while other times it includes instructional activities such as drill 

and practice, While most of Kulik and Kulik's meta-analyses used ilrst-gencration 

technology-mediated instructional systems. current multi-media environments may 

allow IDr more interactivity. However Clark (1985) found more serious flaws in 

Kuliks' melli-analyses. 

Clark (1985) examined the confounding of computer-based instruction (CBI) 

effects in the Kuliks' m<;la-'analyses demonstrating """""'< problems in construct 

validity in CBI studies. When CBI modes are compared with traditional delivery, a 

confounding of medium and method often occurs, Because instructional methods are 

imbedded in treatments, traditional treatments need to contain equivalent 

instructional methods to isolate the effect CBI (Clark, 1985), Achievement gains 

found CBI studies have not se~iar2iled the media or mode of delivery from the 

embedded instruction within these media or modes of delivery, According to Clark 

(1985), gains in achievement arc attributable to the instructional method and contel1l 

rather than the method or mode or delivery, A fundamcllIal problem in meta-analyses 

as well as most CBI studies is a confusion of two types of technology: design and 

delivery. Design includes instructional methods and organization of the content thaI 

affects learning or achievement, while delivery technology refers to the media or 

vehicle used to deliver instruction, Based on this distinction between design and 

delivery, Clark (1983,1994) asserts that media do not influence learning, but merely 

provide access. Modes of delivery, including computer-based technology, are "mere 
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media that may be vehicles of instruction but should not to be confused with 

instruction itself' (Clark 1994). 

The confounding of instruction with delivery is further compounded when Ihe 

instructor effect in considered. This effect can take two directions. CBI studies that 

use more than one instructor otlen liIil to control for the differences between 

individual teachers, including methods and individual styles that may affect student 

Even in studies Ihal usc the same instructor to deliver both CBI and 

traditional instructional treatments, instructors may consciously or unconsciously 

affect learning outcomes, depending on their attitudes regarding CBI technology. 

Clark (1985) describes the "John Henry" effect whcn teachers use kss robust 

methods in implementing the CBI treatment. When more robust instruction is in 

CBI treatment, the result is an overestimation of the CBI effect on achievement. 

When teachers CBI or feel threatened by it, the effects on achievement may be 

under,estimated (Clark, 1985). 

LeamillK Theories.' Reframillg CBL Research 

Leaming theories provide fundamental frameworks for understandi ng 

computer-based leaming and how knowledge is constructed. The theoretical 

framework for research in education is grounded in the behaviorist tradition of cause 

and effect that measures learning as a change in behavior. The psychological 

behaviorism of B.F. Skinner centers on the interaction of stimulus and response 

measured in observable behaviors. This emphasis on external behavior produces hard 
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data for educational research needed to quantify learning into measurable units or 

outcomes. 

Although behaviorism provides a solid empirical foundation for isolating 

variables and measuring learning gains, it nrC)VHleS a limited understanding of the 

internal dynamics of learning and the formation of knowledge. Contemporary research 

and evaluation with emerging technologies is often rooted in cognitive learning 

theories (Hannifin, et aI., I 996). Cognitive learning theories attempt to encompass the 

internal or cognitive pn)cc'ss,:s that occur within the individual that contribute to 

learning. Rather than viewing learning in external outcomes based on stimuli and 

responses, cognitive theory begins within the individual. Central to the cognitive view 

learning is the assumption that the individual actively constructs knowledge based 

on previous knowledge, accretion, and schema creation (Seel & Winn, 1996). 

Knowledge is constructed as learners actively process infonnation relevant to their 

experiences, abilities, and motivation. Viewing knowledge as II process of construction 

shifts the focus of learning to the subject as an active learner, rather than passive 

recipient. When human learning is viewed as an active process of knowledge 

construction, it is heavily dependent on the learner's ability to strategically manage and 

ort:anize all available infonnation resources. 

Clark's argument that media no intrinsic properties to make them 

instructionally effective is framed within the behaviorist tradition that views learning 

as presentation of external stimuli and views learning a., corresponding and direct 

In this theoretical framework, an instructor is always required to effectively 

organize and design instruction. Mcdia are mere instruments for the presentation 
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stimuli. Contrary to Clark's theoretical position, Kozma (1991) asserts that media may 

have unique important to play in learning, as sufficient, if not necessary, 

conditions for learning. Kozma (1994) also appeals to semiotics and the linguistic role 

media can playas signs and symbols in communication systems. From a cognitive and 

semiotic perspective, media may facilitate operations the learner is capable to perform, 

but more depends on the learn,:r as playing a central role in learning. 

While traditional research on learning has focused on the way people change 

behavior or ability to do something as a result of an environmelllal stimulus 

(media), cognitive conceptions of learning stress that learning is an active, 

constructive, and goal-directed nrr,c,",< "Cognitive media research assumes that the 

individual is mentally active, organizing and processing information irom the 

environment rather than simply responding directly 10 external stimuli" (Seel Winn. 

1996, pp. 293-322). Closely related to the cognitive theory that learners construct 

much of their own learning experiences is an emerging field of learner control 

research. 

Learner Control Research 

A central feature of computer-based inslruction is the provision of learner 

control-the ability of learners 10 make their own decisions regarding some aspect of 

the "path," "flow," or "events" of instruction (Williams, 1996). One rationale Ibr 

learner control is to increase learner involvement, mental investment, mindfulness, 

and activity. However, research has shown the type of control learners should have 
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varies widely with conlenllls well as the characteristics of the learners themselves in 

given sitllation (Duchastel, 1986 J. One major ad'vanita!~e of computer-based 

instruction (CBI) is to provide for different needs and abilities of individual learners. 

One of adapting to individual needs is to allow students to exert control over 

learning environment. In learner control, students clm determine what pace they move 

through a program, which instructional features they would like to use, the nmount of 

practice and explanations, as well as when 10 take mastery tests. Although the concept 

of learner control has long held an intuitive appeal, potential for improving 

learning has yet to be established in experimental research. Learner control is based 

on the assumptions that learners know what is best for them, and are capable of 

making appropriate choices regarding their own learning (Jonassen, 1996). 

SDme studies reveal that nDt all students make appropriate use of educational 

decisions. Duchastcl (1986) cautions that "the sophistication of the learner and the 

type of objectives pursued, as well as the particular context I'll' the system, will 

probably impact Dn the nature and effectiveness of learner contrul in given 

situations". Duehastel's cautiDn about the learner control hypothesis is based on its 

complexity, the diversity of learning itself. the many dilJerent learning contexts, and 

the requirements of individual learners. 

Some students may poor judges of how mucb instruction they With 

so little support in the literature, Carrier (1984) cautioned against the blanket use of 

learner control in allowing sludents to exercise their own judgment about how much 

instruction Ihey need and in what order. Because of the variety I'll' learners and 
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learning the successful use of learm:r control may depend upon granting 

control to certain types oflearners and certain conditions. 

Learners differ with respect to how well they perform undcr learner control 

conditions. One important factor predicting success in learner control is prior 

knowledge. Canrier, Davidson. and Williams (1985) (blind that higher ability students 

tended to see more optional materials than students of lower ability (Carrier el 

1985). The researchers noted the importance of persistence as an important factor in 

this study. Students who were fatigued by the amount of material provided have 

given up early in the lesson, Although lower ability students selected optional 

material, it was nOI shown that these students would have profited from an enriched 

lesson with a high dcnsity infonnation. The researchers concluded that "placing a 

child in a situation which has a high level of instructionally-relevant content does not 

insure that he or she will attend to or use this information productively" (Carrier, et 

aI., 1985, pp.49-54). In 11 later study, Carrier and Williams (1988) found positive 

effects of learner control for students with high task persistence. This study measured 

114 sixth graders of differing levels for task persistence using learner control and 

program control. Leamer control was rcpresented by an options treatment where 

students were allowed to choose from a variety of elaborative material. This was 

contra~lcd by a full treatment, in which all the elaborative material was mandatory 

and a lean treatment provided only a core presentation with no elaborative 

material. Results showed that under both program control treatments, persistence was 

related to performance; Low and high persistence groups prefornled more poorly than 

did medium persistence groups< Under learner control. however, the highest task 
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persistence groups performed best (Carrier & Williams, 1988), When the amount of 

material seen was controlled for, the learner-control group performed beller the 

program-control groups, 

Several cognitive variables mediate the effects of learner control, Hannafin 

(! 984) concluded thai more-able students would benefit from learner control options 

than less-able ones, Consequently, most learner conlrol studies include a measure of 

general ability, The effectiveness of learner control also can be examined from a meta 

cognitive perspective. Tennyson and Park (1984) suggested that effectiveness of 

learner choices will depend on the accuracy of 11 leamer's "perceived need" for 

additional support 

The results of Carrier and Williams' (1988) study provided support for the 

beneficial effects of choice within an instructional task. The leamcr-controitreatment 

was superior to the program-control treatments, especially for the moderate groups, 

which represent the majority of stlldents, Students in this study clearly bcnetHed from 

the opportunity to exert control over the type and amount of instruction they received 

(Carrier & Williams, 1988), The psychological reactions to choice/control may play 

an important role in the effects of learner eonlrol strategy that can reinforce 

persistence with academic success. 

Many researchers havc failed \0 provide adequate operational definitions of 

their learner control treatments, resulting in ambiguous experimental designs (Reeves, 

1993). Many studies used quantitative methods when qualitative methods would have 

been more appropriate. Another problem was the confounding of leamer-control or 

program-control treatments with the amount of instruction students see during the 
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lesson. Because these students select less instructional material. they receive an 

incomplete lesson compared with their program-controlled counterparts (Lepper, 

1985). Carrier and Willianls (1988) experimentally controlled the amount of material 

seen, and found a positive effect for the amount of material separate from learner 

control or program control eflects. The studies that control for the amount of 

instruction separately from learner control been rare, however. Because 

studies have been so varied, with unique operations, instruments, designs, and 

analysis, meta-analyses arc especially misleading in learner control rcscal:ch (Reeves, 

1993). 

There may be se'/cr,al reasons for the mixed achievement results studies of 

learner control. Instructional programs using learner control widely, a<; do 

operational del1nitions of learner control. In some studies, learners have had the 

option to add instruction to a relatively lean program that contains only a basic 

amount of information, thereby lengthening the program and receiving morc 

instruction. In other studies, learner control gives students the option to by-pass 

instruction in a relatively full program. thereby shortening program and receiving 

instruction. In such cases, learner control does not increase the effectiveness 

the full program and may even decrease it. In other learning contexts, leaming control 

conditions have had positive effects on student achievement (Ross, Morrison, & 

O'Dell, 1989; Gray,1987; Kinzie et a!. 1988). 

Some studies have demonstrated positive effects of learner control on 

achievement. In a study by Ross, Morrison, and O'Dell (1989) undergraduate 

education majors allowed to select the instructional presentation medium, actue,/cd 
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higher postles! scores than students who were not allowed this option. Kinzie, et 

(1988) found students given control over reviewing contcnt scored higher than 

those not given this option. Gray ( 1987) reported that college students having control 

over sequencing content in a sociology class scored higher on a .""OInIUIi mea~ure 

than students without sequencing controL Some literature suggests students may 

benefit from controlling their instruction when informed about their own 

strategies for learning a task (Ross, :\1orrison, OTlell,1989; Gray.1987; Kinzie et 

al. 1988), 

A series of studies have investigated the effects of learner control in full and 

lean instructional programs. Some of these studies indicate that learner control 

mitigates the achievement advantage that would he expected to favor full program 

control over the lean program control. Participants given control in the full 

program chose to bypass about 20 percent of the optional elements, while those in the 

lean chose to add 30-40 percent of the optional elements open to them, thus 

reducing the difference in the amount of instruction that would have been received by 

full and lean groups under program control (Hannafin & Sullivan, 1995; Pollock 

& Sullivan, 1990). Normally learners follow a default version of the program but 

when students are strongly motivated to do well in a course, they have been Ibund to 

add 70 percent of the additional options available 10 them, 

Time spent in the program can have effects upon achievement. 

Students need to be given learning strategies to make good choices in exercising 

learner controL Tennyson (1980) reported that students who received advisement in 

an instructional program spent more time and chose more options than participants 



not given control over the amount and sequence of elements in the program. 

Schnackenberg, Sullivan, Leader, and Jones (1998) fOllnd that coHege students who 

used a full version of an instructional program with 242 screens without leamcr 

control did not spend significantly more time in the program than participants in the 

lean program containing only I screens. Students tend to compensate for the lesser 

amount of basic instruction in lean programs by exercising learner control options, 

Participants in the lean program may havc compensated for their fewer screens by 

spending more per screen in the program, 

Student ability is another factor influencing the elTeelivencss of learner 

control within CBL systems. :vIany studies have show that lower-ability students 

benefit more from full program control than learner control (Ross & Rakow.l98 I ; 

Goetzfried & Hannafin, 1985), Lower-ability stu;jents often less time on task in 

a learner control treatment than higher ability participallls, Hannafin and Sullivan 

(1995) found that higher-ability students in a controlled treatment chose to 

add optional clements in 43% of the cases, compared to only 19% of the cases for the 

lower ability students in the same treatment lower-ability learners avail 

themselves of fewer instructional options, leading to decreased performance under 

pnrnprcontrol CBI programs, 

One recent study investigated the effects of learner control and program 

control through the variables of full and lean computer-assisted instructional 

programs between higher and lower-ability students, Schnackenberg and Sullivan 

(2000) studied third-year university students with content related directly \0 their field 

of study, The subjects were 202 juniors at a large university in their I1rst semester in a 
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teaching preparation program. They were given four treatments: lean and full 

instruction under program control and lean and full instruction under learner control. 

The student sample reflected motivated and mature undergraduate learners who were 

differentiated into higher and lower achievement students based on the Scholastic 

Aptitude Test (SAT) and the American College Testing Assessment (ACT). Grade 

Point Averages (GPA) were used to determine high and low achievement for 24 

students without or ACT scores. All participants were randomly assigned to one 

of four program versions within higher-ability and lower ability groups 

(Schnackenberg & Sullivan, 2000). 

Both ability and type of instruction (full or lean) had more of a bearing on 

performam:e than the variables of learner or program control. Learner control 

participants using the full version of the program viewed 30 of 44 (68 percent) of the 

available screens while learner control participants using the lean version viewed 15 

of 44 (35 percent) of the optional screens. Higher-ability learner-control participants 

viewed (57 percent) of the optional screens and lower-ability control participants 

20 (46 percent) of the optional screens (Schnackenberg & Sullivan, 2000). This 

difference was statistically significant. Full and program versions had a far 

greater effect on option llse than ability. The difference in program use learner 

control participants in full program lise over lean program usc confirmed 

researcher's hypothesis but the lack of significant difference in ability level failed to 

the hypothesis that low ability-students to not make good use of 

learner control conditions (Schnackenberg & Sullivan, 2000). 
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One implication of Schnackenberg's (2000) study is Ihat a relatively high 

amount of practice made available in !he default mode is likely \0 be more effective 

than one that makes a relatively low amount of practice available, This was clearly 

demonstrated in the superiority of the full program version over the lean program 

version of the instruction and has been demonstrated in other studies (Freitag & 

Sullivan, 1995; Hannaf1n & Sullivan, 1995; Schnackenberg et aL, 1998), By using 

variables to examine the effect of learner control and using motivated subjects, 

Schnackenberg's (2000) study demonstrated the ability of leamer control 10 produce 

achievement results comparable to program control in the full program 

reflecting the optimal use of instruction, 

Another recent study, using 380 adult participants, found increased efficiency 

in using learner control conditions for practice items in computer-based instruction 

(Shute, et aI., 1998), Although students show achievement gains with increased 

practice in all program treatments. the increa~ed outcome levels for extended pracli(:e 

occurred at the expense of efficiency with a greater amount of learning time 

expended, Fatigue can easily set in during long tutorials with extensive practice. 

Adult learners in learner control conditions chose minimal amounts of practice but 

exhibited comparative gain scores to learners in the mosl extended practice condition. 

Shute's study (1998) showed significantly greater efliciency relating gain scores to 

instructional lime for the learner-control group over the fixed-practice condition. 

These indices were comparable across hoth high and low achievers 

contradicting several earlier findings (Lee & Lee, 1991; Lee & Wong, 1989), Shute's 
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(1998) findings suggest advantages in offering adult students learner control over 

practice opportunities. 

This research In leamer control is relevant to the implementation of 

Computer-based learning that pennits students control in their usc and access to the 

on-line program. Instructors can require students to fully access all the components of 

the program and monitor this usc through electronic tracking, but the use of the 

program ultimately lies in the students. According 10 the research, some students may 

not access all the learning they need. For this reason students should required to 

access the full program in the beginning of Ihe aeademic year, and then given more 

individual control of their use as they proceed through the year. The on-line programs 

can be monitored and graded in the Tour 10 introduce students to all the 

instructional screens and then used on an individual or to know basis, depcnding 

on an individual student's ability and motivation. This allows greater flexibility 

individualleaming styles, 

Learning Styles Research 

Learning styles are ways in which an individual "absorbs and retains 

lnfonnation or skills" (Dunn, 1986, pp, 10-19) Kolb (1981) adds emphasis to the 

processing and perception of infornlation. Individuals perceive and process 

information in different ways according their preferred style of learning. Davidson 

(1990) adds that learning styles are ways of gaining, processing, and storing 
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information, Learning styles can studied as overt and observable behaviors that 

provide cues about how learners process or mediate information, 

Students differ in abilities, attributes, motivation and learning styles, Kolb's 

(1981) Experimental Learning Theory bcen widely with adult 

students in business and higher education, Much learning styles theory is comprised 

of two dimensions: how information is processed 1~('li\!" versus reflective) and how it 

is perceived (abstract versus concrete). The bipolar dimensions of active vresus 

rellective abstract VS, concrete fall betwecn two poles on a continuous scale, 

Active display tendencies toward experimentation and tend to be extroverts 

(Kolb, 1984) reflective learners prior to making judgments, lecture

type situations. and tend to introvcrts (Smith & Kolb. 1986). Thc abstract-concrete 

continuum is closely associated with cognitive compleXity, Highly abstract learners 

approach learning analytically logically (Smith & Kolb, 1986). learners 

learn most effectively through and benefit the most through 

interaction with others (Smith & Kolb, 1986), 

Some studies have demonstrated that learning styles affect student 

performance, A number of studies at SL John's University that matched learning 

nr"tc'renlce to instructional method led to significantly increased student performance 

(Dunn, 1986), Other studies have revealed dimensions within learning styles thai arc 

relevant 10 individual performance. Carrier, Williams, and Dalgaard (I found the 

ab'itra:ct-coI1crctc dimension was significant in predicting scores on note laking scales 

for college students, Davidson, Savcnye, and Orr (1992) found that order (sequential

random) had a significant effect on performance in a computer applications 
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To increase performance, students may reqUire different levels of learner 

control. Cordell (1991) found an effect in design (linear versus branching). Linear 

learning requires a sequential path, while branched learning can begin at any point by 

connecting relevant infonnation through hypertext connections. Learning styles of 

college students were found to be a significant factor that influenced learning in a 

hypertext environment (Ellis, Ford, & Wood, 1993). Although more successful 

learners were sequential, using a step by step process for the first two lessons, 

significant differences disappeared after the third lesson, suggesting thaI learners 

adapt new learning strategies as they become more familiar with the instructional 

method. This type of adaptive learning may be especially relevant to student 

mathematics using CHI and COL approaches. Once students master the process and 

structure of the essay, they may adapt their subsequent use of the program on a need 

to known basis by seeking some instruction and by-passing other instruction, 

resulting in a more efficient use of their time spent in the program. 

Current research in learning styles ranges from promoting awareness of 

various styles to improving learning outcomes and developing alternative 

instructional methods. Awareness of learning styles can be used to improve 

computer-assisted instruction designs (Bork, 1988) and adapt instruction to improve 

perfonnance (Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993). According to Yoder (1994) awareness 

of individual differences in learning styles is essential to educators. Studies have 

sho\\TI that student performance improves when their learning styles are taken into 

consideration (Dunn, 1986). By matching learning styles and instructional method, 

student performance can be enhanced in a computer-based lesson (Riding, Buckley, 
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Thompson, 

conjunction 

1989). Information on learning styles can be used III 

learner control to and enhance student perfonnance in 

hypennedia learning environments (Rasmussen & Davidson-Shivers, 1998) 

Rasmussen's study examined the influences of the individual difference of learning 

styles and the concept of learner control to suggest instructional design for all types of 

learners. 

Rasmussen's (1998) study found that learning styles influenced performance 

III hypermedia learning environments. Active learners preferred lower levels of 

learner control and perfonned best ill a highly-colltrolled structure. (Active learners 

prefer to complete tasks quickly, without distractions.) Reflective learners performed 

best in a moderate structure of hierarchy with learner control options available. 

(Reflective learners should be provided structure but also be allowed to explore 

of learmor control should be offered to related instructional materiaL) nil'f"""o 

active and reflective learn,ors. !U:I:Jve I"arners Illore structured learning, while 

acc:ornm:odate:d by higher levels of learner control to reflective learners should 

accommodate association of concepts as desired. as one type of instruction 

does not fit all students, high 

when applied to some I,.",mpr< 

of learner control Illay prove counterproductive 

Sales and Carrier (1987) investigated possible interactions among learning 

styles and feedback preferences of 74 college juniors. They also explored the etlects 

of adaptive feedback on concept acquisition. Four learning style groups were created 

using Kolb's (1976) Learning-Style Inventory. High scores in active experimentation 

and abstract conceptualization placed I",,:mers the Converger group. High scores in 
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active experimentation and concrete experience placed a 

Accommodator group and high scores on reflective observation 

In the 

abstract 

conceptuali:tAltion placed in the group. The fourth group, 

high scores in concrete experience and reflective observation. This 

infonnation indicates the degree to which learners prefer abstractness as opposed to 

concreteness and action as to reflection in instructional (Carrier, 

Newell Lange, 1982). 

treatment conditions were used in the study: learner control, adaptive 

control, and program control. In the learner control treatment subjects could select 

from four feedback options ranging from no feedback to elaborative feedback. In the 

adaptive control treatment, the opportunity to select feedback was offered only if 

perfonnanee was above a pre-established criteria level; otherwise, elaborative 

feedback was given. In the program control treatment only elaborative fet'dback was 

presented after each Data were from each subject on Ihrt'e 

oci:as:ions. Learner control of instruction resulted in students viewing more rather than 

less material. This result was in contrast to other research conducted by Carrier 

(1984) with younger children who seemed 10 or not optional 

instruction. led r,~_;·,.to oh:,erve. "older students such as the college juniors in 

this study might be better equipped to analyze their own information needs and 

recognize the usefulness of analytical feedback" (Carrier. 1988). The difficulty level 

of the lesson may also have innuenced students' selection of feedback. When 

instruction is perceived to bc difficult, learners seek oul more instructional support 

(Tobias, J 982). The subjects in the learner control treatment indicated II preference 
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for the two most elaborate fonns of feedback available, The locus of feedback control 

had no significant effect on I",",rnl'r achievement revealing that students can the 

right choices under control of their own learning. 

Research on instructional Design 

Although the literature on the effects of media on learning is inconclusive, the 

design of instruction can affcct learning in both traditional and online settings and 

delivery methods. Some u"~lgn principles may alTecl student success in online 

learning include: the perceived relevance of the course; the amount of interaction with 

instructors, tutors other students, the difficulty of program time involved; 

the nature the media uscd for delivery and interaction; and the amount and nature 

of feedback received from instructors (Moore & Kearslcy, 1996), In addition to these 

success factors, technical support can also be added to keep 

running smoothly {or student access in classrooms, labs, and home, 

environments 

Consideration of stlldent expectations should guide course design, 

implementation, and student suppor! services, Students expect current and 

authoritative infonnation, courses that are flexible and can accommodate various 

learning styles, and timely feedback on their work and progress (Moore & Kearsley, 

1996). The fOIe of the instructor {Of feedback and evaluation is a key ingredient in 

online and computer-based learning, Research on prior knowledge has shown the 

importance of considering the learner's level of competence and knowledge. 
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Learning outcomes and goals should be clearly stated. Instruction should be 

motivating, provide for multiple contingencies, be logically sequenced, and based on 

student learner should actively involved in learning (Thompson, et aI., 

1996). In addition to these critical success factors, learners nee~ to be "self-regulated" 

or self-directed to be successful in and computer-based learning networks 

(Brooks, 1997). 

provide guidance for real classroom practice and be held accountable for 

effectiveness, research in computer-based learning must be both rigorous and 

relevant. Rigor involves adherence to the principles of empirical science. All 

researchers must follow specific methodologies that can be strengthened or refuted by 

further empirical studies (Reeves, 1997). Theoretical research in computer-based 

learning and learner control can a foundation for evaluation 10 come to 

undcrstand new products, programs and methods applied to specific educational 

settings. 

can be define~ as a prc.cc:;s through which learners systematic all y 

and strategically organize domain-specific knowledge in order to construct 

mental models. Media cannot influence learning directly, but they have an indirect 

and subsidiary effect. The fomlat in which infomlalion is presented and the case with 

which it can be comprehended may decisive in facilitating lea/TIln (Dorr & Seel, 

1997). 



Re,5earch on use o/CHI and CBL ill Teaciling 0/ Mathematic,5 

Hasselbring (1986) conducted research on the effectiveness of computer

ba~ed instruction (CBI) conducted over the past two decades, Using student 

achievement as a dependent measure, the research on CBI is reviewed by him under 

the headings of evaluative studies, summaries of the proportion of studies favorable 

and unfavorable to CBI ("box-score reviews") and meta-analyses. Conclusions are 

drawn as to the effectiveness of CBI with regard to academic and social achievement 

Finally, a cost analysis of CBI is given by him. 

The researcher has concluded that " ... First, thcre is evidence that computers 

can be used to effect positive student gains in all curricular areas, but especially in 

mathematics. It also seems that cm is especially powerful for disadvantaged and 

low-achieving students. It is clear that computers do not stifle the creative process, 

are not dehumanizing, and do not foster anti-social behavior or development. 

However, none of the potential benefits of CBI are inherent. On the contrary, the 

greatest gains from the use of the computer seem to occur when it is integrated 

thoughtfully into the on-going curriculum and not used as a replacement for existing 

courses, While cm has reduced the dependence of instmclion upon thc quality of 

human effort to some extent, human effort and quality instructional materials still 

remain the major factor in the successful or unsuccessful use of computers in 

education. " 

In a study by Randall E., Schumacker, Jon I. Young, and Karen L. Bembry 

(l995), the difference in Algebra I exam performance, mathematics anxiety, attitude 
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towards success in mathematics, and confidence in mathematics, 

computer-instructed students and students using the traditional 

instruction was examined. The traditional lecture group on the ~vc'r~')r scored wgu"" 

than the computer-instructed group in mathematics, but that might because 

the commercial software used did not covcr all the concepts. There were no apparent 

rlill"eren,ce", in mathematics altitudcs, amciety, or confidence. 

A study entitled "Classroom Instruction Oi fferences by I.evel of Technology 

In Middle School Mathematics" was conducted by Hersholt Waxman and 

,- v nn,o L. Huang in 1996. This study examined whethcr I) classroom interaction, 

2) sel'cctiion of activities, 3) instructional activities, 4) organi;t.ational setting of the 

classroom, and 5) mHask and off-task behaviors in the classroom 

significantly differs according to the degree of implementation of technology in 

mathematics c1assroolms. The subjects in the present study were 189 middle school 

students who were randomly chosen from a multi-ethnic school district located within 

a major metropolitan city in the south central region of the Cnited ;:"'Ile~. The results 

indicate that there are significant differences in classroom instruction by the amount 

of Instruction in classroom settings where technology was not often 

used tended to be whole-class approaches where students generally listened or 

watched Instruction in classroom settings where technology wa~ 

moderately 

work. 

had whole-class instruction and much more independent 

findings are quitc similar to prcvious research that supports the notion 

that technology use may change teaching from the traditional teacher-centered model 

to a more student-centered instructional approach. Another important finding from 
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Ihc presenl sludy is Ihal sluldents in classrooms where technology was moderately 

used wcre also found to 

two groups. 

on task significantly more students from the other 

The effectiveness of a computer program "FUNdamentally Math" was 

cv;aluateld by making statistical comparisons of students' mathematics achievement on 

the Slale of North Carolina's (IJSA), required end of and end of course test. 

The study was conducted over a two-year period 1997-1998 and 1998-1999. The 

study involved students from three schools in eleven different classes. The software 

was utilized in numerous ways. The software covered all areas of mathematics. Pre

lest post-test scores on the Slate end of grade examination for the students were 

collected. The author of the utilized a two-tailed T test 10 determine if a 

significant difference was present. The study demonstrated that thc students who 

utilized the computer so!lware scored significantly higher than the students who did 

not participate did at a 99.5% confidence level. The ~IOf'hl'l\ students using the 

sollware made 17% jump in scores (Brown, 2000). 

Another study on pm'cl. of cm on students was published by Abbas 

Johari (1998). Johan's subjects were 98 secondary sellOOI students in 2 sections of a 

Precalculus class. The students were randomly to I of 2 treatment !;"'"I''' 

One group substantially more computer based instructions. The other group was 

laught in the traditional malhod. Johari gave group a pre-test and a post-

test. The group that rec:enled the computer based inSlfllCliolls scored significantly 

higher on the post-test. The author drawn the conclusion that a relationship exists 
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between the use of computer-based instructions and achievement of students of 

mathematics. 

In a study by Mascuilli (2000) on effectiveness of Teaching mathematics on

line, the researcher has used three modes of communication with students who took a 

on-line mathematics course. By lIW1UI:lg use of "'-1"'''.1, chatting and telephone facility 

a~ communication for the course. the researcher has compared the results of final lest 

of on-line students with the group of same course who were taught traditionally on 

campus. two-sided hypothesis test, the researcher has concluded that there was 

significant difference on achievement of both the grc,ups, The on-line group scored 

higher significantly. The results of this study on the success rates suppon the claim 

that on-line (CBL approach) teaching is a legitimate and reliable method of teaching 

mathematics. 

According to AnZlllone (1986). the University of the West Indies evaluated 

PLATO instruction given to participants in the Human Employment and Resource 

Training (HEART) program in Jamaica. The evaluation found a 50% difference in 

favor of students receiving PLATO instruction at the Stony Hill Commercial Skills 

Academy when compared to students receiving conventional instruction in basic 

skills. Ninety-six HEART re,"lee. (aged 18-24) who scored below 50% on a basic 

mathematics skills placement test took pan in the study. Trainees were randomly 

assigned to a PLATO group and a control group. Thc 47 students in PLATO 

group received 28 hours of computer-assisted instruction in basic mathematics skills, 

The 47 stuac.nts in the control group received 28 hours of math instruction using self~ 
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paced competency-based materials developed by the USAlD Basic Skills Project. 

Each group had a different teacher. 

Both groups took the Adult Basic Learning Exam (ABLE Level II Form A) 

and ABLE Level II Form B as a post-test. Statistical consultants R. A. Mitchell and 

W. S. Buckley of the University of the West Indies analyzed the results of the 

evaluation. They concluded that if the experiment were to be repeated under similar 

conditions, in 99 out of 100 repetitions, the PLATO users would perform at least 50% 

better than students receiving traditional teaching. 

The report ofCBE Research Lab. (982-83) describes activities of the PLATO 

Education Group (PEG), the educational research and development ann of the 

Computer-based Education Research Laboratory (CERL) at the University of Illinois 

at Urbana-Champaign. Staff, funding sources, and an overview are presented for the 

four projects summarized, along with additional, project-specific infomJation (parts 

of the PEG courseware were predecessors of some current TRO PLATO courseware). 

The PLATO Corrections Project (PCP) provides inmates of Illinois adult correctional 

facilities with access to basic skills instruction and to instruction in several vocational 

and a few advanced academic areas. A description of PCP discusses outreach, 

noteworthy features and problems, curriculum development (reading, language, and 

mathematics), the SYS IV instructional management system, PCP instructional 

design research, and future plans. 

The PLATO Mathematics Project is involved III courseware research, 

development, implementation, and evaluation on basic mathematics. Qualitative 

interpretation of graphs for students of basic sciences and prototype computer 
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courseware for teaching high school algebra are subtopics in this scction. Additional 

projects summarized are the Continuing Study of the of Computers in 

Mathematics Instruction, and the Handicap Technology Program. Relimmces arc 

listed for each pr{)je,;1 summary. 

A study by Dixon (1990) analyzed two methods of instruction in 

Fundamentals of Mathematics, a remedial math COllrse required of all entering BCe 

students who do not pass a math proficiency test. For the control group (46 students), 

the instmetor was the primary facilitator of instruction. The experimental group (35 

SlUde!lls) used PLATO computerized instmction and management in a lab with 

tutorial help available on request during specified hours. The PLATO courseware and 

the classroom syllabus were both aligned with Ihe Texas standard (T ASP) curriculwn, 

and were determined to be equivalent in content Classes in the conlrol group mel for 

2 hours day, 4 days per week, for 6 weeks. 

The testing instrument used in Ihis study was the Arithmetic and Skills 

Test developed by the Committee on Placement Examinations from the Mathematical 

Association of America. The following statistical tests were used: I) Spearman 

Correlation for relationships; 2) T-Test for differences; and 3) means, range, variance, 

standard deviation, coefficient variation, skewness and kurtosis tests were used for 

the olher general comparisons. The results arc given as uncler: 

i. The control group had a mean gain of' (s.d.~3.84) 

n. experimental group had a mean gain 0[,7,8 (s.d, - 5,63) 

iii. The I statistic of2.47 was significant al p=O.O 15 for 79 degrees of freedom 
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IVo In percentage ""In~o the control group showed a 1404% gam, while the 

PLATO showed a 2404% gain 

Vo In regression tesl, a beta of OJ 0 was attributed to the experimental treatment 

(p<oOOI) 

Vo The mean number of hours student in the experimental group was 

VII. The range or hours per student was fTOm 10 to 60 

viiL Spearman correlation of hours of usage and amount of gain was (p=oOI5) 

This compares with a fixed instructional time of 48 hours for the control 

group 

In summary, the PLATO group showed a 10% larger learning gain, with 

approximately half the instructional time, This indicated both increased effectiveness 

and efficiency lor PLA TOo 

In 1987, in the Lost Students (1991), Dayton Public Schools, Dayton, Ohio, 

installed PLATO computer-based learning systems at Longfellow Alternative High 

School to serve the educational needs of students who were not functioning 

successfully in a conventional school settingo The primary reason for selecting 

PLATO, according to District Superintendent DrJamcs Williams, was because 

PLATO effectively addressed the needs of secondary and adult student populations, 

The district (in 1990) information showing the standardized test scores have 

increased at nearly every level, showing that standardized test scores havc 

increased at nearly cvery grade level. especially in mathematics, District personnel 

believe thaI the usc of technology products, including PLATO system, has 

contributed to these improvements, 
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According to Poore (1983), in an experiment conducted during 1979-80 by the 

Computer Center at Florida State University in cooper~tion the Florida 

Department of Education and funded by the Florida Legislature, the PLATO 

Skills Learning System for Mathematics produced significant gains at both the middle 

and high school levels with greater at the middle schools. The included 

seven high schools and Iwo middle schools using PtA TO for a two-year period, 

Based upon the gains in the experiment, the authors believe that PLATO is an 

eflective medium for improving mathematical skills at the middle, junior and high 

school levels for students needing remediation, 

The EPGY Program 

The Education Program for Gifted Youth (EI'GY) al Stanford University is a 

continuing project dedicated to developing stand-alone multi-media computer-based 

courses and offering these to remote advanced middle-school and high-school 

stude illS through Stanford Continuing Studies in USA, Since 1992, EPG Y taught 

advanced placement calculus and physics to over 600 advanced middle school and 

early high school students, The EPGY program has been vcry successful globally, It 

has 3500 students in different courses from all over the world, The EPGY is being 

used in various countries induding Mexico, Singapore, Hongkong, Australia and in 

USA 

The EPG Y uses information technology to provide students with a venue to 

utilize and groom their intellectual development. More importantly. it does so in a 
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way to increase the academic performance of the students without disturbing the 

regular schoolwork of the students. 

The EPGY course use multimedia technology. The software presents lecture 

environment consists of interactive multimedia exposition, on-line exercises using 

symbolic computation, and automated reasoning to check student work. The course 

environment also contains facilities for collecting extensive data on all aspects of 

actual student usage of Ihe software. Every time a student views a lectures, answers a 

question or proves a theorem, relevant information concerning event IS 

students send this information bye-mail to Stanford where il IS 

automatically seeded into a database. This data collection allows course '''lUll'''' to 

isolate those areas in the eourse where students are having the most difficulty, so that 

they can refine them by adding new material to explain common HI~'<UI.~~. or by 

adding more detailed explanations to areas generating the most questions. It also 

makes it possible to see which features of the software prove uset\!1 10 students 

which are sources of frustration 

o/EPGY 

The Education Program for GiHed Youth (EPGY) at Stanford University aims 

to provide year-round, accelerated instruction in mathematics and physics to stlldenls 

a computer, thereby allowing students to complete the course work, Because the 

program is computer-based it places flO limits on the number of participants at a site 
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and indeed does not restrict participation to students living in any particular location 

or country 

Nature of EPGY 

EPGY students run the multi-media courseware at home or in school on 

standard IBM-compatible personal computers, This software, unlike traditional 

computer-based educational programs, is intended to stand alone, not merely to 

supplement a regular class (Ravaglia, 1995), The computer presents lectures using 

digitized sound and graphics, in essentially the same way that a hllman instructor 

would, These lectures are followed by on-line exercises that gauge the student's 

understanding, as would a teacher in front of a classroom, but in detail. 

Students' only direct contact with instructors is electronic, via electronic mail and 

telephone contact with centrally located project stalT like the one at HKS Institute of 

Mathematical Sciences located in Islamabad, Pakistan. 

The Evolution of EPGY - From CAl to CBI 

EPGY evolved from two distinct strands of res~eaJrch conducted al the Institute 

Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences IMSSS al Stanford University 

(USA), under the direction of Professor Patrick Suppes, One strand involved 

computer-based education; the olher involved the education of gifted children, 

Computer-based projects al IMSSS have included instruction in mathematics 

from elementary arithmetic to college level logic and sci theory, as well as courses in 
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a number of languages, including "'uoo"u, and Armenian, projects are reviewed 

extensively in Suppes (1981), These early studies demonstrated that students can 

benefit significantly from on·line instruction, whether the computer merely provides 

drills on concepts learned in the conventional classroom or provides a complete 

tutorial format including both exposition and practice, Moreover they showed that 

among students of all levels and abilities there arc significant differences in the rates 

at which students will move through the courses, demonstrating the importance of an 

adaptive curriculum sensitive to individual differences. A detailed exanlination of 

these points for both students in the secondary school and university It:vt:ls arc given 

in Larsen, Markosian and Suppes (l978) and Suppes, Fletcher and Zanoni (1976), 

IMSSS also conducted investigations in mathematics concurrent with, and 

sometimes coincident with, these early experiments in computer-assisted instruction. 

In the lirst such study, conducted in 1955, students in ninth gradc were invited 

into an introductory logic coursc. at Stanford, accelerated high school students 

performed at the same as the college students. A later, more ambitious project 

involved a longitudinal investigation of an accelerated program in mathematics for 

elementary students conducted from I \0 1967 (Suppes, 1966, Suppes Hansen, 

1965, Suppes & Ihrke, 1967, 1968). The program bcgan with a group of first graders 

who worked at their own through mathematics textbooks (Suppes, 1963, 1964, 

1966), attended classes, and worked on a variety of supplemental materials, some of it 

computerized. Students were exposed to topics and concepts not normally taught at 

the elementary levels, such as logic and geometric constructions, in aU'W"ii"U to 

abundant drill in the traditional curriculum. 
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Several striking findings emerged from this investigation. First, on 

the whole worked very quickly through the materilals presented. Nevertheless, they 

in the rate at which they worked through the self-paced materials by the 

end of the fourth year; two textbook years separated the fastest from the slowest 

participant. Students also differed widely in the proportion of errors they cOlmnlitted, 

though was surprisingly little correlation nellw""n of progress and number 

of errors commiued. Especially notable, particularly given the disparity among 

student work rates, was the uniformly high scores they achieved on standardized tests 

keyed to the material they had completed. !Indings highlight individual 

differences in learning rates even among the gifted, and consequently strcss the need 

for !-placeo materials to allow each such student to perform at his or her maximum 

achicvement potential. The present Education Program for Gifted Youth out of 

this research in computer-assisted instruction. Developmcnt of what later became the 

courses began in 1985 at IMSSS, funded by a from the National Sciem:e 

as proof of concept demonstration that a first-year college calculus 

course could be entirely computer-based (US. Department of Education, 1993). The 

original motivation to design an online calculus course was the fact that than 

25% of the high schools in USA currently ofter calculus; the idea was 10 this 

course available al schools interestcd students but either no one qualified to 

teach them or no money to justify having a small class for just a few students. 
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Course Design 

All EPGY courses use computer-based methods as the primary vehicle of 

instruction, although some assistance from a tutor who can discuss or correct on-line 

work. grade tests and certify performance in the course is required. following 

course components are on-line: a complete, interactive, multimedia exposition of the 

curriculum material involving digitized sound and graphics, an interactive problem

solving environment, mastery quizzes, problem sets. and databases of off-line 

problems. All the courses incorporate the Maple computer algebra system (Char, 

1988) as the internal computational engine for doing algebra and calculus operations. 

Along with the engine for symbolic computation, the courseware incorporates a 

curriculum driver, authoring 

solving, and graphing facilities. 

Working of EPGY Software 

interactive interface for calculus problem 

each topic within a course, the computer first presents an interactive 

textual exposition in the form of a brief lecture (usually under 5 minutes) consisting 

of digitized sound recordings along with handwriting or formatted lext and graphics 

that appeared on the computer screen in real lime, more closely resembling what a 

teacher would write on a chalkboard while lecturing. These lectures alternate with a 

set of interactive exercises, sllch as a set of questions about the preceding lecture, 

interactive exposition in which the student is led through a detailed argument step by 
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step, or a derivation in which the student is asked to prove a mathematical fact. One 

Jesson generally comprises three or four lecture-exercise units. 

It is stressed the program that the amount of material presented to a given 

student varies according to that srudent's rate of mastery of the material. After the 

computer has presented the initial instructional material, srudents are given exercises 

testing their understanding of that material. Depending on their responses students 

either proceed to the next sUllject or receive focused remediation until they 

understand it This technique of quick presentation followed by diagnostic tests and 

additional instruction tailored to the student's weaknesses has been demonstrated to 

a crucial aspect of EPGY, which are geared for allowing students to ae(;el'~rate 

rapidly (Stanley, 1991). Students do -line work in addition to their on-line lessons. 

In fact, for half an hour they completed on-line, participants spent as much as 

15-20 minutes doing additional ofT-line homework-reading and In 

traditional texts (Amon, 1988) and (Tipler, 1991) - both to give them more practice 

with the material and to help them prepare off-line examinations. 

At the end of a lesson topic, the computer presents another quiz on material 

covered since the previous quiz. Additional remediation is provided to those students 

needing il. For students reported on here, off-line examinations are administered 

at the end of every chapter (corresponding to chapters in the text). The complexity of 

the exams varied from simple 60 minute in-class exams to take-home exams to 

turned in a week later. 

It should be evident thaI the tutorial role of the computer in EPG Y courses is 

considerably more central than the role technology frequently plays in mathematics or 
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science education. The computer in this program is no mere computational aid, 

electronie textbook, or drill assistant. Nor is il an enrichment supplcmelll like a 

mathematics or physics lab or optional aspect of another instructional modality. 

Rather we sought and continue to 10 exploit the technology as fully as possible 

to produce stand-alone courses thaI capture and maintain students' inlerest while 

efficiently teaching substantial academic conlent 

From the students' viewpoint, the computer manages the courses, but in 

important ways students must manage themselves more than they would in a 

classroom or live tutorial selling. Students must find their own pace, take action when 

difficulties arise. and keep up with course requirements. SUbject to several 

examinations or milestones during each semester of the full-year wurse, students 

have flexibility in pace, workload, and help from human tutors. In particular. they arc 

free to spend as lillie or as much lime as they need to master materiaL It is recognized 

that the self-regulatory aspect of the EPGY courses may prove beneficial for some 

students but not for others. The past experience of EPGY with self-paced courses, 

including twenty years of nmning II self-paced course in logic at Stanford has taught 

us that monitoring student progress and periodic personal contact are necessary to 

motivate students who might otherwise tend to procrastinate, These points are 

discussed more completely in Macken, van den 

and Suppes (1981). 
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The EPGY Course Software 

The EPGY courses arc completely computer-based. They are distributed on 

two or more CD Roms and are designed to run locally. Each course consists of 

lessons which correspond to the logical sections a text book. Lessons begin with a 

multi-media presentation in which digitized sound is played and synchronized in 

time with the display of to create what resembles a leaching writing on a 

blackboard while lecturing. Students have full control over the lectures being to 

pause, fast-forward and rewind at any time. Students can control several lecture 

parameters including the speed of the lecturer's voice and the format of the graphic 

display. It is worth noting that thcse lectures been designed so as to the 

informal nature of spoken mathematics or physics a, contrasted with the more formal 

prose style of text books in these subjects. This is important sincc it has been 

observed by many people, though never adequately researched, that oral lectures are 

an important part of learning the mathematical and physical sciences. Such informal 

lectures arc important; they allow the students to absorb mailers of style, such as how 

to talk informally about the subject, how to draw diagrams, and how to write 

equations. 

The lectures arc followed by a set of simple questions, which review the 

students' understanding of the material just presented. After these review qucstions 

students arc presented with a set of interactive exercises, which consist either a 

on thc material covered in the lecture, interactive exposition in which the student 

is lead through a detailed argument step by step, or a derivation in which the student 
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is to obtain the answer to an exercise. As one would expect, the difficulty level 

of the in-creases a~ the sllldcnt orc"m~ss,~s into a lesson. Depending on its 

complexity the student may have to make several intermediary computations. These 

computations can be done either with paper and pencil or by using our Derivation 

System. 

Salient Features of EPGY 

i. Assessment. Feedback and Symbolic Compll/a/ion 

ability to provide students with immediate feedback 10 their work is one 

of the great strengths that computer-based courses have. Immediate feedback is 

particularly important in the distance-learning context where students face additional 

difficulties in submitting and retrieving \VTitlen solutions \0 problems. Providing 

immediate feedback requires ability \0 assess student work. Ideally this should 

include assessment both at the level of being able to answer standard questions, as 

well as understanding why a solution is correct. The of questions slUdents are 

asked in the course are of the sort that instructors traditionally ask lectures or on 

examinations. They consist predominately of questions requiring closed-form 

mathematical expressions as solutions, though we have been experimenting with 

interactive proofs and will discuss below. In free answer questions several 

issues must be taken into consideration (Nieaud, 1992). 

One important issue is ease of input. I f students have to type complex 

mathematical expressions in an input language, the odds that an incorrect response is 
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caused by an error in typing will make meaningful evaluation impossible. Care must 

be taken to provide students with a convenient means of input that does not require a 

great effort 10 Jearn, together with the ability to see their input formatted, so that they 

can verify that what the computer understood is in fact what they wished to 

"'''"ress. The EPGY structural input system addresses both orthese concerns. 

Another issue is flexibility in answer form. Students should not have to 

constrain their answers 10 tit a particular form, outside of those constraints which an 

instructor would reasonably place them in a traditional class. The correct 

approach is to process the answers symbolically, taking into consideration their 

mathematical meaning, considering possible correct answers in terms of 

equivalence classes. This minimizes the need to that students conform to an 

arbitrary input standard, allowing the computer to understand natural variations of 

correct answers, thereby accommodating different approaches 10 a problem, which 

can result in equivalent correct answers with different forms. 

A simple example from the first year of algebra shows the range that a 

student's answer ean take. Suppose a student is asked to factor the expression 12t2 + I 

- 35. One will likely wan I to accept as correct of the following answer variants: 

(3t 5)(41 + 7), (41 + 7)(3t - 5), or (5 31)(7 + 41), not to mention several others with 

essentially the same form. On the other hand, the response t( 12t + I) - 35 should be 

rejected. Whether or not the student's answer is correct can be determined by passing 

the student's input the author-coded answer plus specification of equivalence lass 

to a symbolic computation program for evaluation and comparison. Exploiting the 



that the answers arc mathematical expressions increases the flexibility for student 

input and simplifies author coding. 

An additional benefit of this approach is the ability to automatically diagnose 

common student errors. There are a number of almost correct and incorrect answers 

that deserve speciaitreatmenL in choice of variable, e.g.(3x - 5)(4x + 7), errors 

caused by transposition of a factor or of the minus sign, e.g.( 4t - 7)(3t +5), or (3t + 

5)(4t ~ 7), should be detected so that the mistake made by the student can be 

explained. 

A more difficult problem than determining if a student's answer is correct is 

that of evaluating the student's entire solution. The link between understanding and 

the evaluation of work at this level is the sentiment back of the perennial dictum of 

"show your work." One step EPGY has taken towards being able to perfoml this sort 

of evaluation has been 10 make use an illleractive derivation system. The derivation 

sv"tclm is an environmelll which students ean formally manipulate mathematical 

expressions by applying inference rules. A derivation system differs from a raw 

symbolic computation environment, such as Maple or Mathematica, by having 

logical structure necessary to represent mathematical inference and logical 

dependency. This enables the derivation system to detect when students make 

fallacious inferences while working a problem. In the environment the student 

supplies the rule and the derivation performs the appropriate calculation. The results 

of the calculation arc preserved for the student to further manipulate. A derivation of 

a problem is the set of steps from the statement of the problem to the solution. By 

requiring students to explicitly justify their inferences, it becomes possible to examine 
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the process that a studell!s goes through to produce an answer and not just the answer 

itself. 

ii. Improving Remole In/crac/ion with Human Instructors 

Even though goal of EPGY is to automate as much of the instructional 

process as possible, interaction with human instructors remains an important 

component of the EPG Y course model. Traditionally this interaction has been 

provided by asynchronous means such as telephone and e-mail. While efiective, they 

constitute only a first step in providing robust interaction between instructors and 

students. There are several points to be made on this subject 

The first point is case of communication. Any time a student wishes to send e

mail from within the course he or she may do so by simply selecting an option from a 

menu at the topic of the screen. The program will automatically append to this 

message the student's name and exact location in the course. This makes it possible 

for students to say things like "I do not understand this exercise" without having to 

figure out how to describe the exercise in question. 

An important component of e-mail communication in these courses is the 

ability to send graphics and sound in addition to text The illustration above shows a 

message sent by a student to an instructor in the l1lultivariable calculus course. The 

student has taken the screen image from the lecture she was in and has annotated it 

using a graphics tablet The instructor has made his own annotation to her message as 

part of his reply. The student or the instructor could have included digitized sound in 
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the as well. Allowing handwriting and speech in messages makes 

asynchtonolls mathematical communication much more natural and it also 

students from having to learn outmoded linear notation. 

There is need to move beyond viewing asynchtonous communication as the 

ideal mode of student/teacher interaction in the distance learning context. For Ihe last 

years it is experimented with using a variely of shared whiteboard 

conferencing environments in conjunction with internet telephony to create a cost

elTcctivc virtual classroom. In this virtual classroom one has the essential elements of 

mathematics classroom: one has a common space on which to write (in this case 

computer screen rather than the chalkboard) and one can talk whenever one is 

given pernlission to do so. The virtual classroom allows for the sort of immediate 

teaching experience that is common in traditional ofl1ce hours or discussion sections, 

but which is usually thought of as unobtainable in the distance-learning context. II is 

expected that this feature, as it becomes thoroughly integrated into our courses. to 

have a profound impact on both future education and future course deveiopmelll at 

EPGY. 



Chapter - III 

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 

Methodology 

The present study was aimed at investigating the comparative effects use of 

information and communication technology in teaching of matht:matics through three 

different approaches - the Computer Based instruction, Computer Based Learning 

and Teacher Centered. Since the study required the manipulation of 

variables hence experimental research method was the proper choice. 

Re5't'arcil Desigll 

experimental 

The Posttest-Only Control Group Design was considered more appropriate for 

this study (Hatch and Farhady, 1982). The reason for choice was that design 

has potential to control most of (he variables affecting internal and external 

validity such as contemporary history, instrumentation, differential selection of 

subjects and statistical regression reactive effects of experimental procedure through 

randomization and match grouping (Mertens, \998). While mortality is a potential 

threat to validity with design, it did not prove to be a threat in this particular study 

since the group sizes remained constant throughout thc duration of the study and the 

study was relatively short in duration. The selected topic of mathematics was not 
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taught in any from I (0 VIII and this topic is first time introduced at the 

secondary level, thereJorc, it was assumed that neither group had any knowledge 

related to the dependent variables and the posttest-only design lbund most appropriate 

for this study (Gay, 1999). 

Research Questions 

The design of the study permitted to investigate the following questions: 

Question on Achievement lind Retention 

AR Is there a difference on mean score among the achievement and retention of 

the students of secondary level taught mathematics tluough CBI, 

approaches? 

Questions on Achievement - Postlest 

and TC 

A I Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary 

level taught mathematics through CBL CBL and TC approaches? 

A2 Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBI, CBL and TC), students' ability (below 

~v,er~'''' average and above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 
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A3 Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBl and CBL approaches? 

A4 Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBI and CBL), students' ability (below average, 

av,mU1e and above average) gender (boys and girls)0 

Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBI and TC approachcs? 

A6 Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CB! and TC), students' ability (below average, average 

and above average) gender (boys and girls)') 

A7 Is there a difference among the achievement oflhe students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CSL and TC approaches? 

AS Is there any significant interactiolls (of achievement) among the types of 

leaching approaches (CBL and TC), students' ability (below average, average 

and above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

Questions on Retention - Delayed PosHest 

RI Is there a difference among the retention orthe students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CB!, CBL and TC approaches') 

R2 Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CB!, CRL and TC), students' ability (below average, 

average and ahove average) and gender (boys and girls)') 
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R3 Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary 

level taught mathematics through CBI and CBL approaches':> 

R4 Is thee any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of 

teaching approaches (C81 and CBL). students' ability (below average, 

average and above average) and gender (boys and girls)'? 

R5 Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary 

level taught mathematics through CBI and TC approaches? 

R6 Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of leaching 

approaches (CBI and TC), students' ability (below average, average and 

above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics rhrough CBL and approaches? 

R8 Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBL and TC), students' ability (below average, average 

and above average) and gender (boys girls)? 

Population and Sample 

The population of the study was comprised of students of class nine studying 

mathematics, For the purpose of selection of the schools of the study. a leller of 

request was written to Director General Federal Directorate of Education (FOE), 

Islamabad. Accordingly, the Director General, FOE gave permission to conduct this 

study in the two schools and to include the selected students 10 participate in the 
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study. Tht: FDE also infonned the Principals of selected schools to extend their 

cooperation to the researcher for this study without disturbing their timetable. 

The reasons for ""'H')!, sample from only two institutions were that I) for the 

first time, the FDE Islamabad has conducted centralized examination for class Vllt 

This examination provided a unifonnity and base line of having students of all ability 

level in each institution. Therefore, the two selected institution represented all schools 

of Islamabad, 2) the revised scheme of study for the secondary schools has tightened 

the schools schedules and do not permit to disturb schools lime tables, 3) this study 

invol ved various components of in[onnation and communication technology and 

logistics which was not possible to arrange in more than two institutions in available 

time frame, 

The selected institutions were equipped with better laci[ilies and heads of 

these schools were willing to cooperate for this study. The group. ability and gender 

distribution of sample is given in table 2 below: 
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Table 2 

Group. ability and gender distribution of sample 

Group Number students Total 

--.~~~-

Below Average 
----,.-- -~-.. ~-~ .... ~- .... --.. ~ 

Average Above Average 

~~--:-~--- ---,-,. .... ~- .. --... --~-
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 

CBI 4 2 5 4 5 21 

CBL 4 2 5 4 5 21 

TC 4 2 5 4 5 21 

Total 12 3 6 15 12 15 63 

Group Formalion 

Complete section of class IX students from eaeh of the boys and girl school 

were taken for the study. On the basis of the marks obtained in tinal examination of 

VIII centrally conducted by FDE, Islamabad, the students were first categorized 

into mathematical ability according to the criteria given as below: 

Below Average: Marks below 50 

Average: Marks 50-70 

Above Average: Marks 70 and above 
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After detcnnining the ability of each the students of a section, the 

students were equally distributed (Appendix-E) into three group viz. CBI, and 

TC using the basket method. 

Research Locllle 

The following Secondary Schools of Islamabad were selected for conducting 

the experiment: 

I.lslamabad College for Boys, G-6/3 

2.1slamabad Model College for Girls, F-7i4 

The schools were selected for the experiment for the following reasons: 

i. These schools situated near to each other; 

ii. In one school. the computer laboratory was available and in other school, it was 

easy to manage all computer related equipment; 

iii. The selected teachers belonged to these schools; 

iv. The Principals of these schools showed great enthusiasm in the study and offered 

their willingness to 

students, 

Selection of Teachers 

computer laboratories and facilitate the teachers and 

Three teachers from each of the boy and girl's schoo! were seleel:ed for the 

study. For the purpose of selection of teachers, the Principals of these schools were 
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requested for nomination of average secondary level mathematics tcach,;[ from their 

schools. The Principals of these schools nominated the teachers who vohmtarily 

agreed to render their services for the study. 

Orientation and Training/or Teachers 

The National Institute of Science and Technical Edllcation (NISTE), Ministry 

of Education, H-S/I, Islamabad, was as venue to conducted one-week 

program of orientation and training (Appendix-C) for the teachers involved in the 

experiment. Out of six days program, one day was reserved for general orientation of 

all teachers of the three groups. In Ihis orientation, the researcher explained the 

objectives and procedure of the study. The teachers were informed that the chapter on 

"Concept of Matrices" would be taught to selected students of their group. The 

teachers were given the Program (Appendix-A) and 

experiment. 

lable (Appendix-B) of the 

The teachers of control group were specil1cally told not 10 use computer or 

any related technology such as e-mail and Internet during their teaching to the 

selected group. 

After general orientation of all teachers selected for the experiment, the 

four teachers of the reference were given intensive training of two days for using 

approaches of Computer Based Instructions (CB l) and Computer Based Learning 

(CBL). 
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The teachers of I and approaches were explained thaI have to 

make use of the following during their instruction: 

i, Chapter on "Concept of Matrices" of mathematics of textbook classes IX-X 

with sub-topics: Matrix order of a matrix, types of matrix, operation of matrices, 

multiplication matrices, determinants and some other types of matrices and 

solution of simultaneous linear equations, 

ii. EPGY Software related 10 the topic, 

First of all, teachers were explained the procedure using EPGY 

software including sIarting, going back, forwarding, browsing and closing the 

so ftware, The accent and the terms of the software were got recognized to them, 

Thcy were explained the notations and symbols to be used in self,assessmenL 

The teachers were given opportunity to run and use the software at their own. 

The teacher got enough time for hands on software and interaction with each other. 

In last three days of the week on training of the teachers. the teachers of CBL 

groups were given training on making use of intormation and communication 

technologies in order to be in position to make the learning interactive through e,mail, 

chatting and to link with sites and internet resources, During training, these 

teachers were given demonstration and opportunities to gel access to different 

resources of mathematics and mathematics leaching around the world, 

A live Homework help was provided to the tea,~hers of CBL group through 

hlln:1!:!i~IiJl!1Qr&Q!!]L. Tbis help line service was arranged to allow the students to 

connect to qualified tutors up 10 20-mintucs as part of live tutoring sessions from 
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USA every day during break period. The teachers got accesses to different tutors for 

seeking help in solving the problems of students related to the topic, 

The teacher of CHL group were trained in composing mathematical questions, 

assignments, The teachers of the groups were also trained for chaHing and in making 

the e-mail addresses, sending, receiving and replying the e-mail messages of their 

sludents, 

Orientation of Students 

For the purpose to Ireatmml \0 the em CHL groups. II was leIt 

necessary 10 give orientation and hands on opportunity to the students of these groups 

on use of computers, A one-week program (Appendix-D) was therefore organized for 

the students of CBI and CHL groups, 

A teacher of computer o~i,pnc'~ of their school fami liarizcd students with the 

fundamentals of computer such as introduction to Peripheral devices. getting starting 

on PC and introduction to MS oflicc, During one-week orientation in the break time, 

the studems got well enough opportunity to !mow about the computer and its use. 

The students of CHL groups were lamiliarizcd with use of e-mail, chatting 

and Internet. The e-mail ad,jress,:s of all the students of this group were made, The 

students of this group were trained in composing mathematical questions, 

assignments, sending, replying and receiving the e-mail messages of the teachers and 

to get link on-line with tutors. 
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During the orientation, the students of these groups were given demonstration 

and opportunities to get access to different resources of mathematics and mathematics 

teaching around world. 

Instruments 

Two instruments were used for the collection of required to answer the 

research questions. These were i) PosHest it) Delayed postlest. 

Postlest 

This instrument was developed to measure the achievement of students of all 

three groups on the topic laught to them during the study. The test was based on the 

content of mathematics, chapter "Concept of Matrices" taught to the students during 

the experiment. This test comprised of two parts. Parl-I comprised of 15 items 

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) and Part-li coruaJ:nea 6 problems (Appendix - G). 

Del'elopmenl and Revisian 

The development and revision of postlest was carried out according to the 

procedure described as below: 

a. Initially the postlest was developed with the help of two working teachers who has 

been teaching mathematics to the secondary classes [or a long time; 
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b, On the draft posuest, comments of 38 Lead Master Trainers (LMTs) of 

mathematics were received, These LMTs were very senior mathematics 

nominated by the Provisional and Federal Governments and were under training for 

four months in NISTE; 

c, The posHest was revised in the light of comments of LMTs; 

d, The revl:sea posltest was again improved by 10 senior most selected LMTs; 

Validalion 

A draft of the posltest was submiiled to the Advisor of the study for his 

feedback and critical review, The observations, comments and critique of the Advisor 

proved to be helpful for the improvement of pastiest In addition, the instrument 

underwent Jury of three experts for content validation described as below: 

a, The content of the posttest was validated by a senior mathematics Professor of F.G, 

De~\ree College, H-8, Islamabad; 

b, The Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) of the posHest were validated by an 

educationist of Aliama Iqbal Open University, B-8. and Islamabad; 

c. pattern, format and weightage of post-test was also validated by a sel1lor 

teacher and Paper setter of Board of intemlcdiate and Secondary Education of a 

High School, Islamabad; 
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Delayed Postlest 

The delayed postles! (Appendix-I) was developed for the purpose of 

measuring the retention of the topic taught 10 the sludents all groups. This test was 

foml of postlest A table (Appcndix-F) of random numbers was used to randomize the 

sequence of the questions of the postlest (achievement) and delayed posllest 

(retention). Changing the sequence of questions and the time interval between 

administrations of the two tests reduced the sensitization to the instrument. 

Pilot Testing 

The pilot testing of postlest was carried out in two stages (a) one to one testing 

(b) small group testing. 

Individual Testing 

The researcher approached 11 mathematics teacher of secondary level of F.G. 

Model Secondary School for boys (G-9/4. Islamabad) through the Principal of thc 

school and requested him to recommend an average student of c1ass-X in his eye for 

pilot testing. student had already studied the chapter on "Matrices and 

Determinants" in class IX. The student was given this lest and he was asked to follow 

the instructions of the test and fed free to answer the questions. Difficulties by 

the students during test taking were noted and discussed with him. 

Later on, the noted difficulties whether of content or language were removed. 
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Small Group Testing 

The small group testing of posttest was executed on eight students of two 

secondary schools one boy and one girl. The students had already studied the related 

chapter .The sample distribution is given in table 3 below: 

Table 3 

Sample dis/ribUlion of small group lesling 

School Below Average Average Above AVlcra!lC Total 

------------.-.. -~.-~---

Boys 2 2 2 6 

Girls 2 2 2 6 

Total 4 4 4 12 

The students were provided examination environment and they were given tbe 

tests. The time allocation, space provided for solution, student anxiety other 

factors of test administration were noted. students also high-lightened their 

observations during an interview taken soon al\cr lesl administration. Sped lic 

difficulties faced by tbe students were noted and discussed with them. The test was 

improved by removing the difficulties faced by these students. 
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Procedure 

After final examination and result of class VIII, this experiment was started in 

the first week of new academic year of class IX. The prospective teachers instead of 

starting with first chapter of the book, laught chapter number 6 on "Concept of 

Matrices" of mathematics of secondary level to their groups for 40 minutes daily. 

treatment continued through respec;ti approaches for a period of three weeks. 

The CBI Group 

The computer based instructional approach was used to reference group-Ion 

the same chapter of mathematics of secondary classes. This group was furnished with 

computers with built-in CD Rom, multi-media and EPGY Software. Two students 

were given one computer and the CDs of EPG Y Software. However, Ii single printer 

was connected to all computers for the usc of students. 

The students of this group were familiarized with the use of computer and 

software. For every lesson, the teacher introduced the topic lor first I S minutes and 

then invited the students to open the first lesson of EPGY on "Ooncepl of Matrices". 

The students started lessoning and watching using option to browse the on going 

screens for going back and forward in a screen. The teacher facilitated the students if 

thcy came across some specific difficulty of content and accent. The whole topic of 

"Concept of Matrices" was divided into 18 lessons each 40 minutes, days in a 

(Appendix-B). Some of the lessons were reported being the lengthy sub-topics. 
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Each screen of instruction was followed by selt~assessmcn! questions. The 

students of each sub grouped got an ample opportunity to first discuss and then give 

responses of the problems. At some occasions students got printed the self-assessment 

nu)hl,em for practice at home. At the end of eaeh class, the students were given 

homework from the textbook and teacher checked the sanl<; inlhe next class, 

The researcher visited this group occasionally during instructions and gave 

feedback the improvement to the teachers. 

The CBL Group 

The computer based learning group was the most privileged group equipped 

with all possible information and communication technologies and resources. The 

groups were furnished with computers CD Rom, multi-media, the EPGY software 

and Internet connection. A single printer was connected to all computers for the use 

of students. 

This group started learning the chapter on "Concept of Matrices" directly 

through EPGY Software, Whenever, the got stacked with a problem, confused 

or felt need to ask some more details about a particular concept, they sent their 

quenes problems to EPGY Instructor through e-maiL This instructor was 

representative of EPGY software developer, University of Stanford, USA and wa., 

located in Islamabad, The Instructor was alr.~adv waiting for the mail of students as 

per schedule and replied the student's mails immediately. The students of this 
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group interacted with each other through e-mail and challing for discussion and 

sharing their views on the topic, 

in addition, the students got opportunities to search "Concept of Matrices" 011 

Internet. The students got access to the lesson and material available on the topic 

around the world. The role of teacher in Ihis group was of facilitator and navigator. 

The teachers helped students in searching material on the topic, 

A live Homework was provided to the students of CRL groups in both 

schools through http://\',ww,tutoLcomf.This help line service allowed the students to 

connect to qualified tutors up to 20-mintues as tutoring se:;si(Jns every day during 

break period these groups in each schooL The students got accesses to di [ferent 

tutors for seeking help solving their of the topic, 

The student of this group used and enjoyed every possible application of 

information and communication technology lor retrieval, manipulation and exchange 

of information using various resources. 

Teacher Centered Group 

The teacher-centered group represented the customary approach used in 

teaching of mathematics. The teacher provided instruction through lectures, focusing 

attention to textbook material and to some extent the problem solving, During 

treatment to this group "chalk and talk" remained the most frequently uscd 

approaches of the teacher. 
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In addition, the teacher required students to solve some problems on their 

notebooks and discuss with their class-fellows. This deliberating effort to get students 

involves in drill and practice and interaction was considered a~ essential part of the 

treatment because the coverage of such techniques of teaching mathematics is not 

promoted in the textbook, 

The homework was given to the students and checked regularly by the 

teacher. Informal feedback on teaching to students wa~ provided by the researcher 

during his visits. 

Test Administratioll 

PoslleSf Administration 

The posues! was given in each school on the same day and same time on the 

first school day following the completion of the three week teaching to the students of 

all three groups seated in a big hall. The students were given general instructions and 

working procedure was explained by the lest administrators nominated by the 

Principals of each schooL As the tradition of giving MCQs is not very common in our 

schools, therefore, the students were shown some examples of MCQs on 

transparencies by the test administrators beforc commencement of test 

The Part-l of the posttest was given to students and was collected back 

after 20 minutes. Then students were then given the Part-II of the posttest. The 

students worked on the problems and gave solutions in the space provided under eaeh 
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question. The test administrators invigilated the tests and met with students queries if 

they had. 

Test administrators collected thc copies of Part-Il after one hour The copies 

of Part-I and Part-II of the posttest of each student were stapled together and sealed in 

envelopes. The students were served with refreshment at the end from the researcher. 

The researcher informally chatted and discussed matters with students regarding the 

experiment. 

Delayed poslle-s/ Adminis/ration 

FOllr weeks subsequent to the posllest, the post-postlest (Appendix - I ) was 

administrated to measure student retention of the topics taught to them during 

treatment. This test was form of post-test whereas the sequence of MCQs and 

problems was changed. 

The procedure, conditions and team of administration of post posHest were 

similar to the postlest. 

Scorillg of Illstruments 

A mathematics teacher of a Federal Government School evaluated the 

of posHest and post-postlest. The evaluator was provided the key of multiple-choice 

questions and the solution of problems by the researcher. The marked copies of these 
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tests were re-checked by another senior mathematics tcacher for the purpose of 

objectivity and making scoring more authentic 

Data Entry and Analysis 

The instruments were coded and entered into SPSS program for analysis. 

Frc'qUlcncies of responses to different items under each item and questions were 

obtained, This helped in preparing tables for interpretation, 

The data was analyzed and compared, the elTecl of the treatments 

reference groups, ability (below average. average and above average), and gender 

(boys and girls) on achievement and retention scores. 

Analysis of Covariancc (ANCOVA) procedure from the SPSS programs was 

used to analyze the data. The ANCOVA Procedllre was used for IWO reasons. First, 

selection and through randomi7.l1tion students for the purpose of dividing them in 

to three groups on the basis defined was not possible. Second, the lise of covariant 

procedure mathematically controlled for the covariate (the pretest), $0 that the group 

main effect could be interpreted more easily. The i\~COV A procedure also 

determined two- way interactions, Post-hoc test (Tukey test) was applied on 

delayed-pasttest for the purpose of comparison of mean score of groups. The data 

were therefore. readied for analysis, interpretation and drawillg conclusions, The 

adjusted means are examined and interpreted especially whcre the F-test 

demonstrated significant relationship. Comparisons of the original (unadjusted) and 

adjusted group means provided insight into the role of covariates. 
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Chapter - IV 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

The study was designed to investigate and compare the effect of use of 

information and communication technology ill varied teaching approaches 011 

achievement and of students of mathematics, Another purpose was to sllldy 

the effect of stud~llt's ability and gellder on their achicvemerJI and retention by 

teaching them through varied approaches, 

A sample of 63 students wa, divided into three groups, two treatments and 

one reference group. First treatment group was taught mathematics topic "Concept of 

Matrices" of IX-X through computer Based instructions (CBI) and the second 

treatment group was provided instructions through Computer Based Learning (CBL) 

approach, The group made use of textbook and EPGY software, The CBL in 

addition had opportunity of making use of all possible computer rdated technologies 

and facilities such as e~mail, challing and internet in addition to the CB I group, The 

reference group was taught the same topic of mathematics through Teacher Centered 

(TC) approach, After fOllr weeks period, an achievement test was administered as a 

posttes! 10 all the included in the sllIdy, The same groups were given a 

delayed-pOSHest after three weeks from the of postlest copies of both tests 

were scored grollp-wise, ability-wise and 

computed, 

and mean of scorers were 

In order to respond to the research questions, the A~OCV A technique was 

applied using SPSS program, The data was organized in the form tables and graphs 

followed by interpretations, 

Significance levels of all hypothesis tested in this study were set at the 0,05 

levels, The data is presented interpreted as per research questions, 
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Question AR Is there a difference of groups. ability and gender on mean score 

between the achievement and retention of the students' of secondary level taught 

mathematics through CBI, CBL and TC approaches? 

Table 4 

Mean Scores and Siandard Devialions of Groups on Posllest and Delayed-Posllest 

eBI eBL Te 
(N=21) (N=21) (N=21) __ 

Type of Test M SD M SD M SD 

PosHest 65.81 18.76 70.95 18.71 69.52 15.17 

Delayed-Posttest 65.14 13.61 74.90 16.91 64.33 19.68 

Figure I. 
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Piol showing mean score 0/C81. CBL and TC groups on Posllest and 
Delayed-posllesl. 

This figure shows that the eBL group has considerably scored higher in 

achieving as well as in retaining the content of mathematics taught to them during the 

experiment. 
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Table 5 

Abilily-wise Mean Scores and Standard Devialions o( Groups on PosHest and 
Delayed-PaS/lest 

Below Average 
I 

Average Above Average 

of Test 

PosHest 53,69 1977 69,80 11,87 76.93 

Dc1ayed-Posttest 57,00 20.03 70.70 11,77 72.81 

Figure 2. 
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1'101 showing mean score ofbdoll' average, average and above 
average on Posllesl and Delayed-posllcsl. 

This figure shows (hat the students of different ability levels retained the 

1378 

achievement of the contenl of mathematics taught to them during the experiment. The 

below average students retained the content appreciably, 
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Table 6 

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Gender of Groups on Posllest Delayed
Posllest 

Type of Test 

Post test 

Delayed-Posttest 

Boys 
(N=30) 

M SD 

Girls 
(N=33) 

M SD 

Total 
(N=63) 

M SD 

69.43 18.25 68.15 17.00 68.76 17.48 

66.13 18.16 69.94 16.61 68.13 17.33 

71 T----
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i!! 69 o 
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Figure 3. Plot showing mean score of gender on Posllest and Delayed-posttest 

This figure shows that the girls students overall scored appreciably higher than 

boys on delayed-post test. 
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Question A I Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of 

secondary lel'eltaught mathematics through elli. CBL and TC approaches? 

7 

Ability-wise Mean Scores and Siandard Dev/alions of CRt, CRL and TC Groups on 
Pos/lest 

A "crage Above Average 

Group 

CHI 

TC 

Marginal 

Average 

(N=5+6+5=J6) 

Mean SD 

(N=7+6+7=20) 

Mean SD Mean 
---- .. -.--.... --~. 

52.60 19.59 61.'13 12.51 76.56 

52.17 19.06 77.8) 10.36 78.89 

56.60 24.75 71.29 07.16 75.33 

53.69 19.77 69.80 11.87 76.93 

--_ ..... __ ... _-

SD Mean SD 

iV) 65.81 18.76 

14.50 70.95 18.71 

09.23 69.52 15.17 

1378 68.76 17,48 

An analysis these means reveals thai there is a minor difference among the 

ma,rQinai means lor the different levels of group across the of ability (65.81 

vs.70.95 vs. 69.52) with standard deviations 1 18.71 and 15.17 reSlpec!live·ly. The 

marginal means of ability over levels of group are also different (53.69 vs.69.80 vs. 

76.93) with the mean for "below being the lowest (1\1=53.69,SO= 19.77). 

The cell means of all three groups show an pattern for levels of ability. 



Table 8 

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of Gender of CBI, CBL and TC Groups on 
Poslles/ 

Boys Girls Marginal 

(N (N 11+11 1~3J) (N = 63) 

cm 67.60 19.99 18 18.38 65.81 18,76 

CBL 66.30 22.96 75.18 [3,59 70,95 18,71 

TC 74.40 10.24 65,09 17.90 69.52 15,17 

Maminal 69,43 68,15 17,00 68,76 17.48 

This Table shows that means of three groups for the boys and girls across 

marginal means are difl'erent (65.81 v$,70,95 V$, 69,52) with the mean "CBL" 

group being the highest (M=70.95, 18.71) means of posHest is higher in 

boys TC groups (M=74.40, SD=10,24) whereas in CBL group this means is 

notably higher in girls (M=75. 18. 3.59). 
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Table 9 

Analysis o/Covariance Summary Table oICBI, eBL and Fe Groups on Poslles/ 

.'U"'l\';~ of variation Sum of 

Covariate 4885 

Main 2046.483 

Group 110 

Ability 1051,209 

Gender 798.596 

Two-way Interactions 1552.338 

Group Ability 465,261 

Group Gender 898,161 

Ability Gender 141,721 

-.~~ 

.. Signilicant al .05 level 

Mean 
df 

4885 

5 409,297 

2 262.555 

2 525,605 

798.596 

8 194,042 

4 /16.315 

2 449.081 

2 70861 

25,604 

2,1 

1.376 

2.755 

4.185 

1017 

,610 

.371 

Significance 
F 

,000 

.078 

,263 

.075 

,047' 

.438 

.658 

.107 

.692 

~~--.... -- .-~-------

Summary Table of ANCQVA indicate no significant difference at 0.78 Icvel 

among the group score ofthc students taught mathematics through CBI, CBL 

approaches, The main effects of the group (.263) and ability (,075) did not meet the 

.05 level of significance. However, the main effecls comparison of was 

significanl at 0.047. therefore meeting the 0,05 criterion level. 
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Table 10 

SummelY Table of Unadjusled and Adjllsled Mean Scores of CB1, CBL and 
Groups on Posllesl 

Adjusted 64,59 7 I.! 0 70,60 59.90 73.38 70,59 72.76 6513 

An examination of Table 10 shows lhat the 21 students of CBL groups scored 

considerably higher in posUesl than the same numbers of students of cm and TC 

groups. The students CBL groups have an adj lIsted mean score of 71 , 10, tbe CBI 

has 64.59 and the TC group has 70.60 adjusted mean score on postlest. The ability 

effcct shows that score of the aV(;ral!C stlIdents is appreciably higher than below 

average and above average students on posuest. The 20 Bvt'rBf'" students have an 

adjusted mean score of 73.38. below average of 16 students have 59,90 and 70,59 is 

an adjusted mean score of 27 above average students on postles!. In terms of gender, 

the boys were found to score notably higher than the girls with 30 boys having an 

adjusted mean score and girls having an adjusted mean score of I), 
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Question.42 Is there any significant interactions among Ihe types of leaching 

approaches, slUdenis' ability ami gender? 

The presented in Table 9 indicates thaI none of the twO-\,\rdY interaction 

meets the 0,05 of significance. The Figures 4-6, therefore she,ws that there is no 

significant interaction between groups and the ability, groups and the gender and 

hetween the ability and the gender of students, 
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Question A3 /.1 there a difference helWeen the achievement of the students of 

secondary level taught mathemalics through eEl and eEL approaches? 

Table 11 

A hility-wise Alean Scores and Standard Deviations of eEl and eBI. Groups on 
Posllesl 

Average Average 

(N~5+6=11) (N=7+6IJ) 18) (N=42) 
--.. ~~ 

Group Mean SO Me,m SO Mean SO Mean SO 

CBI 52.60 19.59 61.43 1251 76.56 17.73 65.81 18.76 

CBL 52.17 19.06 77"83 10.36 78.89 14.50 70.95 18.71 

Marginal 52.36 18.31 69J)() 13.98 77.72 15.76 6838 18.69 

An analysis of these means reveals lbat there is a considerable difference 

among the marginal meam; for the em and CBl groups aeross the levels of ability 

(65.81 vs.70.95). The marginal means of ability over CBI and CBL groups are also 

different (52.36 vs. 69.00 vs. 77.72) with an increasing pattern for levels or ability. 

However, the marginal mean across "below average" is appreciably lower (M~52.36. 

8.31 ). 
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Table 12 

Mean Scores and Slandard Devialions o/Gendcr orCEI and CEL Groups on Posllesl 

Boys Girls Marginal 

(N ~ 10+ 10=20) (N=ll+ll 0"= 

SD 

CBI 67.60 19.99 64.18 18.38 18.76 

CBL 66.30 22.96 18 13.59 70.95 18.71 

Marginal 
66.95 20.96 69.68 16.75 68.38 18.69 

... ~----- ----_. -_ .. ----

This Table shows (hat means of CBI and CBL groups for th~ hays and girls 

across the marginal means are different (65.81 vs.70.95 ) with the mean for "CBL" 

group being the highest (M=70.95. SD=18.71). The cell mean of achievement ofCBL 

group is notably higher in girls (M=75.18. SD=13.59). 



Table 13 

Analysis o.fCovariance Summary Table orCB! and Groups on Poslfest 

Source variation Sum of 

Covariate 4544.836 

Main effects 721 

Group 443.767 

Ability 235.905 

Gender 129.158 

Two-way Interactions 998.841 

Group Ability 21 

Group Gender 261 

Ability Gender 331 

Mean 

4544.836 

4 180.485 

443.767 

2 117.953 

129.1 

5 199.768 

2 106.517 

261.732 

2 165.718 

F 

17.414 

.692 

1700 

452 

495 

.765 

408 

1.003 

.635 

ficance 
of F 

.000 

.604 

.202 

.641 

487 

.669 

Summery Table of ANCOV A for CB! and CSL groups ShC,W5 thaI the main 

effects comparison between and CBL OTOlln< (.604) did nO! meet the level of 

significance. Similarly, the of the group· ability (.669), group - gender (.325) 

and the ability gender (.537) did not meet the level of significance at 0.05. 
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Table 14 

Summery Table of Unadjusled and Adjusled ,\4e"" Scores ofCBl and CBL Groups 
on 

~--~""""--~ 

Group Ability Gender 

Type or 
cm CBL Below Average Above Boys Girl> Means 
(21 ) (21 ) Average ( 14) Awmge (20) 

( 10) ( 18) 

" ~.~-----~ ----------------~~--

Unadjusted 65,81 70,95 52,36 69,00 17,72 66,95 69,68 

Adjusted 65,11 71.65 63,53 71A7 6'U2 7036 66,59 

In Table 14. the data show that the students ofCBL group "'orp,, higher than 

the students CBI group with an adjusted mean of 7! The ability effect shows 

that score of the avt~ra!!e students is notably higher than below average and above 

"'Big" students on po:sl\,:st 14 average students have an adjusted mean score of 

71 below aVf,ratlC of 10 students have 6353 and 69,12 is an adjusted mean score 

18 av'eral'e sludents on postlest Similarly the boys were fOllnd to score 

higher than the girls with 20 boys having an adjusted mean score of 7036 

girls having an adjusted mean score of 66,59, 
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Question A4 Is Ihere any significanl inlcraclians of achievemenl among Ihe Iypes of 

leaching approaches, eBI and ClIL, sludenls' abiliry and gender? 

The data presented in Table 13 indicates that nOlle of the two-way interaction 

meet the 0,05 level of significance, The figures 7-9, therefore show that there is no 

significant interaction between groups and the ability. groups and the gender and 

between the abilities and the gender of the students, 
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Question A5 Is fhere a difference between the achievement oFlhe Wudenls or 
secondary levellaught mathematics through CBI and approaches? 

15 

Ability-wise Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of cm and TC Groups on Postlest 

Average 

Group 

Mean SD Mean SD 
~--.-.------

CBI 52.60 19.59 6143 1251 

TC 5660 24.75 71,29 07.16 

Marginal 54.60 21.15 6636 1105 

- .. -. .. -~.---.. 

Above Average 

(l'=9+9= 18) 

Mean SD 

76.56 In) 

753} 09.23 

7594 13.73 

(N=42) 

Mean SD 

65.81 18.76 

69.52 15.17 

6767 16.95 

------.--.. -~ .. --- .. ~~ -

An analysis of these means reveals thaI there is a considerable difference 

among the marginal means for the different levels of group across the levels of ability 

(65.81 vs. 69.52). The marginal means of ability over Ie leis group are also 

different (54.60 vs. 66.36 vs. 75.94) with the mean for "below average" being the 

lowest (M=54.60, SD=21.1 The cell means of both groups show an increasing 

pattern for levels of ability. 
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Table 16 

Mean Scores and Siandard Devialions o/Gender oreB] and Groups on PoslleSI 

Boys Girls Marginal 

(N = 10+10=20) ("l 11+11=22) (N = 42) 

Group Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

67.60 19.99 64.18 18,38 65.81 18.76 

Te 74.40 10.24 65.09 17,90 69.52 15.17 

Marginal 71.00 64.64 17,71 67.67 16.95 

--, 

This Table shows that means of the em and Te groups for boys and girls 

across the marginal means are different (65,81 vs, 69.52) with the mean for 

being highest (M=69.S2, Sd=IS.17). The means of achievement or pOSHest 

is higher in boys in TC (M=74.40, SD=10.24) group than in em group (M=67.60, 

19,99). In both groups, the means orlhc girls of these groups are lower than the 

means of 
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Table 17 

Analysis olCovariance Summary Table olK 'BI and TC Groups on Poslles/ 

Source of variation Sum of 

Covariate 2440.466 

Main effects 2154,220 

Group 239.561 

Ability 767,008 

Gender 1421.780 

Two-way Interactions 1465,201 

Group Ability 406,641 

Group Gender 122,638 

Ability 998.872 

Mean 

2440.466 

4 538.555 

239.561 

2 383,504 

1421.780 

5 293,040 

2 203.320 

122,638 

2 499.436 

F 

13.438 

2.965 

1.319 

2.112 

7,829 

1.614 

1,120 

2,750 

Significance 
of F 

.001 

,036* 

,260 

,139 

.009 

.188 

340 

.418 

,081 

Summery Table of ANCOVA indicates significant difference betwccn the 

group score of the students taught mathematics through CBI and TC approaches, The 

combined main etTects (.036) did meet the level of significance at 0.05, The main 

effects of group, ability and gender did not meet the level of significance at 0,05. 
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Table 18 

Slimmery Table of Unadjusted and Adjusted Mean Scores o/CBI and TC Groups 
on Posllest 

Group Ability Gender 
.. --. 

Type of cm TC Below Above Boys Girls 
Means (21) (21) Average (14) (20) (21 ) 

( 10) (18) 

54.60 71.00 74.31 

Adjusted 65.05 70.29 55.98 70.71 71.79 6464 6163 

An examination of Table 18 sho\\ that 21 students of TC groups scored 

appreciably higher in posHest than the same numbers of students of CBI groups. The 

students of group have an adjusted mean score of 70.29 and the em has 65.05 

adjusted mean score on posnes!. The ability effect shows that score of the above 

students is notably higher than below average and average students on 

pOSHest The 18 above average students have an adjusted mean score of 7 I .79, below 

average of 10 students have 55.98 and 70.71 is an adjusted mean score of 14 average 

students on poslteSL In tenns of gender. the boys were found to score considerably 

higher than the girls with 20 boys having an adjusted mean score 64.64 and 21 girls 

having an adjusted mean score of 61.63. 
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Queslion A6 Is fhere any significant inl(!rIXfions among Ihe CBI and TC leaching 

approaches, sludents' ahility and gender? 

The data presented in Table 17 indicate that no two-way interaction meet the 

0.05 of significance. The Figures 10-12. therefore shows that there is no 

significant interaction between groups and ability, between group and the gender 

and between ability and the gender. 
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Question £17 Is there a difference between/he achievement ,,{the sludel1ls of 

secondary level /aught mat/wma/ies through CHI (lnd TC approaches? 

Table 19 

Abilily-wise Meal! Scores and Standard Deviations of CBL and TC Groups on 
POSlleSI 

A \'cragc Average 

Group II) (N c 6+ 700 13) (N =9+9= I 8) (N=42) 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean Sf) 
00 __ oo __ o __ .. ·_cc __ . ___ 

eBL 52.17 1906 77.83 10.36 78.89 14.50 70.95 18.71 

TC 56.60 24,75 71.29 07.16 75.33 09.23 69.52 15.17 

Marginal 54.IS 20.79 74.31 Q905 77.11 1193 7().24 16.84 

An analysis of these means reveals that there is a difference among the 

marginal means for the different levels of group across the levels of ability (70.95 vs. 

69.52). The marginal means of ability over levels of group are also different (54.18 

vs. 74.31 vs. 77.Il) with the mean for "below average" being the lowest (M=54. J 8, 

Sf)=20.79)c The cell means of all three groups show an increasing pattern for levels 

of ability. 
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Table 20 

Mean Scores Standard Deviations of Gender "feEL and Groups on POSltesl 

Boys Girls Marginal 

(N = 10+ 10=30) (N~ 1)4-11-22) (N ~ 42) 

Group Mean SO Mean SO 

CBl 22.96 75.18 18.71 

74.40 10.24 65.09 15.17 

Marginal 70.35 17.79 70.14 16.34 70.24 16.84 

"""""""""--""""""~-. 

This Table shows that means of the CRl and TC groups for the boys and girls 

across the marginal means are different (70.95 \IS. 69.52) with the mean for CBL 

group being the highest (M=70.95, SO=18.71). The means of achievement posHest 

is higher in boys in group (M=74.40, SO= 10.24) and hwh£'r in eBL group 

(M=75.18. 
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Table 21 

Analysis a/Covariance Summaty Table o(CBL and TC Gr,O/ilH on Posllesl 

Source of variation Sum of Mean Signil1cance 
df 

Covariate 31 3137,757 ,000 

Main effects 4 369,896 2,726 ,048' 

Group 4.623 4.623 ,855 

Ability 1357.584 2 678,792 5,003 .0 

Gender 423.665 423,665 3,1 ,OS8 

Two-way Interactions 1027.389 5 205,478 1.514 .216 

Group Ability 2 14.425 ]06 .899 

Group Gender 863661 863,661 6.366 .017* 

Ability Gender 84.889 2 42.444 .313 ,734 

at 

Summery Table of ANCOV A indicates significant difference at .048 between 

the group score of the students taught mathematics through CBt and 

Centered (TC) approaches. The main effects of the ability (.014) did meet the 0,05 

level of signilieance, (lwew'r. the main effects of the group and the gender did not 

meet the level of significance at 0,05 
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Table 22 

Summery Tab/e of Unadjusted and Adjusted Mean Scores ofPoslles/ 

Type of 
Means 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

CBL 
(21) 

70.95 

70.59 

TC 
(21) 

69.52 

69.89 

Below 
Average 

(10) 

5:1.6<) 

59.90 

Average Above 
( 14) Average 

(1 R) 

74.3\ nil 

70.82 

Gender 

Boys Girls 
(20) (21 ) 

.... ~-

70.35 70.14 

73.76 67.03 

This Table shows that students of CBL groups scored significantly 

higher in posttest than the same numbers students of TC group. The stud,'nts of 

group have an adjusted mean score of 70.59 and the TC group has 69.89 

adjusted mean score on posllesL The ability effect shows that score of the average 

s(u'denls is appreciably higher than below av,:ra!!e above 

postles!. The 14 average students have an adjusted mean score of 77.67, below 

average 10 students have 59.90 70.82 is an adjusted mean score of 18 above 

average students on po;sw:st. In terms of gender, the boys were Ibund to score notably 

higher than the girls with 20 boys having an adjusted mean score 73.76 and 21 

having all adjusted mean score of67.03. 
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Queslion A8 lhere any significant inleraclions among lhe CIlL and TC leaching 

approaches, sfUdents' abilil)' alld gender? 

The data presented in Table 21 indicate that only group and gClnd(:r of two-

way interaction meet the 0.05 level of significance. The 13 and 15, therefore 

shows Ihal there is no significant interaction between groups and the ability and 

between ability and the gender. The Figure-14 shows an interaction between the 

groups and the gender. 
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Question R I Is there a difference among Ihe relemion ojlhe slUdems a/secondar}' 

level mathematics through cm, CEL and TC approaches? 

Table 23 

Ability-wise Mean Scores and Siandard Dcrialions o/CBI, CSL and TC Groups on 
De/ayed-Posllesl 

Average Average 

Average (N=6J) 

16) (N=7+6+7-20) (N-<J+9+9=27 ) 

Group Mean SD Mean SD Mean SO Mean 

CBI 53.40 1),72 6),14 mU8 73.22 12,37 14 IMI 

CBL 59,83 1881 7933 13,78 82,00 11.55 74,90 16,91 

57,20 29,08 70,86 08.32 20,56 64,33 19,68 

Marginal 57.00 20,03 70.70 11.77 72.81 16,71 68.13 17.33 

An analysis of these means reveals that tbere is a difference among the 

marginal means for the different levels of group across the levels of ability (65.14 VS. 

74.90 vs. 64,33) with standard deviations 13,61, 16,91 and 19.68 respectively on 

delayed-posttes!. rnean of group has emergcd as the highest among all Ihe 

groups (M=74,90, SD=j I). The marginal means of ability over levels of group arc 

also different (57,00 vs. 70.70 vs. 72,81) with the mean fol' "below average" 

the lowest (M=57.00, SD=20.03), cell means all three groups show an 

increasing pal!em for of ability, 



Table 24 

Mean and Siandard Deviations of Gender of eBI. eBL and TC Groups on 
Delayed-Posttest 

Girls Marginal 

(N = 10+10+10=30) (1" = 11+11+11=33) (N = 63) 

Group Mean Mean SO Mean SO 

CBI 65.90 14.90 64,45 13.02 65.14 13.61 

CBL 66.90 19.32 82.18 10.66 74.90 16.91 

Te 65.60 21.58 18 18.76 64.33 19.68 

Marginal 66.13 18.16 69.94 16.61 68.13 17.33 

This Table shows that means of groups for the boys and girls aeross the 

marginal means are different (65.14 vs.74.90 vs. 64.33) with the mean for "CBL" 

group being highest (M=74.90, 16.9!). The means of delayed-posltest is 

higher (M=82.18, SD= I 0.66) in girls in CBL among all groups and it is lowest 

(M=63.18, 18.76) in girls of TC group. 



Table 25 

Summery Table of Unadjusled and Adju.ueJ Mean Scores of Deiayed-Pasllesl 

Gender 

l)pe of CBt CBL TC Uclow Abov" Boys Girl, 
Means 

(N~21 ) (N--21) (N~21 ) (N~20) /\ "crage (N=30) 
(N~t6) (N~27) 

-_ ... 

Unadjusted 65.14 74,90 64.33 57.00 70,70 72,81 66,13 69.94 

Adj"s!c<:l 64,95 75.39 56.07 7L0] 7},12 68,]1 67.96 

An examination of Table 25 reveals that the students of CBL group scored in 

delayed-posllest considerably higher than the same numbers (N=21) of students of 

CBI and TC groups. The CBL group having an adjusted means score of 75.39 where 

as the CBI group with 64.95 and TC group having adjusted mean score of delayed-

posUest of 64,04. In tenus of ability level, the data shows that above average students 

appreciably scored higher than average and below av,~ralze students, The 27 above 

average students has an adjusted mean score of 12 on delayed-posuest and 56.07 is 

of below av.,raI1e of 16 students and 71,03 is an adjusted mean score of 20 average 

students. The gender effect shows that hoys were found to score higher than the girls 

with 30 boys having an adjusted mean score 68.31 and girls having an adjusted 

mean score of67.96, 
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Table 26 

Analysis of Covariance Summary Table of CBI, CBL and TC Groups on Delayed
Poslles/ 

Source of variation Sum of 
df 

Covariate 1898.628 

Main effects 2462.398 5 

Group 1628.658 2 

Ability 1056.1 2 

Gender 1.737 

Two-way Interactions 2151.307 8 

Group Ability 699.549 4 

Group Gender 1143.914 2 

Ability Gender 198.471 2 

Mean 

1898.628 

492.480 

814.329 

528078 

1.737 

268913 

174.887 

1.957 

99236 

F 

9.612 

2.493 

4.123 

2.673 

.009 

1.361 

.885 

2.!l96 

.502 

Significance 
F 

.003 

.045* 

.023' 

.080 

.240 

.481 

.066 

.609 

Summery Table of ANCOVA indicates significant ditl'ercncc at the .045 level 

among the group retention of students taught mathematics through CBI. CBL and 

Teacher Centered (TC) approaches. The main effects comparison of group was 

significant at 0.023, therefore meeting the 0.05 criterion level. However, the effects 

the ability (.080) gender (.926) did no\ meet level of significance at 0.05 

levels. 
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Table 27 

Analysis of Summary Table afMulliple-Camparisans Test (Tukey HSD) afCBl. eBL 
and TC Groups an Delayed-Postlesl 

.. -~ ... ._---
Comparisons Means difference Significance 

.. __ M_"_ .. -~.-"""-

cm vs TC 0.81 .981 

GIL VS. CBI 9.76 .071 

CBL V$. TC lO.57 .046* 

Post-hoc comparison using the Tukey HSD test indicatc that the means score 

of dclayed- posUest [or the CBL group (M= 74.90, SD=16.91) was significantly 

different from the group (M= 64.33, SD= 19.68). The CHI group (M= 65.14. 

SD=I3.61) did not difTer significantly from either of the CBL or TC groups. 

However, the main effect [or group (F=4. I p=.023) reach slatistical significance 

on delayed-posltest. 
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Question R2 Is there any significant interactions of relelllion among the types of 

leaching approaches, silldents ' abilily and gender) 

The data presented in Table 26 indicate that none of the two-way interaction 

meet the 0.05 level of significance, The Figures 16-18, therefore shows that there is 

no significant interaction between groups and the ability. groups and the gender and 

between the ability and the gender of the students, 
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Queslion R3 Ihere a difference he/ween Ihe retenfion (!f Ihe sludenfs of secondary 

level laugh! ma/hema/ics Ihrough eEl and eBL approaches? 

Table 28 

Ahilily-wise Mean Scores and Standard Devia/ions of eBI and CBL Groups on 
Delayed-PoSilest 

Above Average 'vlarginal 

Average (N=42) 

Group 5+6=11) (N~7-6=13) (N ~') -9; I 8) 

Mean SO Mean SD Mean SO Mean SO 

CBI 53.40 13.72 14 08.38 12.37 14 13.61 

CBL 59.83 18.81 79.33 13.78 82.00 II 74.90 16.91 

Marginal 56.91 16.23 70.62 13.59 12.46 70.02 15.94 

An analysis of these means reveals that there is a significant difference among 

the marginal means for the CBI and CHL groups across the levels of ability (65.14 

vs.74.90). marginal means ability over CBI CBL groups arc different 

(56.90 vs. 70.62 vs. 77.61) with an increasing pattern for levels of ability. However. 

the marginal mean across "below average" is appreciably lower (M;56.91. 

SD=16.23). 
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Table 29 

Mean Scores and Standard Deviations 0/ Gender of eBI and eBL Groups on 
Delayed-Posllesl 

Boys Girls Marginal 

(N ~ lO+10=20) (N (N = 42) 

eBl 65,90 14.90 64.45 1302 14 13.61 

eBL 66.90 19.32 8218 10.66 74.90 16.91 

Marginal 66.40 16.80 73.32 14.73 70.02 15.94 

This Table shows thaI means of eB! and CBL groups for the and girls 

across the marginal means are different (65,17 VS. 74.90) with the mean for 

group being the highest (M=74.90, SO=16.91). The cell mean of delayed-posHesl of 

group is appreciably higher in girls IS, 0.(6). 
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Table 30 

Analysis (!fCovariance Summary Table 0[( and CHL Groups on Deiayed-Posllesl 

Source of variation Sum of 

Covariate 2786.479 

Main 1463,103 4 

Group 1173.684 

Ability 181.302 2 

Gender 55,130 

Two-way 1l1leractions 1216, I 5 

Group Ability 32.396 2 

Group Gender 624,048 

Ability Gender 358.414 2 

----_ ... __ .. 
Mean 

F 

2786.479 17,693 

365,776 

1173.684 7.453 

90,65! .576 

130 

243,238 1.544 

16,198 .103 

624,048 3.963 

179,207 1.138 

Significance 
of F 

,000 

,080 

,0 II' 

.569 

,207 

,903 

,056 

.334 

Summery of ANCOVA lix CBl and CBL groups shows that the main 

effects comparison between CBI and CBL groups did not m~et the level of 

significance (,080), The main effecls comparison of group is significant al 0,01 I, 

therefore meeting the 0,05 criterion However, the effects of the ability and 

gender did not meet Ihe level of significance at 0,05, 
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Table 31 

Summery Table of Unadjusted and Adjusted ,lv/ean Scores of Delayed-Postlest 

Type of 
Means 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

CBI 
(N~21 ) 

65.14 

64.71 

Group 

74.90 

75.34 

Ability 

Below Average 
Average (N~14) 

(N~IO) 

56.91 70.62 

62.58 71.31 

l\bovc 
Average 
(N~18) 

77.61 

73.64 

Gender 

Boys 
(N~20) 

66.40 

68.73 

Girls 
(N~22) 

73.32 

71.20 

An examination of Table 31 reveals that the students of eEL group scored in 

delayed-posHest notably higher than the same numbers (N=21) of students of cm 

group. The CEL group having an adjusted means score of 75.34 where as the CBI 

group with having adjusted mean score of delayed-posl!CS! of 64.71. In terms of 

ability level, the data shows that adjusted mean score of above average students' is 

appreciably higher than average and below average students. The 20 above average 

students have an adjusted mean score of 73.64 in delayed-posttest, 18 average 

students have 71.31 and below average of 14 students have 62.58 an adjusted mean 

score. The gender effect shows that girls were found to score higher than the boys 

with 22 girls having an adjusted mean score 71.20 and 20 hoys having an adjusted 

mean score of68.73. 
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Question R4 Is there any significant interactions of retention among the types of 

leaching approaches. CBI and CBL. students' ability and gender. 

data presented in Table 30 indicate that non of the tWI)-\\laV mter.,ctl.on 

meet the 0.05 level of significance. The Figures 19-21, therefore shows thaI there is 

no significant interaction between groups and the ability, groups 

between ability the gender of the siudents. 
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Figure 20. 
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Question R5 a difference between rhe retention lif the siudents of secondary 

taught malhemalics throllgh eBI and approaches? 

Table 

Ahi/iry-wise Mean Scores and Standard Deviations o( elff alld TC Groups on 
Delayed-Posllest 

57.20 29.08 70.86 08.32 63.22 20.56 19.68 

21 67.00 08.96 68.22 17.24 64.74 16.71 

An analysis of these means reveals that there is a minor difference the 

marginal means for the CHI and TC groups across the levels of ability (65.14 vs. 

64.33). The marginal means of ability over levels of these groups are 

(55.30 vs. 67.00 vs. 68.22) with the mean (or "below average" being lowest 

(M=55.30, 1.53). The cell means (M=73.225D=12.37) of CBI for the 

above aV,~ra[!e is the highest among all cell means. 
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Table 

Mean Scores 
PuSIIf:st 

Standard Deviations o/Gender o/Cll! and TC Groups on Delayed-

Boys Girls Marginal 

(N = 10-10=20) (N=II+ll=22) (N = 42) 

SD 

CBI 65.90 14.90 64.45 13.02 14 13.61 

TC 65.60 21.58 63.18 18.76 6433 19.68 

Man!.inal 65.75 18.05 63.82 64.74 16.71 

This Table shows that means of and groups for the boys and girls 

across the marginal means are different (65.14 vs. 64.33). cell means of delayed-

posltcst of both the groups are close to each other and as such there is no notable 

differel1ce among these means. 
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Table 34 

Analysis oICoWll'iance Summary Table o{eBI and 

Source of variation Sumaf Mean 
df 

Covariate 536.045 536045 

Main effects 1064.423 4 266.106 

Group 19.370 

Ability 945,872 2 472.936 

Gender 370,784 370,784 

Two-way Interactions 2307,709 5 461.542 

Group Ability 609,333 2 304.667 

Group Gender 7,809 7,809 

Ability Gender 1638784 2 819.392 

• 

Groups on Deiayed-Posllesl 

F 

.090 

2,199 

2,146 

lAI6 

,036 

3.809 

Significance 
of F 

.125 

.317 

,766 

,1 

.199 

,088 

.259 

,850 

.034* 

Summery Table of ANCOVA indicates no significant difference among the 

group retention of the students taught mmhematics through CHI and Teacher 

Centered (TC) apl)TO,achles. The efiects of the group, ability the "f'nflPr did not 

meet the level of significance at 0,05 levels, 
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Table 35 

Summery Table of Unadjusted and Adjusted },Ieall Scores ofCBI Alld TC Groups all 
Delayed-Poslles! 

Type of 
Means 

Unadjusted 

Adjusted 

CBI 
(N~2 I) 

65.14 

65.48 

Group Ability 

Below Average 
Average (N~14) 

(NIO) 

64.33 55.30 67.00 

63.99 50.76 67.37 

Above 
Average 
(N~18) 

68.22 

7046 

Gender 

Boys 
(N=20) 

65.75 

68. JJ 

Girls 
(N=22) 

63.82 

61.65 

The data of Table 35 shows that the students of eBI group scored in delayed-

postlest notably higher than the same numbers (N=21) of students of TC group. The 

CHI group with 65.48 and TC group having score of delayed-posttest of 63.99. In 

tenns of ability level, the data shows that above average students appreciably scored 

higher than average and below average students. The 18 above average students has 

an adjusted mean score of 70.46 in delayed-postiest and 50.76 is of below average of 

10 students and 67.37 is an adjusted mean score of 14 average students. The gender 

elreet shows that boys were found to score higher than the girls with 20 boys having 

an adjusted mean score 68.13 and 22 girls having an adjusted mean score of 61.65. 
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Queslion R6 Is there any significant interactions of relent ion among the types of 

leaching apj7roacJ1es CBland TC stlldellls' ahililY and 2e.fld.?r! 

data presented in Table 34 indicate two-way interaction only between 

ability and gender of em and TC groups thus by meeting Ihe 0.05 of 

significance, Figure th,:rclCll'e shows significant interaction v<;,w"',,, ability 

and gender, The Figures 22 show no interaction between groups and the 

ability and between groups and the gender of the students. 
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QueSlion R7 Is Ihere a difference be/ween Ille relention oflhe sit/dents o/secondarv 

level taught ma/hemalies through eEL and TC approaches? 

Table 

Abilily-Ifise Mean Scores and Siandard Deviations 0/ CBI. and TC Groups on 
Delayed-Pos/lesl 

----------:::--:--._----;--------;-:-_.--:-- .... _- ... __ .... '--
Average Above Average I'Vtarginal 

Group 

Average 

(:--1~6+5=11 ) 

Mean SD Mean SD 

(:--1=42) 

(:--1=9-9--18) 

Mean SD Mean so 

CBL 59.83 18.81 79.13 1378 82.00 I 1 74.90 16.91 

57.20 29.08 70.86 08.32 64.33 19_68 

Marginal 58.64 1 I 18.84 69.62 18.89 
--'--"'--' 

An analysis of these means reveals that there is a notable difference among 

the marginal means for the CBL and TC groups across thc levds of ability (74_90 vs. 

64.33). The cell mean (M=82.00, I I of CBL group of above average has 

emleT£'cd as the highest between these two groups. marginal means of ability over 

levels of group are also dificrent (58.64 VS. 74.77 vs. 72.61) with the mean (M=74.77, 

SD= 11.53) for "average" being the highest 
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Table 37 

lUcan Scores and S!andard Del'ialions of Gender of eEL and TC Groups on Delayed
Poslles! 

Boys Girls Marginal 

(N = 10=10=20) (N II + II (N = 42) 

CBL 66.90 19.32 18 10.66 74.90 16.91 

Te 65.60 21 6318 18.76 64.33 19.68 

Marginal 66.25 19.95 72.68 17.78 69.62 18.89 

------------------- .-....... --.. ----

This Table shows that means of CSL and groups for the boys and girls 

across the marginal means are different (74.90 vs. 64.33) with the mean (M=74.90, 

16.91) for "CBL" group the highest. The means of delayed-poSHest is 

higher (M=82J 8, 0.66) in girls of CBL group and il is lowesl fM=6.3.18, 

SD=18.76) in girls ofTC ,,,Dun. 
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Table 38 

Analysis a/Covariance SummGlY Table of" eEL and TC Groups on Delayed
Posllesl 

Source of variation Sum of 

Covariate 946.475 

Main 

Group 1303.832 

Ability 1095.758 

Gender 54.142 

Two-way Interactions 1569.656 

Group Ability 235.093 

Group Gender 956.208 

Ability Gender 227.341 

• 

946.475 

4 578.440 

1303.832 

2 547.879 

142 

5 313931 

2 117.547 

956.208 

2 1l3.670 

F 
Significance 

of F 

4.375 .045 

2.674 .050' 

2.532 .097 

.250 .621 

.236 

.543 .587 

4.420 .044* 

.597 

Summery Table of ANCOV A indicates considerable diflerence among the 

group retention of the students taught mathematics through CRL lind approaches. 

The elTects did meet the 0.05 level of significance (0.050). The main el1ects 

comparison of group was also signil1cant at 0.020, therefore meeting the 0.05 

criterion level. However, the effccts of the ability and the gender did not meet the 

of significance al 0.05 levels. 
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·fable 39 

Summery Table a/Unat{iUSled and Adjusted Mean Scores a/eBL and TC on 
Deiayed-Posllesl 

Group Ability Gender 
Type of 
Means 

Unadjusted 

Adjusled 

CBL 
(N~21) 

74.90 

75.55 

64.33 

63.69 

Below 
;\ verage 
(N~ 10) 

58.64 

56.43 

Average 
(N~14) 

74.77 

74.20 

--

Above 
Average 
(N~ 18) 

12.61 

74.37 

Boys 
(N~20) 

66.25 

68.36 

Girls 
(N~22) 

72.68 

70.76 

An examination of Table 35 reveals that the students of CflL group scored in 

delayed-posttest appreciably higher than the same numbers (1\'=21) of students of TC 

group. The CBL group having an adjusted means score or 75.55 where as the TC 

group having scores 63.69 on delayed-posttest. In terms of ability level, the data 

shows that above average students scored higher than average and bclow average 

students. The 18 above average students have an adjusted mean score or 74.37 in 

dclayed-posttcst and 56.43 is of below average of 10 students and 74.20 is an adjusted 

mean score of 14 average students. The gender effect shows that girls were found to 

score higher than the boys with 22 girls having an adjusted mean score 70.76 and 22 

girls having an adjusted mean score of 68.36. 
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Ques/ion R8 Is /here any significall/ inlerae/ions of re/en/iun among the types of 

leaching approaches CRr and , slUdenis ability and gender? 

The data presented in Table 38 illdicate that two-way intcraction of group and 

gender meets the 0.05 level of significance, However, no two-way interaction exists 

between group and ability and ability and gender. The Figures 26, therefore, shows 

that there is a significant interaction between group and gender, The ligures 25 and 27 

shows no interaction between group and the ability and between the ability and the 

gender of the students, 
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Figure 26. 
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Chapter- V 

Summary 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSION, 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

present study was designed to study the effects of use of Information and 

Communication Technology in Compmer-Based Instruction, Computer-Based 

Learning and traditional Teacher Centered approaches on achievement and retention 

of students of mathematics Pakistan. The lallowing were the objectives of the 

study: 

To compare the effects of use of information and communication technology 

using CBI, CBL and TC approaches on achievement of students of mathematics. 

2. To compare the effects of use of information and communication technology 

using CBI, CBL and TC approaches on retention of students of mathematics. 

3. find out more effective approach of teaching mathematics from CBI, CBL 

and TC approaches to the secondary schools students, 

The research questions were established as under: 

L Is there a diiTerence on mean score among the achievement retention 

the students of secondary level taught mathematics through CBI, and TC 

approaches? 
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2. Is there a di fference among the achievement of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBI, eBL and TC approaches? 

3. Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBI, eBL and TC), students' ability (below 

and above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

4. Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of sec:ondm'y level 

taught mathematics through em and eBL approaches? 

5. Is there significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (em and CBL), student's ability (below average, average and 

"'''IS'') and gender (boys and girls)? 

6. Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through cm TC approaches? 

7. Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBI and Te), student's ability (below average, average and 

above average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

8, Is there a difference among the achievement of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBL and TC approaches? 

9, Is there any significant interactions (of achievement) among the types of 

teaching approaches (CBL and TC), student's ability (below average, average and 

abo v,;: average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

10. Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary level 

laught mathematics through CBI, CBL and TC approaches') 
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II, Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among the types of leaching 

approaches (CBI, CAL and TC), sludent's ability (below average, and above 

average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

12, Is be a difference among the retention of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBI and CBL approaches? 

13, Is there allY significant interactions (of retention) among the Iypes of teaching 

approaches (CBI and CBL), student's ability (below average, av,~raI2e and above 

average) and gender (boys girls)? 

14, Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBI and TC approaches? 

15, Is there significant interactions (of retention) among the types of teaching 

approaches (CBI and Te), student's ability (below average, average and above 

average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

16, Is there a difference among the retention of the students of secondary level 

taught mathematics through CBL and TC approaches? 

17, Is there any significant interactions (of retention) among types of teaching 

approaches (CBL and student'S ability (below average, average and above 

average) and gender (boys and girls)? 

The Posllest-Only Control Group Design was adapted for this study, Two 

instruments were used for the collection of data required to answer the research 

questions, These were Postlest and the delayed-posuest. The Postlest instrument was 

developed to measure the achievement of students of all three groups on the 
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taught to them during the study. The delayed-postlest wa~ developed for the purpose 

of measuring the retention of the topic taught to the students of all groups. This test 

was form of postlest and a table of random numbers was used to randomize the 

scqucnce of the questions of the posuest (achievement) and delayed-poSHest 

(retention). Changing the sequence of questions and the time interval between 

administrations of the two tests reduced the sensitization to the instrument Both the 

tesls were gone through the process of development, revision. validation and try-out 

The computer based instructional approach was used to reference group-Ion 

Ihe same chapter of mathematics of secondary classes. These groups were furnished 

with text book, computers with built-in CD Rom, multi-media and EPG Y Soft ware. 

The whole topic of "Concept of Matrices" was divided into 18 lessons of each 40 

minutes, days in a week. The students of each sub group got an ampk opportunity 

to discuss, interact use the software. At the end of each class, the studcnts were 

given homework from the textbook and teachers checked the same ill the next class. 

The students of computer based learning groups (reference group -2) were 

furnished with ali possible information and communication technologies and 

resources. The groups were provided, the textbook, computers, CD Rom, multi

media, the EI'GY software and Internet connection. This group started learning the 

chapter on "Concept of Matrices" directly through EPGY Software. Whenever, the 

student stacked with a problem, confused or need to some more details 

about a particular concept, they sent their queries and problems to the EPGY 

Instructor through e-maiL This instructor was representative of EPGY software 

developer. University of Stanford, USA and was located in Islamabad. The students 
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of these groups interacted with each other through e-mail and challed for discussion 

and sharing their views on the topic. The students got opportunities to search 

"Concept of Matrices" on Internet. The siudents got access 10 the lesson and material 

available on the topic around the world, The role of teacher in this group was of 

facilitator and navigator. The teachers helped students in searching material on the 

lopic, A live Homework help was provided to the students of CSL groups in both 

schools through !ill(;!;!!~~cliI!QL£Q!'!l', This help line service allowed the students to 

connect 10 qualified tutors up to 20-mintues live as tutoring sessions day during 

period of these groups in each schooL The students got accesses to different 

tutors for seeking help ill solving their exercises of the topic. The student of this 

group used and enjoyed every possible application of infomlatioll and communication 

for retrieval, manipulation and exchange of information using variolls resources, 

The teacher-centered groups represented the customary approach used in 

tcaching of mathematics, The teachers of these groups provided instruction through 

lectures, attention to the textbook material and to some extent the problem 

solving. During trealment to this group "chalk and talk" remained the most frequently 

used approaches of the teacher. The Icacher required students 10 solve some problems 

on their notebooks and discuss with their class-fellows, This deliberating effort to 

students involves in drill and practice and interaction was considered as essential part 

of the treatment because the coverage of such techniques of teaching mathematics is 

not promoted in the textbook, The homework was given to the students and checked 

regularly by the teachers, 
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The postlest was given in each school on the same day at the same time on the 

first school day following the completion of the three week teaching to the students of 

all three groups seated in a big hall. Thc students were given general instructions and 

working procedure was explained by th,' test administrators nominated the 

Principals of each schooL The Part-l of the postlest was to the students and was 

collected back after 20 minutes. Then students were then given the Part-II of the 

posHest The students worked on the problems and gave solutions in the space 

provided under each question, The test administrators invigilated the tests and met 

with students' queries if they had. Test administrators collected the copies of Part-I( 

after one hour. The copies of Part-I and Pali-II of the posUest of each student were 

stapled together and sealed in envelopes, 

Four weeks subsequent to the postlest the delayed-postlest was administrated 

to measure student retention of the topics taught to them during treatment This test 

was form of post-test whereas the sequence of MCQs and problems was changed. The 

procedure, conditions and team of administration of delayed-postlest were similar to 

the posltest 

A mathematics teacher evaluated the copies of posUes! and delayed-posttest 

The evaluator was provided the key of multiple-choice questions and the solution of 

problems by the researcher. The marked copies of these tests were re-checked by 

another senior mathematics teacher for the purpose of objectivity and making scoring 

more authentic, The instruments were coded and a statistical program was used for 

analysis. Frequencies of responscs to different items under each item and questions 

were obtained, This helped in preparing tables for interpretation. 
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The data was analyzed and compared the effect of the treatments and 

reference groups, ability (below average, ilV(,rai<C and ahove average), and gender 

(hoys and girls) on achievement and retention scores, Two-way analysis of 

Covariance (ANCOV A) procedure from SPSS progranl was lIsed to analyze the data, 

The ANCOVA procedure also determined two- way interactions, Post-hoc 

comparison of mean scores was applied on delayed-postlest score using the Tukey, 

HSD test for difference of means between the groups, 

Findings 

The findings of research questions of the prescnt stlldy were as follows: 

L was a trivial difference among the marginal means for different levels 

of group aeross the levels of ability on postles!' The marginal means of ability over 

of group were also different with the mean for "below average" being the 

lowest The cell means of all three groups showed an increasing pattern for levels of 

ability. 

2, The means posttest of three groups for the boys and girls across marginal 

means were different with the mean for "CBL" group being the highest The means of 

achievement of pastiest was higher in boys in CBI and TC groups whereas in CBL 

group this means was considerably higher in girls, 

3, The adjusted mean of CDL group was considerably higher in posHest than 

CBl and TC groups, The ability effect showed that adjusted mean of the average 

students was considerably higher than below average and above average students, 

The adjusted mean ofhoys was appreciahly higher than the girls, 
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4. There was a momentous difference among the marginal means for the CHI 

and groups across the levels of abilily on postlest. The marginal means of ability 

over eBl IUld CRL groups were also different with an increasing pattern for levels of 

ability. However, the marginal mean across "below average" was appreciably lower. 

5. The means of CHI CBL groups the boys and girls across the marginal 

means were different wilh the mean for "CRL" group being the highest. The cell 

mean of achievement of CBL group was considerably higher in girls. 

6. The adjusted mean of CRL group was higher than the slI.ldents of CRI group 

posHest The ability showed that adjusted mean of the average students was 

considerably higher than below average and above av(:rm'e students. The adjusted 

mean of boys was notably higher than the girls. 

7. There was a noteworthy difference among the marginal means for the 

different levels of groups em and TC across the levels of ability on pOSltest The 

m"rpin;,1 means of ability over levels of group were different with the mean for 

"below average" being the lowest The cell means of both groups showed an 

increasing paltem levels of ability, 

8, means of the em and 

marQinal means were different with 

groups for the boys and girls aeross the 

mean for "TC" group being the highest. The 

means of achievement of posllest was higher ill boys in TC group than in CHI. In 

bOlh groups, Ihe means of the girls of these groups were lower than the means of the 

boys student 

9, The adjusted mean of TC group scored appreciably higher in postlest than the 

same numbers of students of CBI group. The ability effect showed that adjusted mean 
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the above average students was considerably higher than below average and 

average students on posttest. The adjusted mean of boys was considerably higher than 

the girls. 

10. There was a momentous difference among the marginal means for the 

different levels of CBL and groups across the levels of ability on postlest. The 

marginal means of ability over levels of group were also different with the mean 

"below average" being the lowes!. The 

increasing pattern for levels of ability. 

II. The means of the CBL and 

means of both groups showed an 

groups l'Or the boys and girls across the 

marginal means were different with the mean tor "CBL" group being the highest The 

means of achievement of posttest \Vas higher in boys in group and higher in girls 

in CBI group. 

12. The adjusted mean of CBL group was mdieally higher in postlest than TC group. 

The ability showed the adjusted mean of av,~ra!!e students was notably higher 

than below ave;fal,C and above average students on posHes!. The adjusted mean of 

boys was appreciably higher than the girls. 

13. There was a considerable difference among the marginal means of the delayed 

posttest for the different of group across the levels of ability. The mean of CBL 

group had emerged as the highest among all the groups. The marginal means of 

ability over levels of group were also different with the mean for "below 

being the lowesl. The cell means of all three groups showed an increasing pattern for 

levels of ability. 

14. Post·hoc comparison using the Tukcy !-ISD tcst indicate that the means score 

of delayed· pOSHest for the CBL group was significantly different from the TC group. 
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The CHI group did no! differ significantly from either of tht: eEL or TC groups. 

However, the main for group reach statistical significance on delayed-poSHest 

15. The means of three groups for the boys and girls across the marginal means 

were different with the mean for "CHL" group being the highest on delayed-postles!. 

The means of delayed-posttest was higher in girls in 

was lowest in girls ofTC group. 

among all groups and it 

16. The adjusted mean of group scored in post-pOsHest was considerably 

higher than the same numbers of students of CBI and Te groups. The ability effect 

showed that the adjusted mean of above av,~nHle students was appreciably higher than 

average and below students. The gender effect showed that the adjusted mean 

of boys was higher than the 

17. There was a notable difference among the marginal means for the eBI and 

eBL groups across the levels of ability on dclaycd-posUesL The marginal means of 

abililY over eBi and eBL groups were different with an increasing pattern lor 

of ability, The marginal mean across "below average" was considerably lower. 

18. The means of CBI and CBL groups for the boys and girls across the marginal 

means were different with the mean for "CBL." group being the highest. The cell 

mean of delayed-po sties I ofCBL group was considerably higher in girls. 

19. The adjusted mean of CBL group in delayed-posucst was considerably higher 

than CHI group. II11crm8 of ability level, the adjusted mean of above average students 

was notably higher than 3vc,rac'e and helow average students. The adjusted mean of 

girls was higher than the boys, 

20. was a notable difference among the marginal means for the em and Te 

groups across levels of ability on delayed-posttes!. The marginal means of ability 
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over levels of these groups were also different with the mean for "below ~Vt'r~"f'° 

being lowest. The cell means of cm group for the above average was the highest 

among all cell means. 

21. The means of cm TC groups for the boys and girls across the marginal 

means were different The cell means of delayed-posHest of both the groups were 

close 10 each other and as such there was no major difference among these means. 

22. The adjusted mean of cm group in post-postlest was appreciably higher than 

TC group. The adjusted mean of av,:ra!le students was appreciably higher than 

average and below average students. The gender effect showed thai the adjusted mean 

of boys was higher than the girls. 

There was a appreciably difference among the marginal means for the CBL 

and IC groups across the levels of ability on delayed-posHest. The mean of CBL 

group had emerged as highest hetween these two groups. The marginal means of 

ability over levels of group were also different with the mean for "average" being 

highest. 

24. The means of CBL and TC groups for the boys and girls across the marginal 

means were different with the mean for "CBL" group being the highest. The means of 

delayed-postlest was higher girls of CBL group and it was lowest in girls of 

group. 

The adjusted mean of group in delayed-postlest was considerably higher 

than TC group. The adjusted mean of above students was higher than flV,,,",'" 
and below average students. The gender effect showed that adjusted mean of girls 

was higher than the hoys. 
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Conclusion 

I. There was no significant difference among the group score of the students taught 

mathematics through CBI. CBL and Teacher Centered (TC) approaches on 

achicvement. The main effects of the group and ability did not meet the 0.05 level of 

significance. However, the main effects comparison of gcnder was significant at 

0.047, therefore meeting the 0.05 criterion level. 

2. There was no significant interaction between groups and the ability, groups 

and the gender, between the abilities and the gender of the students of all three groups 

on achievement. 

3. The main etrects comparison hetwccn CBI and CBL groups did not meet the 

level of significance on achievement The effects of the group, ability and the gender 

did not meet the level of significance. 

4. There was no significant interaction between groups and ability, groups 

and the gender, between the abilities and the gender of the students CBI and CBL 

groups on achievement. 

5. There was a significant diflerence between the group score of the students 

laught mathematics through cm and Teacher Centered (TC) approaches on 

achievement. The combined main effects did meet the level of significance. The main 

effects of group, ability and gender did not meet the level of significance. 

6. There was no significant i!l\eraction between groups and the ability, between 

groups and the gender, between the ability and the gender of students of CBI 

groups on achievement. 
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7. There was a significant im"!'I"'!' between the group score the students 

taught mathematics through CBL and TC approaches on achievement. The main 

effects the ability did meet the level significance, The main effects the group 

and the gender did not meet the level of signHicance. 

8. There was no significant interaction between and groups and the 

ability, between ability and the gender on achievement. There was an interaction 

between the groups and gender. 

9. There was a significant difference among the group retention of the students 

taught mathematics through CBI, CSL and Teacher Centered (TC) approaches, The 

main effects of the ability did meet the level of significance, The main effects 

comparison of group was significant, therefore meeting the criterion leveL 

10. There was no significant interaction between the groups and the ability. 

groups and the gender, between the abilities and the gender of the students of all three 

groups on retention, 

II, The means score of delayed- pOSHest for the group was significantly 

different from the group. CHI group did not differ significantly from either of 

the CRt or TC groups. However, the main effect for group reach statistical 

significance on delayed-posHest. 

12. The main comparison between CBI aud CBL groups did not meet the 

level of significance on delayed postlest. The main effects comparison of groups was 

sigl1ificant, therefore meeting the criterion leveL The effects of the group, ability 

gender did not meet the level of significance. 
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13. There was no significant interaction between CBI and groups and the 

ability, groups and the gender, between the abilities and the gender of the students on 

retention. 

14. There was no significant difference among the group retention oflhe students 

laught mathematics through em and Teacher Centered (TC) approaches. Thc effects 

of the groups, ability and the gender did not meet the level of significance. 

15. Thcre was two-way interaction between ability and gender of CBI and Te 

groups by meeting the level of significance on retention. There was a significant 

interaction between ability and gender. Also there was no interaction between groups 

and the ability and between groups and the gender of the siudents. 

16. There was a significant difference among the group retention of the students 

taught mathematics through eBL Teacher Centered (Te) approaches. The main 

effects did meet the level of significance. The main ei1ccts comparison of group was 

also significant, therefore meeting the criterion level. The effects of the ability and the 

gender did not meet the level of significance. 

17, There wa, a two-way interaction of eBL and Te groups and gender meeting 

the level of significance. However, no two-way interaction exists between group and 

ability and ability and gender. was a significant interaction between groups and 

gender. There was no interaction between groups and the ability and between the 

ability and the gender of the students, 

18. The CBL group has appreciably scored higher in achieving as well as in 

retaining the content of mathematics taught to them during the experiment The below 

average students retained significantly the achievement of the content of mathematics 
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taught to them during the (,"'l"rinwnl 

higher than the boys in delayed posHest. 

Discllssion 

girls students overall scored considerably 

The present study was undertaken to compare the effects of use information 

and communication technology in CBI, CBL and TC approaches on achievement and 

retention of students of mathematics in Pakistan, The effectiveness of a more 

appropriate approach of teaching of mathematics to the students of Pakistan al 

secondary was also investigated, The findings from the achievement instrument 

(Postlest) indicated no significant differences between the reference and control 

groups, However, while comparing the achievement of CBI and TC groups, the TC 

perfonncd better than the CBI group, Similarly, by comparing the COL and TC 

groups, the CBL group performed better than the group on achievement test The 

findings from the retention instrument (delayed-PosUest) showed a significant 

difference between the reference and control groups, The group performed 

better than the and groups in deiayed-PofiUest meaning that the silldents 

retained the learned matter of mathematics for a long time if Ihey are taught the 

subject of mathematics through CBL approach, These results are robust when viewed 

in light of cm, CBL and TC approaches reported in almost similar kind of studies, 

The results on achievement tesl this study reinforce evidence of Clark 

(1983, 1984) that media do not influence learning, but merely provide access, 

According to Clark (1985), gains in achievement are attributable to the instructional 
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method and content rather than the method or mode of delivery, The lise of CHI and 

CBL approaches as group while comparing with the Teacher Centered (TC) 

approach in this study supported the research carried out by Carrier et aI., (1985) 

where he concluded that "placing a child in a situation which has a high level of 

inslnlctionally relevant content does not mean that he or she will afford to or use 

this information productively". The ,ignil]ic!!l)t achievement of group over the 

CBI group in this study is also identical to a study conducted by Randall et. aI., 

(1995) in the subject of secondary school mathematics where he found that better 

achievement in the swdents of traditional tcaching than the students of 

computer-based instruction may be due to the fact that the commercial software 

did not cover all the concepts and was the culturc oriented. Similarly. it can be noted 

that the usc of EPG Y 

difficlllties of implementation. 

in typical Pakistani situation had some practical 

The significant achievement 

identical to many swdies in which 

CBL group over Te group came up in 

approach appears to have a rather consists 

positive effect an achievement. Many reviewers found increases in achievement from 

0,27 to 0.56 standard deviation for computer-based technologies when compared with 

traditional approaches (Pisapia Perlman, 1992). 

Some researchers have demonstrated differently. Meta-analysis condllcted 

Kulik and Klllik (l980,1984. 1987, 1991) sllmmarized the f1ndings of 248 controlled 

evaluation swdies of technology mediated learning, In 81% of these studies, 

students in technology-mediated studies achieved a higher mean examination score 

than students in traditionally taught classes. Although Kulik and Kulik reported 
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positive effects of computer related instruction in then meta-analysis of a large body 

of research, the statistical power of using multiple studies is compromised in the 

confounding of variables. Computer Based Instruction itself represents many different 

fom]s as new technologics emerge. These new teclmologies and media are rarely 

distinguished from the instructional design and content (hey deliver as pointed out by 

Clark. Clark (I985) examined the confbunding of cm effects in Kulik,' meta

analysis demonstrating serious problems in construct validity in eBl studies. When 

CBI modes are compared \vlth traditional delivery, a confounding of medium and 

method often occurs. Because instructional methods are imbedded in CBI treatments, 

traditional treatments need to contain eqlli valent instructional methods to isolate the 

elfects of CBI (Clark, J985). Modes of delivery, including computer-based 

technology, are "mere media Ihat may be vehicle of instruction but should not to be 

confused with instruction itself' (Clark 1994). 

A study entitled "Classroom Instruction Differences by Level of Technology 

in Mathematics" was conducted by Waxman and Hung (1996). The results of 

this study indicated Ihal there were significant differences in classroom instruction by 

the amollnt of technology used. Instruction in classroom settings where technology 

was not often used tended to be whole-dass approaches where students generally 

listened or watched the teacher. Instruction in classroom settings where technology 

was moderately used had much whole-class instruction and much more 

independent work. These findings are quite similar to the researches that support the 

notion that technology use may change teaching from the traditional teacher centered 

model to a more student-centered instructional approach. 
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A study 011 cITectiveness of computer program "Fundamentally Math" has 

revealed thaI the students who utilized the computer software scored significantly 

higher than the students who did not participated at a 99.5% confidence level. The 

algebra students using the software made 17% jump in scores (Brown, 2000). 

Another study on the effect of eBI on students was published by Abbas Johari 

(1998). Johari subjects were students of pre-calculus class. He had one CBI and the 

other traditional lecture group. The group tllat received the computer based 

instructions scored signilic<!lltly higher on the pOStlcst. The researchers concluded 

that relationship exists between the use of a computer based instruction and 

achievement of students of mathematics. 

In a study by Augustine (2000), on eITectiveness of teaching mathematics on

line, the researcher has used the computer based learning approach and compared 

with the achievement of student exposed through traditional methods. The researchers 

found that there was a signillcant difference on achievement ofbolh groups. The eBL 

group <rort>d higher significantly. The findings of Augustine,' study support the 

results of present study where Ihe CBL group scored significantly higher than the TC 

group on achievement test. 

According to Fouts (2000), in a later review of research of online 

technologies, Bracewell, ct. aI., (J998) attempted to find studies that examined 

learning outcomes, but minimal success. They found only a "few small scale studies" 

and agreed with the 1998 UNESCO World Report that there were few studies that 

showed that school online usage demonstrated clear learning gains over conventional 

classroom processes. 
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The present study showed significant difference on retention between the 

reference (CBI and CBL) and control (TC) groups meaning that instruction imparted 

through CBI and CBL approaches are retained by the learners for a long time as 

compared to TC group. This result indicates that the learning though use of 

information technology (CBI and CRL) has long lasting effects. Although there was 

no significant difference among these groups on achievement but the same groups 

have came up with significant difference among which the CBL is the highest one 

when measured after four weeks period. The result of the study shows that the use of 

information and communication technology has longer effects on retention which is 

the ultimately objective of teaching of mathematics as indicated by Tahir (200 I), 

The effects on retention are generally positive. but not as clear as initial 

achievement because retention is difliclllt to exactly measure, Five studies with 

follow lip examinations investigated retention over intervals ranging from 2 to 6 

months were reviewed by Pisapia Perlman (1993), In four of these studies, 

retention examination scores were higher in the cm class, but in none of these four 

retention effects were large enough to considered statistically significant In the 

remaining study, retention examination scores were significantly higher in the control 

group. 

The findings of the present study also indicate that the below average students 

retained more than the average and above aV''''H'e students. This finding is consistent 

with some other studies that appeared in the literature on similar kind of situation. 

These studies show that the cffect of computer-based teaching seemed especially 

clear in studies of disadvantaged and low aptitude students; for example, effect 
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appeared too much smaller in studies of talented students (Bangert-Drown el aI., 

J 985; Burns & Bozeman 1981 each ciled in Pisapia & Perlman, 1992, Hnd; Niemiec 

& Walberg, 1988; Robyler et aI., ! 988; Oslon & Krendl, 1990), Research on the 

erleC! with at-risk student learning is promising. These students often show 

significant gains in achievement levels in content area (Oslan & Krendl, 1990). 

In Pakistani context, it may be speculated that most of the below average students 

belongs to lower socioeconomic status and do not have access to the information 

and communication technologies. Therefore, when these students gets opportunity to 

computer and related technologies, they it quite serious and involve thus by 

retaining the learnt maHer for a long time as compared to the other slIIdents who do 

not take the leT seriously. 

The results of the present study indicate that girls overall scored considerably 

higher than thc boys in delayed-posUest. l;nfortunately, no research literature is 

available in favour or against the finding this study. Perhaps, the reason is that 

most of such studies are carried out in developed countries where gender bias is 

almost eliminated. The Boards results indicated that girls in our society are 

comparatively beller than boys in study generally (BlSE, 2002). Also, it is observed 

that Pakistani girls' look more interested in use and application of computers alld 

related technologies. Perhaps, this can be a reason for retaining the learnt matter of 

mathematics by Pakistani girls as compared to the boys in this study. 

The literature provides support as well as goes against the p.::rformance of 

students in the subject of mathematics by use of information and communication 

techllology depending on level, the lopic, the software and the approach. In a report 
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on Research on Computer and Education: Past. Present and Future prepared by Bill 

and Melinda Gates Foundation. Fouts (2000) expressed that in a national study 

sponsored by Educational Testing Service, Does il compule? The Relalionship 

Be/ween Educational Technology and Siudenl Achievemenl in Malhemalics 

(Wcnglinsky, 1998). the researcher found that "technology could malter. but that this 

depended upon how il was used"(p, 3), Teachers' professional development in 

technology and the technology to teach higher order thinking skills were both 

related 10 academic achievement but the overall frequency of school computer use 

was negatively related to academic achievement. These and other equivocal findings 

suggest thai there are a number of other factors that interact with the technology, 

WengHnsky concluded: 

All of this suggests that computers are neither cure-all for the problems "'~Ii').\ 

schools, nor mere fads that have no impact on student learning, Rather, when 

they are properly used. computers may serve as important tools 
. , 
ImprovHlg 

student proficieney in mathematics. as well as the overall leaming 

environment in the schooL (p. 4), 

Research on school restructuring in Washington State (Fouts. 1999) found 

that hetween 1993 and 1997 an increase in the use of technology was the most 

common classroom change reported by elementary teach.ors. However. there was no 

relationship found betwecn reportcd in technology ll5cd and 

achievement gains on standardized tests of skills, However. unlike in the ACOT 

studies, there were no indications that the technology was used for that specific 

purpose. 
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In a study by Roberts and Stephens (1999), the group not utilizing the 

sonware in geometry scored higher in than those who used software in learning of 

geometry. These results indicate that using compUler software not be beneficial 

when teaching certain topics in the subject of mathematics. A study by Clarniana 

(1997) on effects on an Integrated Learning System (ILS) on the mathematics test 

scores of elementary school children indicates that ILS software had its great effect 

on mathematics concepts scores. In a comparative study by Schumacher, Young and 

Bcmhry (1995) on mathematics attitudes and achievement of Algebra I students, the 

researchers compared the achievement of students taught mathematics through 

computer software (CBI) and through traditional teachers lecture methods. The 

traditional leeture group in the average scored higher than the computer-assisted 

group in mathematics. Again, the researchers arc of the view that this might have 

been because the conuncrcial sotlwarc used did not cover all the concepts. 

Once again it is important to note that proponents of information and 

communication technology argue Ihat the purpose of technology is not to produce 

higher test scores, but rather 10 increase "olher" types of learning, which are the focus 

of current school reform cff0l1S. For example, a rccent ERIC Digest report 

(Kosakowski, 1998) slaled: "Most available tests do not reliably measure the 

outcomes being sought. , .. Assessments of the impact of technology are really 

assessments of the instructional processes enabled by technology, and the outcomes 

arc highly dependent on the quality of the implementation of the entire instructional 

process." Consequently, many tt:chnology proponcnts are not ovcrly concerned about 

the relationship between the technology and the standardized test scores, 
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Since the 19705, many research studies have IOUIIULII';«;U on the errect or 

computers in schools_ One category of studies included those reviewed by Kulk 

(Kulik, Bangert, Williams, 1983; Kulik, Kulik, & Bangert Drowns, 1984, 1985; 

Kulik, Kulik, & 1980)_ These studies essentially compared two groups of 

students with other, One group received CBI while the other group received 

comparable instruction by some other method, usually live leaching, Certainly, Ihis 

kind of research is interesting and could be important if it were possible to 

demonstrate that computers were a consistently beller dcllivl~ry <V':tPln1 than other 

media, {;nfortunately, this kind of "bottom line" research is controversial. and while 

studies such as 

this research are 

produced generalize,able result, some conclusions from 

suspect 

There also has been a shift in how computers are used that has not been 

adequatcly by researchers, Increasingly, educators arc designing computer 

environments where learners interact with instructional events, Students are allowed 

to construct their learning activities based on their own interpretation of what is 

needed, They are not presented with information; rather 

and even cause changes to 

system. 

information made available 

are eXI)ected to interact 

the computer based 

reforms 

of this discussion. it can be concluded that current mathematics 

the use of computers in learning and teaching mathematics_ 

Recent researches also provide strong evidence of the usefulness of computers in 

mathematics learning, However, it can be safely committed that of the studies 

like the present study is to make room for experimental rescarch,~s on a particular 
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field of study and practices, likewise the use of infonnation and communication 

technology in instruction of mathematics, The PresidenCs Committee (Fouts, 1999) 

of CSA stated that the principal goal of such empirical works shOUld not be to answer 

the question of whether computers can be effectively used within the schools, The 

research, therefore must be seen as a concerted effort to answer the broadest research 

question ~ "How infonnation and communication technology is used in teaching of 

mathematics" - rather than should information ~nd communication technology be 

used in teaching the subject of mathematics"? Or whether information and 

communication technology affected the achievement gains of the students in a 

particular subject"? 

Recommendations 

Having gone through an iBlensi ve research work on effect of use of 

information and communication technology on achievement and retention of students 

of secondary schools in Pakistan, the researcher is able to make the following 

recommendations, 

l. A national survey on availability, utilization and skills of teachers of 

mathematics and science in computer related (echnologies should carried out for 

proper planning, training and using information technology in classroom teaching, 

2, The computer software may be developed locally, covering all the topics of 

mathematics according to the new mathematics curriculum of year 2000, 
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3. A model of teacher training on use of information and communication 

technology need 10 be developed for dkctive instruction of mathematics and other 

science subjects. 

4. Some specific concepts and topics may be identified through try-out and 

researches that can be taught beller and effectively through the use of information and 

communication technology on typical situation of Pakistan. 

5. The use of information and communication technology needs to be integrated 

in all the subjects and specifically in the subject of mathematics at secondary level. 

For this purpose. an appropriate adjustment and room may be made in the scheme of 

studies and in school time table. 

6. The below average students of mathematics need to given supplementary 

coaching through use of information and communication technology for the purpose 

reinforcement. 

7. experimental and empirical studies carried out in Pakistani 

situation to answer the questions likewise: Do students from poorer families and 

lower socio-economic background demonstrate higher or lower levels of motivations 

toward learning information and communication technology? What is effect of 

inlormation and communication technology rich classrooms and teaching on at- risk 

students (the below average students)? What is the effect of information and 

communication technology rich classrooms and teaching on gifted students? 

an information and communication technology rich mathematics learning 

environment handicap some students? At what grade or age level is it appropriate to 

use information and communication technology in teaching of mathematics? How 
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information and communication technology can best used III teaching of 

mathematics? Is instruction through usc of information and communication 

technology helpful in imparting basic skills and concepts of mathematics? How 

time and access to information and communication technology does a student need to 

affect learning? What type of computers and related technologies skills are '''<lUll';'' 

for the students of mathematics at secondary level? How can information and 

communication technology be best 

learning" 

10 provide immediate feedback on student 
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Appendix - A 

Program of the Experiment (April-May, 2002) 

L 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Orientation Training of 

Orientation ofCBl and CBL Groups' 
Students 

Experiment (Teaching) 

Post Test Administration 

Delayed-Pasttest Administration 
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One Week 

One Week 

Three weeks regular teaching 
(18 periods) 

80 minutes 

80 minutes 



Appendix-B 

Time Table of the Experiment 

Day 

I. Matrix and Order of a Introduction 
matrix Rows and Column of a matrix 

2. Types of a matrix II Row matrix, Column matrix, square 
matrix, Rectangular matrix, Zero matrix 
Exercises and SAQs 

3. Operations of Matrices III Addition of matrices 

4. IV Stlbtraction of matrices 

5. Operations of Matrices V Additive Inverse of a matrix 

6. VI Multiplication 11 num ber by 11 real 
number 

7. Operations of Matrices VII Exercises and SAQs 

8. VII! Exercises and SAQs 

9. Multiplication of Matrices Multiplication of Matrices 

10 X Multiplication of Matrices continued 

11. Determinants and Some Determinants of a matrix, Singular 
other types of Matrices matrix, Non-Singular matrix 

12. XII Diagonal matrix, Unit matrix, Adjoim 
of a matrix, multipartite inverse of a 
matrix 

13 Determinants and Some XIII Exercises and SAQ" 
other types of Matrices 

14. XIV Exercises and SAQs 

15. Solulion of Simultaneous XV Introduclion to Ihe topic and steps of 
Linear Equations finding solution of simultaneous 

equations 
16. XVI Examples 
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17. 

IS. 
Solution of Simultaneous 
Linear Equations 

XVII 

XVIII 
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Exercises and SAQs 

Exercises and SAQs 



Appendix -C 

Program of Orienlalion and Training afTeachers 

• Introduction All six teachers 
.. Briefing about study belonging to CBI, 
.. and Objectives of study CBL and TCA groups 

.. Methodology and Procedure oflhe 
experiment .. Tasks of teachers 

.. Do's and Don'ts for teachers of different 
groups 

.. Introduction to EPGY software FOllr teachers 
II .. Demonstration of belonging to cm 

.. Loading of software groups 

.. Starting, selecting, browsing and existing 
from the software 

III .. Watching software related to the topic Four teachers 
.. Taking notes of key points of software belonging to CBI and 
.. Solving Self-assessment questions CBL groups 
.. Hands on software 

IV .. Using of Web sites Two teachers 
.. Recognizing different internet resources belonging to CBL 

of mathematics around the world groups 
.. Identifying some important resources of 

teaching of mathematics on internet 

V .. Use of e-mail Two teachers .. Signing up for e-mail belonging 10 

.. method of chatting groups 

.. Checking, composing and sending an 
e-mail and an attachment with e-mail 

.. Typing mathematical assignments and 
questions by making use of 
Program"Mathlype"on MS office 

VI .. Using live homework help on 
hltp://www.tutor.com/ 



• Connecting and making appointment with 
tutor 

" Using and practicing the Screen board of 
the live homework site 

• Hands on internet 
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Two teachers 
belonging to 
groups 



Appendix - D 

Program o/Orienlation o/Students Belonging 
/0 eBI Groups 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

.. Introduction to computer 

.. Organization of simple digital computer system 

.. Memory, RAM and CPU 

.. Introduction \0 the Peripheral Devices Input devices, Output 
devices Secondary memory 

.. Getting on PC 

.. Introduction to MS Office 

.. Tour to Windows ofMS Office 

.. Composing, saving, copying, culling, pasting, editing and 
retrieving a document on MS Office 

.. Hands on MS Office 

.. Using 

.. different internet resources of mathematics around 
the world 

" Identifying some important resources of teaching of mathematics 
on internet 

.. Use of e-mail 

.. Signing up for e-mail 

.. Use and method of chatting 

.. Checking, composing and an 
e-mail and an attachment with 

.. Typing mathematical assignments and questions by making use of 
Progranune "Mathtypc"on MS office 

" Using homework help on http://www.tutor.comJ 
.. and making appointment with tulor 
.. Using and the Screen board of the live homework sile 
.. Hands on internet 
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Appendix -E 

Group Formation eBI Group 

Ability 

Below Av,eralle 

Above 

Ability level 

Below A v,cralle 

Average 

Above 

Boys 

Coding Nos. of the Students (from I to 10) 

Girls 

4 
8 
I 
9 

2 
7 

3 
10 
6 
5 

Coding Nos. of the Students (from II (021) 

15 

20 
18 
12 
16 
I I 

17 
13 
14 
19 
21 
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Formation ofCBL GrollP 

Ability level 

Below Average 

Average 

Above Average 

Ability level 

Below Average 

Average 

Above Average 

Boys 

Coding Nos, of the Students (Ii'om 22 to 31) 

Girls 

29 
27 
24 
30 

31 
23 

2& 
26 
2S 

-----...... --~ ...... ------

Coding Nos. the Students (from 32 to 42) 
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34 

38 

40 

39 

41 
36 



Group 

Ability level 

Below Average 

Average 

Above Average 

Ability level 

--..... ----.---

Below Average 

Average 

Above Average 

Boys 

Coding Nos, or the Students (43 to 

Girls 

50 
45 
48 
51 

43 
47 

44 
46 
49 

Coding No,s of the Students (53 to 63) 
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60 
61 

53 
63 

56 
54 
59 
62 
58 



Appendix - F 

Table oj Random Numbers Jor Posllest and Delayed-Past/est 

Part - I 

MCQNo. 

=-------- ------------_ .. __ .. _----

PosHest 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 

Delayed- 7 9 !O 5 2 II 3 14 6 8 15 12 4 13 

Part - II 

Type of Q.:-.IO. 
Test 

Postlest 2 3 4 5 6 

Delayed- 3 5 2 6 4 
posnes! 
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Appendix G 

Posttest 

Mathematics 
Topic: Concept of Matrices 

Name: 

School/College: 

Group( TCAlCBIICBL): _____ _ 

Boy/Girl: 

Instructions: 

.. This tcst has two parts, Part A is comprised of :'.1ultiple Choice 
Questions (MCQs) which will be collected 20 minutes. 

.. In Part-B, you are required to give complete solution of the 
problems in one hour in the space provided. 

.. Please see the solved example carefully 
MCQs when you arc asked. 

start working on 

.. Please follow the instruetions or Examination Supervisors. 
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PART- A 

Time: 20 Minules Marks: 15 

Instruction: 

Given below four options for each of the statement the question. Please 
choose the correct response and mark ( ) on the left side of the correct option as 
described in the example given below: 

Solved Example: 

A matrix has 

a. no clement 

b. onc zero element 

c. all zero elements 

d. zero clcmel1ls in diagonal 

_~~e. c d 

STOP 

START WHEN 
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1 , A Zero matrix can be 

a, square matrix 

b, rectangular matrix 

c, row matrix 

d, column matrix 

c, anyone of the above 

2, The order of matrix [01 is 
OJ 

a, OxO 

b, 1 x I 

c, 2xl 

d, lx2 

e, 

3, Two equal matrices have same 

a, corresponding entries 

b, rows and columns 

c, non-zero columns 

d, a and b 

e, band c 

4, The matrix [3] is a 

a, rectangular matrix 

b, square matrix 

c, Identity matrix 

d, zero matrix 

e, all of the ahove 
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of matrix 



5. 

a. diagonal matrix 

b. identity matrix 

c. zero matrix 

d. rectanguiar matrix 

c. none of the above 

6. ·I'h . r3

J
1

. e matnx l2 IS a 

a. row matrix 

b. diagonal matrix 

c. square matrix 

d rectangular matrix 

c. none of the above 

7. Two matrices of ordcr and can not be 

a. added 

b. subtracted 

c. multiplied 

d. band c 

c. a, band c 

8. Th . r2 
e matnces l3 . ~ J [4

1 

and 0 J can 

a. added 

b. subtracted 

c. mUltiplied 

d. a and b 

e. band c 
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9. For any two matrices A and B of order 2x2 each, which (lrthe following 

operation is nOI possi hie in general 

a. A+B 

b. A-B 

c, 2A + 3B 

d. AB 

e, AB 

10, Two matrices A and B are multiplicative inverse of each other if 

a, AB=I 

h. BA=j 

c. AB~BA=I 

d, AB=BA;to1 

e. none of the above 

II, For a matrix A to have a multiplicative inverse, it should be 

.. __ a, singular 

b. non-singular 

c, unit matrix 

d. zero matrix 

~~_ e, diagonal matrix 
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12. 

13. 

14. 

Additive inverse of matrix A ~ [ 2 3 '1 
IS 

-1 5J 

[ -2 )'1 
a. ._- I 5J 

b. [ 2 
.31 

-I -5J 

[ -2 . __ c. 1 ~l 
[ -2 -31 

d. 
-- 1 - 5 J 

[ -2 3] e. --- -1 -5 

For a matrix A ~ [ 4 
71 I 

is equal to 2}i AI -3 

a.13 

b. -13 

c.29 

d. -29 

c. none ofthe above 

[
- 3 

If 
3 

-5] x is a singular matrix then the value of x is 

<l. 5 

b. 

c. 3 

d. -3 

c. none of the above 
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15. For the equation 3x-7y=5. the matrix form is 

_d. [3 -7J [: J 

e. f3 -71 5 
LX y~ 
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PART - B 

Time: 1 Hour Marks: 

I osl ruclions: 

i) Solve the questions in the space below each question, 
ii) Perform each of the following matrix operations wherever po:;sil)le, 

L [~ (2) 

2, 4JX[ 3 4J = 
7 -3 5 

(4) 
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3. 

4. 

If A~[I 
3 

2J r-3 B-l 4' 1 

then show that = 0 

If A 
:- 2 

l-I ~] B = [~ 
Find the value of 2A 2 

-:] 
-) 

(3) 

= [I 
-2 

(6) 
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5. If A = [ 3 
-2 I~J 

Find kl and show that Akl = I 

(l0) 
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6, Solve the following system of equations with the help of 

2x + 6) = 28 
4x-3y=-19 
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Appendix - H 

Delayed - Posttest 

Mathematics 

Topic: Conc~pl of Matrices 

Name: 

SehoollCollcge: 

Group( TCA/CBI/COL): _____ _ 

Boy/Girl: 

Instructions: 

• This test has two parts, Part A is comprised of :'v1ultiple Choice 
Questions (MCQs) which will collected after 20 minutes. 

• III Parl-B. you are required to give complete solution of the 
problems in one hour in the space provided. 

• Please sce the solved example carefully and start working on 
MCQs when you are asked. 

• Please follow the instructions of Examination Supervisors. 
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PART-A 

Time: 20 Minutes Marks: 15 

lnstruction: 

Given below four options tor each of the statement of the question. Please 
choose the correct response and mark ( J ) on the left side oflhe correct option as 
described in the example given below: 

Solved Example: 

A Zero matrix has 

a. no element 

b. one zero element 

c. all zero elements 

d. zero elements in diagonal 

e. e and d 

STOP 

START WHEI\ ASKED 



L , [1 
The matrix ° OJ ' I IS a 

a, diagonal matrix 

b, identity matrix 

c, zero matrix 

d, rectangular matrix 

e, none ofthc above 

2, The matrix l~ J is a 

3 

a, row matrix 

b, diagonal matrix 

c, square matrix 

d, rectangular matrix 

e, none of the above 

The matrices G -~ J and [~J can be 

[
-3 

4, If 
3 

a, added 

b. subtracted 

c, multiplied 

d, a and b 

e, band c 

-5] x is a singular matrix then the valuc of x is 

a. 5 

b, -5 

c, 3 

d, -3 

c, none of the above 
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5. The matrix [3J is a 

3. rectangular matrix 

b. square matrix 

c, Identity matrix 

d, zero malrix 

c. all of the above 

6, Two matrices A and B are multiplicative inverse of each other if 

a. AS=I 

b. BA~I 

c. AB=BA=I 

d. AB=BAtj 

c. nonc of Ihe above 

7. A matrix can be 

3. square matrix 

b. rectangular matrix 

c. row matrix 

d. column matrix 

e. anyone of above type of matrix 

8. For a malrix A 10 have a multiplicative inverse. it should be 

___ a. singular 

, __ b. non-singular 

c. unit matrix 

d. zero matrix 

__ e. diagonal matrix 



9, The order of matrix [~] is 

a, OxO 

b. Ixl 

c, 

d, 

e, 2x2 

10. Two equal matrices have same 

II. 

12, 

a. corresponding entries 

b. rows and columns 

c. non-zero columns 

d. a and b 

e. band c 

Two matrices of order 

a, added 

b, subtracted 

c, multiplied 

d. band c 

e. a, band c 

For a matrix A ~ [_~ 

a, 13 

b. -13 

c,29 

d, -29 

and 3x2 can not be 

71 211 Al is equal to 

e, none of the above 
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13. Forthe equalion 3x-7y~5, the matrix form is 

14. 

f 3] _a·l- 7 
[x y] ~ 5 

__ b. [x Yl[_~]=5 

[ 3 x] c =5 
-~. -7 Y 

___ d. [3 -7] [;] 

e f3 -71 
5 --- . Lx vi 

-~ 

For any IWO matrices A and B of order 

operation is flot possible in general 

il. A+ B 

b. A - B 

c. + 38 

d. AB 

e. AB= BA 
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Add'" r' <\ r 2 
'"' --I 

IS, Illve Inverse o· malnx, = l ;J is 
-I 

r -2 31 
~--_a'l I 5J 

r 2 - I b'l I - 5 j 

[ -2 ~j c. -- I 

[-2 -31 d, 
-- I -5 J 

[-2 31 e 
--~ . -I -5 J 
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PART- B 

Time: I Hour Marks: 35 

Instructions: 

iii) Solve the questions in the space given below each question. 
iv) Perfomn each of the following matrix operations possible. 

L If A = [ 2 
~I ~] B = [~ 

Find the value of 2A2 ~I3C 

(6) 
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2 

30 

If AJI 
L3 

2l B =[-3 
4 J' I 

then show that A +B-C = 0 

-21 [-2 and C ~ 
-5 4 

J 

(3) 

(2) 
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4. Solve the following system of equations with the help of matrices 

2x + 6y 28 
4x- ~-19 
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5. [
2 4]X[ 3 ~] = 
5 7 -3 :, 

(4) 
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6. If A = [ 3 
-2 I~J 

Find A-I and show that AAI ~ 1 

(10) 
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